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K-popscape:
Gender Fluidity and Racial Hybridity in Transnational Korean Pop Dance

Chuyun Oh, Ph.D.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2015

Supervisor: Rebecca Rossen

Analyzing bodily representation and audience reception, my dissertation
examines (a) how racial hybridity and gender fluidity in Korean pop (K-pop) music
performances challenge racialized gender norms in the West, such as feminine/masculine,
white/black, heterosexual/homosexual, and colonial mimicry/contemporary minstrelsy,
and (b) how colonial history influences East Asian and Western audiences’ different
understandings of cultural appropriation and engenders intercultural (mis)
communication on a global stage. Drawing on theories from theatre, dance, and
performance studies, gender studies, critical race studies, media studies, and Asian
studies, I offer close readings of dancers’ bodies, movements, and choreographies as well
as audiovisual contents in select K-pop music videos. I also analyze audience reception
from media coverage to global fans’ online comments around the world to see both local
and global implications of K-pop. In their videos, K-pop performers move between
enacting and negating whiteness, blackness, Asianness, and Koreanness with their fluid
gender representations. I argue that these complex, intersectional, and often contradictory
v

stagings, which I call K-popscape, are unreadable in the West due to the pervasiveness
(and limitations) of stereotypes about Asian Americans.
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Introduction:
Re-constructing Koreanness through K-pop
On August 2013, Korean pop star G-Dragon (GD), a member of the boy band Big
Bang, was accused of wearing blackface. In his instagram, GD posted a picture of
himself in black makeup putting a T-shirt on his head. In the picture, his skin is
completely black and he stares at the camera with defiant eyes. When followers on his
instagram circulated the picture online, the image evoked outrage among some of the
U.S. audiences who saw the image as an unfortunate “attempt to show solidarity with the
1

Trayvon Martin memorial movement.” On the thread, respondents also criticized GD’s
insensitivity. They argued that since GD has appropriated Hip Hop through his music, he
should have respected and been knowledgeable about the history of black people,
2

including minstrelsy. Other respondents disagreed, noting that Korea does not have a
minstrelsy tradition like the U.S., and Koreans hardly know about the Trayvon Martin
case. A commenter says, s/he believes that GD's performance has nothing to do with
American history “[b]ecause what looks undoubtedly wrong to others could also be
different for others… [Koreans] also don’t have cultural practices of [minstrelsy] like
3

other countries who have festivals and such” (ID: Jazz1***). Responding to this
controversy, YG Entertainment, the company that produced and groomed GD, explained
that the whole thing was a “huge misunderstanding” and “completely wrong and taken

1 Sahar, “G-Dragon In Blackface Controversy.” Seoulbeats, http://seoulbeats.com/2013/08/g-dragon-inblackface-controversy/ (accessed September 1, 2013).
2 In my dissertation, I use Hip Hop as a capitalized term instead of hip-hop, for Hip Hop has a broader
signifier as a cultural form and more than a music genre.
3 Sahar, Ibid.
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out of context.” According to YG Entertainment, GD’s black makeup was not a
commentary on race or politics in the U.S. but a visual concept. For his upcoming album
teaser Coup D'état, they explained, GD painted his face black, white, and red simply
because he likes the three colors. The colors were nothing but the artist’s personal
preference to symbolically visualize the idea of protest, the album’s main theme.
I evoke this scene to highlight the ways that bodily signs, including cultural
appropriation, are differently understood and can engender cross-cultural
misunderstanding. GD’s black face controversy demonstrates how Koreans are easily
subsumed under the umbrella term of Asian American. If GD was an Asian American, he
should be more sensitive when painting his face with black and be aware of how
performance embodied such racial inequality throughout history. But GD and his show
do not aim to comment on racial politics or this particular issue in the U.S. US audiences’
responses to GD’s photo reveal that they largely conflate Korean with Asian Americans
(or white Americans), projecting US history onto Korean bodies, and thus rendering
Koreanness invisible to U.S. audiences. Something is missing in the discourse of
understanding K-pop – social and historical contexts in Korea, and thus, Koreanness.
How and why was GD’s bodily representation differently understood among the
U.S. audiences? How does the history of each country influence and shape Korean actors
and the U.S. audience’s different understanding? Was GD guilty of minstrelsy or did the
U.S. audience project their color symbolism onto GD’s body? These questions
surrounding the notion of cultural appropriation lie at the core of my exploration of

4 Marc Hogan, “G-Dragon’s Camp Says K-Pop Star Wasn’t Wearing Blackface.” SPIN,
http://www.spin.com/articles/g-dragon-denies-blackface-k-pop-hoodie-facepaint-trayvon-martin/ (accessed
August 1, 2013).
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Korean pop, a highly hybridized form of Korean pop music and dance that pulls liberally
from Western and Asian pop music traditions to stage complex and fluid representations
of race, gender, and nationality on a global stage.
This study stems from these moments of cultural appropriation, cross cultural
misunderstanding, and discrepancy surrounding Korean pop (hereafter K-pop). In the
dissertation, I utilize an interdisciplinary approach to focus on and analyze four K-pop
artists/groups and their video performances: the girls group Girls’ Generation, the female
singer CL, the male singer GD, and select K-pop fan made compilation videos and crossdressing performances. The primary goal of my dissertation is to understand Korean
identity in glocal contexts by analyzing K-pop. Korean identity can be understood from
various perspectives. In my work, I focuse on racial and gender identities represented in
contemporary Korean culture, and how its hybridity tells us about postcolonial status of
the society. In a global context, I also examine the ways in which K-pop dancers achieve
or fail to claim their Koreanness in a global context, negotiating between the
hypervisibility of Asian Americanness and the invisibility of contemporary Korean
identity.
It seems obvious to state that K-pop dancers are not Asian Americans and do not
share the same history. And yet, their bodies are often conflated with Asian American
bodies and subject to American stereotypes about Asian Americans. I will suggest that,
due to the collapsing of K-pop artists with Asian-Americans, U.S. audience reception has
at times framed K-pop either as a form of contemporary minstrelsy or a postcolonial
mimicry. This perspective, however, views K-pop through an American-centric lens, and
fails to capture the local context—in Korea—that produced and distributes K-pop

3

globally. Further, such critiques do not evaluate the training process through which the
performers learn Western dance forms, such as movement, rhythm, and styles from Hip
Hop, or what this form means to them. By situating K-pop’s cultural appropriation in its
local context, I argue that K-pop creates a radical chameleonic performance of racial
hybridity and gender ambiguity, ultimately challenging racialized and gendered binaries
in the West, such as feminine/masculine, white/black, heterosexual/homosexual, and
colonial mimicry/minstrelsy. My dissertation thus seeks to historicize K-pop by
examining how colonial history informs Korean and US audiences’ different (mis)
understanding of racial and gender performativity as well as cultural appropriation.

A Brief Genealogy of Korean Popular Culture and K-pop Industry
(1) Context of Korean Pop Culture and K-pop
The Korean Wave, or Hallyu, is a newly coined word that refers to the increasing
popularity of South Korean popular culture since the late 1990s, including music, drama,
5

film, and fashion. These products have gone global and entered a number of regions of
the East Asia, Middle East, Southeast Asia, Oceania, Latin America, the U.S., Canada,
6

and parts of Europe. Inspired by the global popularity of Korean Wave in the world,
scholars have begun to consider the sociopolitical implications of the form. Some argue
that despite its Westernized elements, K-pop remains a distinctly East Asian form that
incorporates styles and references accessible to Asians and is reflective of their cultural

5 See Koichi Iwabuchi, Recentering Globalization: Popular Culture and Japanese Transnationalism
(Duke University Press, 2002); Mark James Russell, Pop Goes Korea: behind the Revolution in Movies,
Music, and Internet Culture (Berkeley, California: Stone Bridge Press, 2008).
6 Russell, Pop Goes Korea; Mark Ravina, "Introduction: Conceptualizing the Korean Wave," Southeast
Review of Asian Studies 31 (2009): 3-9.
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tastes, which fluctuate between Westernized modernity and “traditional” Asian values.
Others have discussed how Korean pop culture mirrors traditional ideas about Korean

identity, including Koreans’ emotional sentiment, self-orientalism, Westernization mixed
8

with local elements in Korea, and Confucian family values. Previous research also
addressed how K-pop is a sign of global shift, or an “alternative form of globalization,”
10

that challenges the dominance of Americanization and diversifies world culture.

9

Other

research efforts have dealt with the capitalist aspects of the Korean Wave and how they
11

serve neoliberal market values and national pride for Koreans.

Distributed primarily

through the Internet, K-pop and the various products created with the music, such as K-

7 Hae-Joang Cho, “Reading the ‘Korean Wave’ as a Sign of Global Shift,” Korea Journal 45, no. 4
(2005): 147-82; Jung, Korean Masculinities; Eun Mee Kim and Jiwon Ryoo, “South Korean Culture Goes
Global: K-Pop and the Korean Wave,” Korean Social Science Journal 34, no. 1-2 (2007): 117-147;
Woongjae Ryoo, “Globalization, or the Logic of Cultural Hybridization: The Case of the Korean Wave,”
Asian Journal of Communication 19, no. 2 (2009): 137-51.
8 Ravina, “Introduction,” 4; Beng Huat Chua, Structure, Audience and Soft power in East Asian Pop
Culture. Vol. 1. (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2012); Laurel Kendall, ed., Under
Construction: the Gendering of Modernity, Class, and Consumption in the Republic of Korea (Honolulu:
University of Hawaii Press, 2002); Sarah Leung, “Catching the K-Pop Wave: Globality in the Production,
Distribution, and Consumption of South Korean Popular Music,” Senior Capstone Projects,
http://digitalwindow.vassar.edu/senior_capstone (accessed January 27, 2014); Sueen Noh, “Intersecting
Gender and Race in Globalization: Beyond the Evolution from Cultural Imperialism to Cultural Hybridity,”
Global Media Journal 6, no. 10 (2007): 1-17.
9 Ryoo, “South Korean Culture.”
10 Media culture in the age of globalization is characterized by “the demise of the ‘sole-pole’ of the U.S.
and the emergence of ‘multi-poles’ where the U.S. only constitutes one-pole.” See Tiantian Zheng,
“Karaoke Bar Hostesses and Japan-Korea Wave in Postsocialist China: Fashion, Cosmopolitanism and
Globalization,” City & Society 23, no. 1 (2011): 48; Chua, Structure; Sun Jung, " Transnational Korea: A
Critical Assessment of the Korean Wave in Asia and the United States," Southeast Review of Asian Studies
31 (2009): 69-80; Youna Kim, “Globalization of Korean Media: Meanings and Significance,” in Hallyu:
Influence of Korean Popular Culture in Asia and Beyond, eds. Do Kyun Kim and Min-Sun Kim (Seoul:
Seoul National University Press, 2011) 35-62; Noh, “Intersecting Gender.”
11 In global capitalism, cultural industry plays a major role in economic regeneration which Chua calls
“cultural economy” (12). Also, see Do Kyun Kim and Min-Sun Kim, eds., Hallyu: Influence of Korean
Popular Culture in Asia and Beyond (Seoul: Seoul National University Press, 2011); Hee‐Joo Han, and
Jae‐Sub Lee, “A Study on the KBS TV Drama Winter Sonata and its Impact on Korea's Hallyu Tourism
Development," Journal of Travel & Tourism Marketing 24, no. 2-3 (2008): 115-126; Doobo Shim, "The
Growth of Korean Cultural Industries and the Korean Wave," East Asian Pop Culture: Analysing the
Korean Wave 1 (2008): 15; “The Stream: K-pop Diplomacy,”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYt813fDWTw (accessed September 3, 2012).
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pop fashion (or “K-world style”),

12

karaoke for K-pop, K-pop flash mob and fandom

dance, have certainly become the leading platform of the Korean Wave. Accordingly, the
performers’ physicality has drawn scholarly attention given the dance-driven nature of Kpop.
K-pop emerged in the mid-1990s, but the term K-pop was not used until the mid
2000s. Before that, kayo was used to refer to Korean popular music and songs.

13

Albeit

controversial, there is some public opinion that the term K-pop was invented by the
Japanese pop (J-pop) market and initially propagated by Japanese media.

14

Using K-pop,

instead of kayo, reflects the tendency to see Korean music through the gaze of the other.
K-pop is a hybridized music genre integrating Asian and Western pop music. It
amalgamates styles and dance movements from pop culture from all over the world
including Japanese pop, American pop, Hip Hop, R&B, rock and roll, and electronic
music. Although K-pop singers’ album tracks include ballads, most hit songs are dance
music. In addition to popular dance styles, K-pop performers also employ movements
and steps from modern dance, traditional martial arts, folk dance, tap dance, swing, jazz,
and even ballet. The majority K-pop singers lip-sync their songs in a live show, because,
as the fans would understand, the show is a dance performance above all.
On stage, K-pop dancers, whether male or female, are clad in extremely
ornamented colorful costumes with embellished accessories. Thus, K-pop also feeds a

12 “K-World Style,” K-pop Fan Blog, http://www.kworldstyle.com/p/about-us.html (accessed September
3, 2012).
13 Hyunjoon Shin, "Reconsidering Transnational Cultural Flows of Popular Music in East Asia:
Transbordering Musicians in Japan and Korea Searching for ‘Asia,’” Korean Studies 33, no. 1 (2009): 106;
Chang Nam Kim, K-POP: Roots and Blossoming of Korean Popular Music (Hollym International
Corporation. 2012).
14 Shin, Ibid.

6

global demand for K-fashion that emulates K-pop dancers’ garments. There are websites
that exclusively sells K-pop fashion and items influenced by K-pop singers and their
15

fashion styles.

Such spectacular visuality lies at the core of audience experience.

While each group and artist has its own distinct style, large music conglomerates
created in the mid-1990s, such as S.M. Entertainment (S.M.), YG Entertainment (YG),
and JYP Entertainment (JYP), have dominated the K-pop industry. They systematically
train and groom K-pop idols in singing, dancing, acting, and speaking foreign languages
in order to groom artists, brand groups, and target global markets. Interestingly, all
directors in the agencies are male musicians: Lee Soo-man leads SM, Yang Hyun-suk
owns YG, and Park Jin-Young leads JYP.
Despite these similarities, the major agencies seek to distinguish themselves from
each other through distinct styles and musical genres. S.M. is often characterized as the
leading platform of Korean Wave. Indeed, the agency arguably groomed the first dance
group idols, such as girl group SES and boy band H.O.T in the 1990s and paved the way
for exporting K-pop music to East Asia. The music and performance styles made by S.M.
present the most typical K-pop music: bright, catchy, upbeat, and romantic dance music
performed by perfectly homogenized, doll-like idols. For example, in SNSD’s song
Genie in 2009, all nine members are clad in identical female sailor costumes and hats and
present exactly the same movements throughout the entire group dance scene. Similarly,
SHINee, in their 2013 song Everybody, dressed in uniformly tight, navy police officer
costumes and execute the same movement phrases. Compared to dancers groomed by
other agencies, performers from S.M are often portrayed as symbols of chasteness and
15 “To February: Specializing in Asian Fashion, Korean Fashion, KPOP Merchandies, and KDRAMA
Collectibles,” http://www.tofebruary.com (accessed September 3, 2012).

7

decency. In contrast, YG Entertainment is famous for the performers’ virtuosic
adaptation of Hip Hop. Their artists offer stronger, more colorful, idiosyncratic, liberal,
and individualized versions of dance music. Globally known K-pop stars such as Big
Bang and 2EN1 are trained in this agency. Lastly, JYP generally presents R&B, ballad,
and dance pop music and often emphasizes the sensuality of the performers. Boy bands
2AM and 2PM, whose leaders are known as “Beast idols” (a type I discuss in chapter
three) are some of the representative singers groomed in the agency.
Since the competition rate to be a K-pop star is extremely high, trainees spend at
least three to five years at agencies, which has been described by some journalists as a
16

“slave contract.”

Due to the pervasive studio system, although styles vary among K-

pop dancers, most K-pop performers share a similar appearance and release performances
that often look alike each other. Thus, female performers have perfectly polished,
groomed bodies and looks. Males are no exception. K-pop boy bands are expected to
have exceptionally slim bodies, smooth skin, good-looking faces and virtuosic dancing
skills.
In fact, some of the drawbacks of this studio system lie in the homogenization of
K-pop performers. Since K-pop is a bodily practice, performers labor to mold their
bodies to fit the desired form and hone virtuosity. The harsh degree of bodily labor is not
the only problem; the K-pop system also squelches the creativity and agency of each
performer. As Mark James Russell described, K-pop agencies are good at producing and

16 Daniele, “K-Pop’s Slave Contracts—A Glance at South Korea’s Entertainment Industry,” The East
Asia Gazette, http://asia-gazette.com/news/south-korea/146#.T7rM2johCYM.twitter.htm (accessed May
25, 2013)

8

17

reproducing successful girl and boy bands.

Indeed, since the huge success of the girl

band SNSD (which I discuss in chapter one), girl groups like Girl's Day and Nine Muses
have emerged that closely resemble SNSD. Although this strategy is safe and profitable,
it often hinders opportunities to nurture artistry and individuality.
When K-pop dancers are manufactured by the studio, their performance is not
limited to singing and dancing. The majority of K-pop singers are trained speaking in
foreign languages, including Japanese, Chinese, and English, and sing their songs in the
local languages. For example, BoA trained in Japanese for four years, before starting her
18

career in 2001 when she was 13.

It is commonly known that when BoA first debuted in

Japan, performing with Japanese musicians, and using Japanese songwriters, record
companies, and marketing agencies, some of her Japanese audiences did not know that
19

she is actually Korean.

Today, more and more K-pop singers intentionally move between localization and
globalization. Unlike BoA who aimed to compete with Japanese singers by being a J-pop
singer, today’s K-pop idols remain K-pop singers. Still, their music is translated to reach
particular markets. Performers at S.M. agency, for example, have released their major
songs in Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and English. Similarly, EXO, one of the most
popular boy groups, released their 2013 song Growl and its music video in English,
Chinese, and Korean. As Hyunjoon Shin has noted, J-pop and American pop singers do
not necessarily translate their songs in Korean when they release their albums in Korea.
17 Russell, Pop Goes Korea.
18 Shin, "Reconsidering Transnational Cultural Flows, 104.
19 Ibid., 107. According to Shin, although BoA is often regarded as some of the first K-pop generation
who paves the way for Korean Wave, her case was actually slightly different from today’s idols. Shin cited
some words from an interview BOA had. “My case is different from those categorized with Korean Wave,
because I went to Japan as J-pop singer to compete with other Japanese singers” (107).

9

K-pop performers often mutate perceptions of their nationality to better reach the local
market. Thus, they may appear to be Asian Americans on the U.S. stage or Japanese in
Japan. Does this ability of presenting more than one nationality constitute a marketable
strategy or signify that Korean identity is complex and mutable? How does “postcolonial
networking”

20

impact singers who release their songs in the U.S. market and foster

hybridity? The ways K-pop dancers construct and perform identities lie at the core of this
dissertation.

(2) K-pop Hybridity and Dispute about Authenticity
In the past couple of years, scholars have considered what has led to K-pop’s
transnational popularity and have identified hybridity as one of the main roots of its
global success.

21

Hybridity does not simply refer to a mixture of visual elements drawn

from diverse cultural roots. In the case of Korean Wave, hybridity often refers to a
modality that bridges the West and Asia. The ability of translating Western music and
modifying it to fit Asian taste, is a key factor of Korean Wave’s fusion of West and
East.

22

Korean pop culture is neither purely Korean nor an imitation of Western culture.

It is situated in a liminal space where the nations’ history from colonialism to
modernization is mirrored. According to Eun-Young Jung, Korean pop culture “may not
be as “Korean” or as “authentically Korean” as people might imagine. She writes. “Most
of its characteristics are transnational and hybrid; and these characteristics involve

20 Ibid., 109.
21 Valentina Marinescu, and Ecaterina Balica, "Korean Cultural Products in Eastern
Europe: A Case Study of the K-Pop Impact in Romania," Region: Regional Studies of Russia, Eastern
Europe, and Central Asia 2, no. 1 (2013): 131.
22 Ibid.
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23

combinations of local and foreign elements at multiple levels.

K-pop, too, does not

have a uniform style or a fixed directional flow; it is not simply a phenomenon that
originates from Korea and spreads to the world. It is multi-layered and multi24

directional.

I look at hybridity of K-pop as a temporal status of constituting one’s

racial, gender, ethnic, and national identities to challenge the fixed notion of authenticity.
As K-pop is marked by hybridity, issues surrounding authenticity are complex. In
a global context, some of K-pop singers confront criticism from American audiences who
see K-pop as a mere imitation of American pop culture.

25

When K-pop singer Rain first

performed in the U.S. in the 2006, some U.S. audiences dismissed his performance as a
“copycat of Justin Timberlake.”

26

Ideas about racial authenticity are particularly

problematic in the US. Fans, for example, criticized K-pop singer SeungRi because he
27

does Hip Hop with his Asian body.

The racial hybridity of K-pop and the U.S.

audience’s reception speaks to the issue of authenticity. In my dissertation, I argue that
authenticity is a constructed product; only dominant groups in racial and gender hierarchy
have been able to claim their authentic cultural identities;

28

what is considered to be a

23 Eun Young Jung,“Playing the Race and Sexuality Cards in the Transnational Pop Game: Korean Music
Videos for the Us Market,” Journal of Popular Music Studies 22, no. 2 (2010): 219-36.
24 Jung "Transnational Korea,” 78.
25 See Jeff Yang, “Can Girls’ Generation Break Through in America?” The Wall Street Journal,
http://blogs.wsj.com/speakeasy/2012/02/06/can-girls-generation-break-through-in-america/#htm (accessed
April 1, 2013).
26 Jung "Transnational Korea,” 77.
27 “Watch & Listen,” http://perezhilton.com/ 2009-01-05-watchlisten-in-any-language-this-is-hot.
28 Performance authenticity is constructed in relation to the Black/White racial hierarchy. Racial
minorities’ authenticity is questioned and degraded as “dated,” “tribal,” and “bad mimicry/taste.” See Jeff
Donaldson, “The Role We Want for Black Art,” in College Board Review 71, ed., Robert L. Brenner, 15-9
(New York: The College Entrance Examination Board, 1969), Alain Locke, “The Legacy of the Ancestral
Arts,” in Voices from the Harlem Renaissance, ed. Nathan Irvin Huggins, 137-43 (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1976), Romare Bearden, “The Negro Artist and Modern Art,” in The Portable Harlem
Renaissance Reader, ed. David Levering Lewis, 138-41 (New York: Penguin Books, 1995), and Tomás

11

subordinated groups’ “authentic” identity is often nothing but the embodiment of racial
and gender stereotypes.
The success of Korean rapper PSY with his 2012 song Gangnam Style is an
example of how authenticity is actually a constructed product. PSY’s body opposes Kpop aesthetics that demand thinness, as demonstrated by majority K-pop singers bodies
and looks. Some U.S. audiences, however, cheered PSY because of his “authentic”
Korean appearance.

29

The colonizer always “believes in only one culture,” although the
30

imperial gaze does not simply deny the Others.

Since only one imagery can exist from

the gaze of the colonizer, such as the stereotypical Asian man, authenticity becomes a
singular form, not plural, despite the fact that many different forms of appearances,
identities, and physicality can exist. In my work, authenticity, thus, is a concept that is
interchangeable with racial, ethnic, and gender stereotypes.
Regarding the issue of authenticity, I assume that identity is not a fixed one but a
constructed sociocultural product, and is necessarily elusive. I challenge the fixed,
singular notion of authenticity to allow plural forms, or the potential for performing
multiple identities. In her book, Dancing Jewish: Jewish Identity in American Modern
and Postmodern Dance Rebecca Rossen interrogates Jewish identity and its ethnic

Ybarra-Frasuto, “Rasquachismo: A Chicano Sensibility,” in Chicano Art: Resistance and Affirmation,
1965-1985, eds. Richard Griswold del Castillo, Teresa McKenna, and Yvonne Yarbro-Bejarano, 155-62
(Los Angeles: Wight Art Gallery, University of California, Los Angeles, 1991).
29 PSY resonates with stereotypical “Asian” male body: undesirable, asexualized, emasculinized, small,
and inferior to white masculinity. See Deanna Pan, “Is ‘Gangnam Style’ a Hit Because of Our Asian
Stereotypes?,” Mother Jones, http://www.motherjones.com/mixed media/2012/09/gangnam-style-asianmasculinity%20.htm (accessed May 25, 2013); “Is Pop Sensation PSY Too Ugly To Be Famous?.” Famous
Plastic in Au Natural, http://famousplastic.net/2012/10/06/is-pop-sensation-psy-too-ugly-to-be-famous/
(accessed May 25, 2013);
David Bevan, “K-Pop Fizz Fizz: Life After PSY,” SPIN, http://www.spin.com/articles/k-pop-2012-lifeafter-psy/?page=2.htm (accessed May 25, 2013).
30 Marta Savigliano, Tango and the Political Economy of Passion (Boulder: Westview Press, 1995), 83.
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31

configuration and resistation by analyzing performance.

She distinghishess “Jewish

32

dance” from “dancing Jewish.” While the former is a noun that refers to “a specific
genre and style and sugges[t] something static or fixed,” the latter is a verb; “it is an
action or process that embraces the fluidity and complexity” of an ethnic identity – how
33

choreoraphers dance Jewish. Analyzing “how” dancers perform their multiple identity
matters, as it reveals that identity is a contiuous process of making someone, not being
someone. Thus, I interrogate K-pop not to pin down or essentialize Koreanness and its
ethnic and national identity. Rather, by looking at multilayered aspects of K-pop in a
global context, I examine how the dancing body and performance provide a site of
reading identity formation, including the fluid construction of race, gender, sexuality, and
nationality.

Review of Literature
In order to understand the hybridized dance-driven K-pop performance circulated
on the global stage, my dissertation draws on interdisciplinary bodies of scholarship,
including dance and performance studies, critical race studies, gender studies, Korean
studies, and postcolonial global media studies. My first and foremost theoretical
engagement derives from dance and performance studies. Dance historians have argued
that since the moving body embodies one’s culture and history, it actively produces

31 Rebecca Rossen, Dancing Jewish: Jewish Identity in American Modern and Postmodern Dance
(Oxford University Press, 2014), 63.
32 Ibid., 3.
33 Ibid (emphasis in original).
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34

knowledge which is transmitted through performance. In Choreographing Difference:
The Body and Identity in Contemporary Dance (1997), Ann Cooper Albright wrote that
“physical bodies are both shaped by and resistant to cultural representation of identity
[…] cultural identities are negotiated and embodied.”

35

Riffing on Albright’s idea of the

double nature of dance, Rossen similarly noted that moving bodies “reinforce the
ideologies that act on and through them, but they also have the potential to issue a
36

dynamic challenge to static and repressive notion.”

In her book Dance and Politics

(2010), Alexandra Kolb similarly noted that dance is always a site of ideological
struggles and is inherently political whether a dancer intends it or not because the dancing
37

body onstage necessarily engages in the process of representation.

I expand these

arguments to assert the autonomy of the body in motion. The moving body does not
passively serve social norms or systems. It actively creates its own complex and
miscellaneous meanings that are not necessarily pinned down into a binary:
resisting/reinforcing or narrative/performance. The body is often marked by sociopolitical
constraints. The capacity of dance movement, however, can go beyond such theoretical
binaries or the status quo and can offer more flexible meanings than the body can
provide.
Incompatible and conflicting meanings do of course coexist through dance. These

34 Ann Cooper Albright, Choreographing Difference: The Body and Identity in Contemporary Dance
(Wesleyan University Press, 2010); Desmond, J. C. Meaning in Motion: New Cultural Studies of Dance
(Durham [N.C.]: Duke University Press, 1997); Dancing Desires: Choreographing Sexualities On and Off
the Stage (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2001); Malborg Kim, 역사 속의 춤 [Dance in
History], (Seoul: Ewha Womans University Press, 1998); Sangmi Shin, 몸짓과 문화: 춤 이야기
[Movement and Culture: Stories of Dance], Seoul: Daehan Media Press, 2007).
35 Albright, Choreographing Difference, xiv, xiii.
36 Rossen, Dancing Jewish, 63.
37 Kolb, Alexandra, ed., Dance and Politics (New York: Peter Lang, 2011).
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approaches are useful in my consideration of the U.S. and Korean audiences’ identity
formations through K-pop. Projecting a certain ideology on its physical surface, the Kpop dancing body often prompts racist, sexist, nationalist, and xenophobic confrontations
consciously and unconsciously. When SNSD won the YouTube award in November
2013, this evoked lots of ethnocentric and xenophobic commentaries from U.S.
audiences.

38

In addition, PSY was invited to perform his Gangnam Style at president

Barack Obama’s inauguration in 2013, which caused outrage among some U.S. audiences
39

because the Democratic Party seemingly overlooked PSY’s anti-American performance.
I assert that the K-pop dancing body is thus rarely neutral or apolitical but rather a
political battlefield where Korean and the U.S. audiences shift or reaffirm their own
cultural beliefs and identities. K-pop dance movements can make meanings that

contradict those produced through song lyrics, a concert theme, or the public personae of
the performers. For instance, although a K-pop boy band may be depicted as
heterosexual, their androgynous appearance and movements onstage can evoke
homosexual desire among fans. Even though a K-pop girl group sings lyrics about female
empowerment, their slender bodies and restricted movements reinforce conventional
notions of submissive femininity. Likewise, K-pop dancers’ physical virtuosity or
attractiveness could draw Western audiences’ attention to K-pop, despite the potential for

38 Jacques Peterson, “Girls’ Generation Wins Big At YouTube Music Awards, Racist
Tweets From Losing Fandoms Follow,” Popdust, http://popdust.com/2013/11/03/girls-generation-wins-bigat-youtube-music-awards-racist-tweets-from-losing-fandoms-follow/ (accessed 3 November 2013).
39 PSY’s anti-american performance was based on the“yangju highway incident,”US army struck and
killed two 14-year-old South Korean schoolgirls in 2002 in Korea. The soldiers were not punished and
simply sent back to their homecountry under the protection of US government. This further inflamed antiamreican protests and sentiment across Korea. For the US audience’s reaction, see Carl Williott, “Barack
Obama May Celebrate Re-election With PSY’s ‘Gangnam Style’ Dance,” Idolator,
http://www.idolator.com/7255362/barack-obama-reelected-president-psy-gangnam-style-dance (accessed
November 7, 2012).
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ethnocentric bias among some of the audience. My dissertation examines how K-pop
dance movements create their own multilayered, contradictory, and politically complex
meanings despite the tact that the dancing body may seem apolitical.
The audience plays a significant role in shaping identity as the body is always
being watched. In her book Enacting Others: Politics of Identity in Eleanor Antin, Nikki
S. Lee, Adrian Piper, and Anna Deavere Smith (2011), Cherise Smith analyzed American
artists who crossed various racial, ethnic, and gendered boundaries. For Smith, each
artist’s work engaged in politicizing identity, for they advocated or negated a particular
ethnic and racial group’s identity by building their performances upon a relationship with
40

the group, which she called the “politics of identity.”

Peggy Phelan’s work, Unmarked:

The Politics of Performance (1993), articulates how power and visibility affect politics of
identity, the body, and the audience. For Phelan, visibility is a trap that provokes colonial
fetishism but it also contains political resistance.

41

“Seeing the other,” she wrote, “is a

social form of self-reproduction. For in looking at/for other, we seek to re-present
42

ourselves to ourselves.” For Phelan, since visibility is associated with power, increased
visibility does not necessarily equal increased power especially for those who have been
already marginalized. She writes: “If representational visibility is equal to power, then an
43

almost-naked young white woman should be running Western culture.” Given K-pop’s
increasing visibility in the West, I apply such discussions on the body, audience, and
visibility to investigate the issues of identity politics in K-pop’s presentation and
40 According to Smith, the term “politics of identity” derives from the Civil Rights Movement in the
1950s and 1960s as a means to articulate collective African America history and identity in response to
white society.
41 Peggy Phelan, Unmarked: The Politics of Performance (London: Routledge, 1993), 6
42 Ibid., 21.
43 Ibid., 10.
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reception. My dissertation investigates how the U.S. audience negates the visibility of Kpop by conflating Koreans with Asian Americans as well as how Koreans reclaim their
visibility by relentlessly appropriating a myriad of cultural markers.
I adopt the idea of performativity to destabilize the notion of race and gender in
my theorization of K-pop performance. Judith Butler, in her groundbreaking essay
“Performative Acts and Gender Constitution: An Essay in Phenomenology and Feminist
Theory (1988),” contended that gender is not an inherent biological trait or stable identity
but a “stylized repetition of acts.”

44

For her, gender is socially and historically

constructed performance. Likewise, race is an issue of representation as a performance
45

that reflects societal and racial power dynamics rather than an inherent biological trait.
Racial imagery is inseparable from gender construction because, in the words of Stacy
46

Wolf, all “gender [is] racialized.”

Indeed, K-pop female performers often borrow racial

markers such as African American masculinity or white womanhood to either
masculinize or feminize images. Therefore, although Butler does not consider race, an
analysis of how racial and gender performance intermingle in K-pop can illuminate the
intersectional performance of race, gender, and sexuality. For example, K-pop male
performers’ bodies are extremely flexible, slim, and graceful, and their highly polished
looks and lavish clothing styles create sophisticated personae. They easily shift their
gender from a hegemonic macho to soft, and androgynous masculinity. Cross-dressing is
44 Judith Butler,“Performative Acts and Gender Constitution: An Essay in Phenomenology and Feminist
Theory,” Theatre Journal 40, no. 4 (1988): 519.
45 See bell hooks, Black Looks: Race and Representation (Boston, MA: South End Press, 1992); George
Lipsitz, The Possessive Investment in Whiteness: How White People Profit from Identity Politics
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1998).
46 Stacy Wolf, “On the Gender Continuum,” in Radical Acts: Theatre and Feminist
Pedagogies of Change, eds., Ann Elizabeth Armstrong and Kathleen Juhl (San Francisco: Aunt Lute
Books, 2007), 173.
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also very common for male performers: they do cross-dressing performance in particular
situations to please their fans, such as in entertainment programs, fan meetings, or during
their concerts. Thus, I use the terms gender ambiguity to describe K-pop male artists’
fluid gender performativity.
A body of scholarship has dealt with gender and racial construction in K-pop.

47

These studies have noted that while Korean masculinity represents a wide range of
characters, such as cute, tender, soft, or beast-like hyper masculine images, female
representations have been limited to either innocent or sexualized femininity. Eun Young
Jung (2010) examined how the K-pop singers who released their songs in the U.S. market
deliberately use Asian racial stereotypes to better sell their product abroad. Although
significant, these studies are limited by scope and focused on only the few songs released
in the U.S. pop market. K-pop is distributed online without regard for national borders
and allows equal access to Western audiences whether a song is released on the U.S.
market or not. This means that a state-driven analysis might be less meaningful
considering the global circulation of K-pop. In addition, racial hybridity is a more visible
issue in K-pop performances geared toward Asian markets than in the songs released for
the U.S. market which deliberately use racial stereotypes. The previous research, thus,
fails to see the disciplinary bodily practices that the male performers have gone through
to execute such diverse gender crossing and racial performativity.
Some of the existing scholarship deals with the body types and movements of K-

47 Stephen Epstein and Rachael M. Joo, “Multiple Exposures: Korean Bodies and the
Transnational Imagination,” The Asia-Pacific Journal 10: 33, no. 1 (2012): 1–17; Hoon-Soon Kim,
“Korean Music Videos, Postmodernism, and Gender Politics,” in Feminist Cultural Politics in Korea, ed.,
Oh Jung-hwa (Seoul: Prunsasang Publishing Company, 2005), 195-227; Aljosa Puzar, “Asian Dolls and the
Western Gaze: Notes on the Female Dollification in South Korea,” Asian Women 27, no. 2 (2011): 81-111.
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48

pop performers. Sun Jung described the appearance of K-pop male idols and how the
dancers’ bodily virtuosity and artistic talents encompass diverse genres such as comedy,
singing, and dancing and construct versatile masculinity.49 Epstein also addressed K-pop
girl groups such as SNSD and how this group disempowers Korean femininity due to the
dancers’ patriarchal representation of femininity through their song, lyrics, and dance
style. Although this previous research has provided me with a solid foundation on which
to build, these scholars fail to theorize the complex interconnection of race, gender, and
hybridity in relation to the body and movement. By simply narrating the performers’
bodies and movements, these scholars overlook the deeper implications of bodily
signification and fail to see how each subtle body motion and choreography speaks to a
constellation of multiple identity formations within a global context. In general, K-pop
performers’ dance skill is taken for granted and overlooked by most critics and historians.
Dance and performance analysis is necessary not only because of the dancedriven nature of K-pop but also due to the ontological significance of dance. A K-pop
singer is not a simple object on display, but also a person – a mover –whose body
movements and choreographic choices inform the meanings of performance. An analysis
of K-pop is not complete without a full discussion of the body and the politics of its
movements. Through the hybridized dance-driven performances, K-pop dancers’ bodies
and their motions indeed reveal the complex intersections of race, gender, and sexuality
vis-à-vis Korea’s dynamic national history, which has gone through multiple exposures to

48 Epstein, “Multiple Exposures,”; Jung, Korean Masculinities; Heather Willoughby, “Image Is
Everything: The Marketing of Femininity in Korean Pop Music,” in Korean Pop Music: Riding the Wave,
ed., Keith Howard (Folkestone, Kent: Global Oriental, 2006), 99-108.
49 Sun Jung, Korean Masculinities and Transcultural Consumption: Yonsama, Rain, Oldboy, K-Pop Idols
(TransAsia Screen Cultures Series) (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press. 2010)
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colonialism and Korean War from the early to the middle of 20th century, modernization
(or Americanization), and contemporary neoliberal capitalism. As I will elaborate in
chapter three, Korean masculinity represented in the arts and culture has transformed
from a colonized tragic victim to a young hipster whose sensual dancing body becomes
one of the most lucrative commodities in the global market. The sudden fascination of
global fans and Korean culture’s craze for producing “dancing machines” in K-pop is in
the historical continuum of producing Korean against colonial memory. Therefore, I
situate the K-pop dancing body in a larger context to examine how the form exemplifies a
space where the intricately interwoven power dynamic, such as colonialism,
Americanization, and reversed imperialism operates, through the dancing body. My work
offers a close reading of K-pop dance movement and choreography to demonstrate how
hybridity is physically embodied and performed and can challenge fixed notions of racial,
gender, ethnic, and national identity.
Hybridity provides another core framework in my understanding of the identity
50

politics of K-pop. In his widely cited book The Location of Culture (2004), Homi
51

Bhabha explained that hybridity derives from colonial mimicry.
“the desire for a reformed, recognizable Other.”

52

Colonial mimicry is

For Bhabha, colonized culture often

imitates the colonizer’s culture to become “like” the colonizer. This mimicry results in a

50 The term hybridity refers to a mixture in its basic sense. Hybridity was used to justify the racial
superiority of whites in the eighteenth century and to stigmatize interracial birth, or miscegenation.
Scholars in postcolonial, cultural, and critical race studies, however, have readopted the term to explain
diasporic and postcolonial identities across Latin America, Asia, and Africa. The definition of hybridity
cannot be pinned down and is always evasive as the nature of hybridity exists in-between culture and
culture or identity and identity, which Bhabha calls the “Third Space.” Also, see Marwan M. Kraidy,
Hybridity, or the Cultural Logic of Globalization (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2005);
“Hybridity in Cultural Globalization,” Communication Theory 12, no. 3 (2002): 316-339.
51 Homi K. Bhabha, The Location of Culture (London; New York: Routledge, 2004), 54-56.
52 Ibid., 122.
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certain type of cultural ambiguity as their hybridized culture is “almost the same, but not
53

quite” compared to the colonizer’s culture they initially imitated. This slippery nature of
hybridity challenges the hegemony of Eurocentric essentialism because it questions rigid
cultural beliefs embedded in the First World. Hegemony is not an inherent power but
54

always can be challenged. The significance of hybridity, thus, relies on the fact that it
destabilizes and blurs established identities, allowing culture and people to move beyond
boundaries.
Postcolonial studies scholars, however, warn that hybridity is everywhere; since
all culture is hybridized to some extent, merely celebrating hybridity fails to capture the
specific complexities of local contexts.

55

Although Bhabha’s theoretical explanation can

legitimatize K-pop’s hybridity, “how” the audience feels and interprets it demands more
scrutiny given the discrepancy occurring in responses to the work from the U.S. and
Korean audiences. Thus, I resituate Bhabha ‘s notion of hybridity to examine K-pop
dancers’ wide range of racial and ethnic hybridity as well as the U.S. audiences’
conflicted response to this hybridity. I focus on hybridity not to essentialize Koreanness
but to offer an evolved platform on which one can move beyond the typical postcolonial
56

discourse against the “epistemic violence” of the colonial discourse, which Gayatri

53 Ibid.
54 See Antonio Gramsci, The Gramsci Reader: Selected Writings, 1916-1935, ed., David
Forgasc (New York: New York University Press, 2000).
55 Stuart Hall, “The Local and the Global: Globalization and Ethnicity,” in Culture, Globalization, and the
World-system: Contemporary Conditions for the Representation of Identity, ed., Anthony D. King
(Binghamton: Dept. of Art and Art History, State University of New York at Binghamton, 1991), 19-40;
Peter Jackson, “Local Consumption Cultures in a Globalizing World,” Transactions, Institute of British
Geographers 29 (2004): 165-78; Anjali Prabhu, Hybridity: Limits, Transformations, Prospects (Albany:
State University of New York Press, 2007); Kraidy, Hybridity; Noh, “Intersecting Gender.”
56 Elizabeth Jane Bellamy, and Sandhya Shetty, "Postcolonialism's Archive Fever," Diacritics 30, no. 1
(2000): 25-48.
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57

Chakravorty Spivak (1990) might call a “strategic essentialism.”

Despite the fact hybridity is one of the most visible markers of K-pop, only a few
studies have addressed K-pop’s hybridity. Doobo Shim (2006), for instance, argued that
the confluence between Western pop cultures and East Asian taste have led to K-pop’s
global success. Similarly, Sun Jung (2010) suggested that the non-nationality or transnationality of Korean pop enables its global consumption. In another work, Jung (2011)
more fully examined K-pop singers’ adaptation of American pop music and its hybridity.
Employing Bhabha’s notion of mimicry, she asserts that K-pop creates “almost the same
but not quite” version of American pop, and K-pop is neither purely American nor
authentically Korean. These previous studies, however, do not consider the different
historicity of Koreans, Asian Americans, African Americans, and white Americans. Each
nation’s history should be fully addressed because when it comes to cultural
appropriation, each ethnic group’s history and experiences impact what, why, and how
they utilize, transform, and receive appropriations. Therefore, my dissertation looks at the
different historicity of Korea and America and how their distinct cultural backgrounds
affect their particular ways of understanding and responding to K-pop hybridity.

Re-historicizing Hybridity and Cultural Appropriation in Korean Context
In Western culture, cultural appropriation relates with power dynamics
constructed throughout history. In the process of adaptation, who appropriates whose
culture matters. On the one hand, George Lipsitz (1994) referred to the dominant
57 See Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, and Sara Harasym, eds., The Post-Colonial Critic: Interviews,
Strategies, Dialogues (New York: Routledge, 1990); “Translating into English” in Nation, Language, and
the Ethics of Translation, ed., Bermann, S. and M. Wood (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2008), 93110; “Can the Subaltern Speak?” in The Post-Colonial Studies Reader, ed., Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths
and Helen Tiffin (London: Routledge Press, 1995) 24-28.
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58

culture’s appropriation of minority culture as a “strategic anti-essentialism” that allows
a group of people to explore alternative cultural identities for a short period of time as a
way of deessentializing their own culture. Given his definition, Lipsitz warned that it is
significant to recognize already existing unequal power relations throughout history
between majority and minority as well as stereotypes of minorities perpetuated the
59

mainstream culture. Though cultural appropriation can be a way of resisting unequal
power cultural identity, the ethnical implications can be different when an individual
belongs to a dominant group or a less dominant group. Contrarily, Bhabha’s (2004)
focused on cultural appropriation by less dominant groups. His seminal term,
postcolonial mimicry, explaines a reversed cultural appropriation - “the desire for a
reformed, recognizable Other, as a subject of a difference that is almost the same, but not
quite.”

60

From his perspective, the ethics of cultural appropriation depend on whether

one was colonized or colonized others. The colonizer’s appropriation, therefore, is a form
of minstrelsy, while appropriation by the colonized can either be understood as
postcolonial mimicry or even a subversive form of mimicry.
Lipsitz’s and Bhabha’s definitions on cultural appropriation are useful in terms of
58 See George Lipsitz ed., "The Shortest Way through: Strategic Anti-essentialism in Popular Music," in
Dangerous Crossroads. Popular Music, Postmodernism and the Poetics of Place (New York: Verso,
1994), 51-68; Lipsitz, The Possessive Investment in Whiteness: How White People Profit from Identity
Politics (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1998).
59 For example, Katy Perry, the American pop singer, is known to appropriate diverse cultural materials
and is has been dubbed the “queen of cultural appropriation.” Her performances have included a submissive
geisha image from Japan, an exotic princess from Egypt, and hypersexualized images of African American
female bodies. She is not using “strategic anti-essentialism.” Rather, she reproduces racialized and
gendered stereotypes of other cultures. See, Yesha Callahan, “Katy ‘the Queen of Cultural Appropriation’
Perry Is at It Again,” The Root,
http://www.theroot.com/blogs/the_grapevine/2014/07/katy_the_queen_of_cultural_appropriation_perry_is
_at_it_again.html (accessed July 31, 2014); Zayda Rivera, “American Music Awards 2013: Katy Perry's
Opening Act Called Out As Racist,” New York Daily News,
http://www.nydailynews.com/entertainment/music-arts/katy-perry-amas-opening-act-called-racist-article1.1528285#ixzz2lnEkifH3 (accessed November 25, 2013.)
60 Bhabha, The Location of Culture, 122.
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how power defines ethics in cultural appropriation. Nevertheless, their perspectives fail to
explain K-pop’s cultural appropriation, given the country’s unique historical background.
They also do not take into account transnational flow of culture in globalization. First,
from Lipsitz’s perspective, Korea does not situate itself in a dominant or subordinate
group, but rather, Korea is situated as both at the same time. Citizenship is an example of
how Korea is belongs to both majority and minority group in globalization. Korean
citizens in their home country are a dominant group in terms of increasing number of
immigrants. Korea is becoming increasingly diverse. 1.44 million foreign nationals reside
in the country and 15 percent of all newborns are from mixed marriages.

61

Though the

numbers may seem relatively small in a Western multicultural context, they represent
remarkable transformations and tangible signs of change. There is a growing number of
immigrants moving from Southeast Asia, Central Asia, Africa, Russia, etc. Just as
immigrants came to the US with the idea of “American dream,” foreigners come to South
Korea seeking economic opportunities, which has been called “Korean dream.” The
global migration networks have led to Korea becoming a regional importer of labor in socalled “3D” (dirty, dangerous, and difficult) jobs that do not hold the promise of
permanent residency. These immigrants are often low-skilled male workers, and do not
easily get Korean citizenships. For women, one of the few legal routes for permanent
residency is marrying Korean men.

62

Working class Korean men living in rural areas

61 Hae-in Shin, “Korea Greets New Era of Multiculturalism,” The Korea Herald,
http://www.koreaherald.co.kr/SITE/data/html_dlr/2006/07/25/200607250043 (accessed December 1,
2012); Lee, Taeyoung and Sangkyu Woo, “국내 거주 외국인 144만여명…광주 주민 수에 육박
[International Foreigners Residing in Korea Is about 1.44 Million… Similar to the Number of Citizens in
Gwangju City].” 세계일보 [Segye News],
http://www.segye.com/content/html/2013/07/02/20130702024888.html (accessed July 2, 2013).
62 See Arianne M. Gaetano, and Brenda SA Yeoh, "Introduction to the Special Issue on Women and
Migration in Globalizing Asia: Gendered Experiences, Agency, and Activism," International Migration 48,
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often have difficulty in finding Korean marriage partners. These men marry migrant
63

women who come to Korea to make money and become Korean.
called “marriage migrants,”
65

family.”

64

These women are

and this new family type is called a “multicultural

Class is another issue associated with the “multicultural family.” As their

parents are working class and likely have less social capital, their children have less
educational opportunities. Language is another issue that hinders multicultural children’s
education. Their mothers are less likely fluent in Korean, and thus, their children have
less chance to master Korean language at home since an early age. Indeed, high school
drop-out rates of children from multicultural family is much higher than average family
with native Korean parents.

66

In addition to citizenship, the idea of ethnic purity also makes native Koreans as a
dominant social group in the local context. There is a widespread myth of ethnic
67

homogeneity in Korea. Korean’s myth of monoculturalism is complicated as it exists
alongside long-held beliefs in the strength and unity of “one blood” that perpetuate

no. 6 (2010): 1-12; Kim, A. E. “The Origin of Ethnic Diversity in South Korea: Issues and implications,”
The Journal of Migration & Society 1, no.1: 2010: 85-105.
63 Migrant women are welcomed precisely because they can satisfy the paternalistic need to reproduce the
family, especially in rural areas of Korea that are bereft of local women, whom have left for major cities.
See Hyun Mee Kim,"The State and Migrant Women: Diverging Hopes in the Making of ‘Multicultural
Families’ in Contemporary Korea," Korea Journal 47, no. 4 (2007): 100-122.
64 See Andrew Eungi Kim, "Global Migration and South Korea: Foreign Workers, Foreign Brides and the
Making of a Multicultural Society," Ethnic and Racial Studies 32, no. 1 (2009): 70-92; Hye-Kyung Lee,
"International Marriage and the State in South Korea: Focusing on Governmental Policy," Citizenship
Studies 12, no. 1 (2008): 107-123.
65 Kim, “The State and Migrant Women,” Ibid.
66 Seok-kyu Hwang, “다문화 교육의 사각지대 [Blind Spot of Multicultural Education],” National
Center for Multicultural Education, http://www.nime.or.kr/Front/notice/columnView.asp?no=2474
67 Kyung-Koo Han, "The Archaeology of the Ethnically Homogeneous Nation-state and Multiculturalism
in Korea," Korea Journal 47 (2007): 8-31.
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68

hegemonic nationalism and notions of ethnic superiority.

Though the popular spread of

the myth of ethnic homogeneity was rooted in anti-colonialist discourses to resist
Japanese annexation and attempts at cultural annihilation, it has transmuted into a tool of
69

exclusion. Notions of purity and ethnic superiority have prioritized a culturally specific
form of assimilation that is rooted in Confucian values of social harmony in which
70

sacrifice for the sake of integration is valued as benefiting social unity. Given this
citizenship that prioritizes native Koreans as well as pure blood rhetoric, Koreans are a
majority group compared to biracial and immigrant populations.
There was a time when Koreans were eager to get US citizenships. In the mid 21st
century, Korea was under harsh military dictatorship and economic hardships. During
that time, Koreans preferred to migrate to the US due to the benefit of First World
citizenship as well as the promise of economic prosperity. As the country becomes one of
the developed nations, and the market economy ranks 15th in the world, US citizenship
71

seems to have a less promising value.

According to a report, the number of Korean
72

immigrants to US decreased by 70% in 2013. The decreasing number of immigrants to
the US is associated with economic recession, which has resulted job losses, including

68 Erin Aeran Chung and Daisy Kim. "Citizenship and Marriage in a Globalizing World: Multicultural
Families and Monocultural Nationality Laws in Korea and Japan," Indiana Journal of Global Legal
Studies 19, no. 1 (2012): 195-219; Han, "The Archaeology.”
69 Ibid.; See Hyuk-Rae Kim and Ingyu Oh, "Foreigners Cometh! Paths to Multiculturalism in Japan,
Korea and Taiwan," Asian and Pacific Migration Journal 21, no. 1 (2012): 105-133; "Migration and
Multicultural Contention in East Asia," Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies 37, no. 10 (2011): 15631581.
70 See Seungho Moon, "Multicultural and Global Citizenship in a Transnational Age: The Case of South
Korea," International Journal of Multicultural Education 12, no. 1 (2010).
71 Jong-joon Jeon, “한국인의 미국 이민 왜 줄어드나 [Why The Number of Korean Immigrants to
US Is Decreasing],” The Korea Times, http://www.koreatimes.com/article/839687 (accessed Feburary 10,
2015)
72 It was approximately 10,000 people from 2002 to 2012 per year, but in 2013, it was less than 3,000.
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opportunities for foreign workers.

73

Still, some Korean women choose to give birth to their babies while staying in US
or Canada. This is particularly popular for baby boys, because US citizenship means that
their sons do not have to serve Korean military service, a requirement for all Korean men.
Political safety can be another reason making US citizenship more desirable than Korean
citizenship. On January 2015, Shin Eun-Mi, a Korean American woman, was deported
from South Korea because of her public speech about North Korea, which seemed to
74

some public and conservatives to be political proaganda in praise of North Korea.

Her

deportation has triggered controversy, as it is a violation of freedom of speech.
Nevertheless, the Korean Government was unable to continue additional measures, as she
is a US citizen, and presumably protected by the US Government and its law.
In addition to the political benefit of US citizenship, educational opportunities are
another reason Koreans come to the US. More than 80 percent of Korean youth go to
75

college. Entering top universitiesin Korea are considered as a gateway to become an
76

elite, and have secure, steady, and even prestigious life. It is not uncommon to see
elementary school kids attending a private educational institutes, and studying until late
at night to better prepare themselves in advance for college entrance exams Bloomberg
Business reported in 2013 that “spending on private tuition in South Korea was the
highest as a proportion of gross domestic product” among developed countries. Due to

73 Also, today, US visa is not required for Koreans who stay up to 90 days in US, as Korea belongs to
Visa Waiver Program (VWP) by the US Government.
74 She was born in Korea, but got her Ph.D. in the US, and worked as a music professor.
75 http://www.nytimes.com/2011/05/23/world/asia/23southkorea.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0
76 Top three universities, Seoul National University (SNU), Korea University, and Yonsei University are
collectively named SKY. See James Card, "Life and Death Exams in South Korea," Asia Times Online 30,
no. 11 (2005): 2005.
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the high competition rate, the chance of attending prestigious Korean universities is low.
Attending universities in US have been alternatives, not only for those who want to study
abroad, but also for those who fail to enter top universities in Korea but still want to
attend recognizable universities. The latter case is often called dopiyouhak in Korean,
which means going to study abroad to escape. This phenomenon is so prevalent that those
77

who travel for education are called “educational migrants” or “goose families,” because
they are separated like geese; students’ mothers often come with their children, while
their fathers tend to stay in Korea and send them money. These political, educational, and
economic factors impact the construction of a dominant and less dominant group in a
globalization. In this structure, Korea lies at in-between space; people living in less
prosperous countries migrate to Korea to achieve Korean dream; Koreans move to US to
find alternative pathways of success or benefit. Koreans can be dominant groups in their
home country, but not always in a global context.
Given the complex modality of power dynamics surrounding Korea, if K-pop
appropriates cultural elements from darker-skinned people or developing countries, is it
simply an exploitation of marginalized people? If K-pop appropriates African American
culture in US, is it mimicry of First World Culture or an exploitation of minority culture?
There are darker-skinned immigrants in Korea, who are placed in a lower social
hierarchy. But, given African Americans are US citizens, Hip Hop is not necessarily seen
as a minority culture in Korea.
Just as Lipsitz’s theory that fails to explain complexity of Korea, Bhabha’s idea of
subversive hybridity also does not fit Korea’s case. Bhabha used the term, postcolonial
77 S. Chow,"The Korean “Goose Family” Phenomena: Educational Migrants,"Center for Global
Prosperity (Hudson Institute), 22 (2011).
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mimicry, to describe colonized citizens’ imitation of colonizer’s culture, e.g. Indians’
appropriation of British culture. In Korean history, however, the axis consisted of
colonized and colonizer is more than twofold juxtaposition. A close look at the modern
history of Korea helps our understanding of the nation’s complex history. While Japan
was the colonizer who had to be expelled after the colonial period, the U.S. played a
symbolic role of colonizer as well. Korea was occupied by Japan from 1910 to 1945. In
1945, the U.S. dropped the first atom bombs over Hiroshima and Nagasaki. This led to
Japan’s surrender in World War II, as well as Korea’s independence from Japanese rule.
In the aftermath of the war, after the nation’s liberation from Japan’s colonial rule in
1945, the Korean War (1950-1953) occurred which resulted in the division of Korea into
North and South Korea. In 1945, the Soviet Union and the U.S. decided to control North
and South Korea temporarily, under the auspices of the United Nations Trust Territories,
despite Koreans’ furious protests against the rules imposed on them by other nations. The
division of North and South Korea was a portent of the end of World War II and the
beginning of the Cold War. At this juncture, the U.S. government replaced the role of the
colonial Japanese government, and the U.S. Army Military Government controlled Korea
from 1945 to 1948. During the Cold War, Korea’s geopolitical factor benefited the
military interests of the U.S., for South Korea is located near Russia, North Korea, and
China. Since then, the U.S. military continues to reside in South Korea. According to
Byung Soo Oh (2013), nations in East Asia sought to create a new regional order as
independent states during the Cold War. For Korea, the anti-communist league was a tool
to move forward and set up new social orders. This effort to constitute a regional order
failed due to the U.S. government’s “divide and rule” policy in East Asia. U.S. rule and
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military intervention in Korea maintained the status quo of power relations between
Japan and Korea, and sustained supremacy of the U.S. in the region’s politics.
Power relations between and against Japan and the U.S. shaped the prevalent
ideology toward foreign nations and Korea’s subjectivity as a nation state. In her article
“Agrarianism: A Critique of Colonial Modernity in Korea,” Gi-Wook Shin argued that
after the liberation, both North and South Korea portrayed colonial experience as the
78

antithesis of patriotism:

North and South Korea developed and ‘patronized’ their own version of
nationalism (Marxist in the North and bourgeois in the South), basing their
legitimacy on nationalist credentials earned during the period of colonial rule.
They portrayed colonial history in terms of a binary opposition between colonial
exploitation and national resistance, viewing the latter, whether it be communist
79
or bourgeois, as a progressive movement toward modernity.
By framing Japan as an enemy, Koreans relied on a binary opposition: the malicious
colonizer versus the honorable citizens fighting against the colonizer. This
dichotomization functioned as a way of overcoming the trauma that had accumulated
during the colonial era. The U.S. Government played a similar dominant role with the
Japanese colonizer. During the process of overcoming its traumatic colonial history,
however, the U.S. was depicted as a benevolent father compared to the cruel Japanese
colonizer.
Korea adapted this rhetoric of modernity initiated by the U.S. as a means of
moving forward. According to Sun-Young Yoo (2001), modernity was a corporeal
80

quality rather than a spiritual one. While Korea was under Japan’s control, the state’s

78 Gi-Wook Shin, “Agrarianism: A Critique of Colonial Modernity in Korea," Comparative Studies in
Society and History 41, no. 4 (1999): 784-804.
79 Ibid., 784.
80 Sun-Young Yoo, "Embodiment of American Modernity in Colonial Korea," Inter-Asia
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authority waned and the nation lost its identity. It became disconnected from its
81

traditional history and experienced the loss of the nation state. After Korea’s
independence from Japan, modernization seemed to be the only solution to recover the
nation’s pride and self-perception. “The yearning for modernization was so imperative
that Koreans who blamed themselves for losing the nation were fully motivated to sever
82

themselves from their own cultural heritage and legacies,” Sun-Young explained. Since
then, Korea is regarded as culturally colonized and dominated by U.S. culture. Although
the U.S. did not colonize Korea, it played a symbolic role of colonizer, as that was the
way of reconstructing ethnic and national pride.
Emotion plays a significant role in the construction of modernity and nationhood
within Korea. Koreans have often imagined the U.S. as an ideal model and have sought
83

the West’s recognition. The U.S.’s continued presence on the peninsula naturalized an
unequal relationship between Korea and the U.S. Like the idea of the “white mask”
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Koreans internalize two gazes: “the gaze of surveillance and contempt of the colonizer
85

and the gaze of other compatriots measuring the level of individual modernization.” In
other words, the colonial gaze of Japan refers to feeling of debilitation, e.g.
emasculinization of Korean manhood, whereas the gaze of the U.S. denotes the nation’s
achievement toward modernization.
Given the convoluted layers in modern Korean history, K-pop’s cultural

Cultural Studies 2, no. 3 (2001): 425.
81 Ibid., 424.
82 Ibid.
83 Eunwoo Joo, “Under the gaze of the American Other,” Korea Journal 44, no. 1 (2004): 199- 220.
84 Fanon, Black Skin.
85 Yoo, "Embodiment,” 425.
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appropriation cannot be understood merely as a desire to be like the colonizer –
postcolonial mimicry – as it started as a way of overcoming and fighting against colonial
memory. It is a complex modality of constructing desire and performing subjectivity of
emotion. While emotion has been neglected in the humanities tradition, in actuality, it
shapes our self-understanding, consciousness, and personal and sociopolitical identities
86

and leads to an actual point of view and action.

Guided by the emotional need of

overcoming colonial memory, Korea adopts modernism and recovers the nation’s selfperception.
This historical specific of Korea allows K-pop singers to appropriate Western
culture without feeling guilty, and enables a wide range of freedom. On the one hand, in
Korea, there is an antagonistic feeling toward Japan because of brutal memory the nation
went through during the colonial era. No K-pop music uses Japanese lyrics in their songs,
unless a group explicitly targets Japanese market and releases their songs in Japan. On
the other hand, using English terms in Korean song is common, although they have to be
simple terms that are easy to understand, such as “baby,” “my love,” etc. The singers
would not feel guilty, or hurt their national pride when they appropriate Western culture
because Western countries were not their colonizers.
Nevertheless, this can be a part of larger phenomenon, prevalent post colonialism
in East Asia. Although Korea was not colonized by a Western country, the society is
under the influence of Western culture and US dominance. The society’s recent emphasis

86 See Peter Goldie, The Emotions: A Philosophical Exploration (New York: Oxford University Press,
2000).
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on English education is an example of this.

87

Education system in Korea began to put

more emphasis on English education since an early age, promoting the idea of that
speaking in English will increase the citizens’ competency in a both local and global job
market. Some rich Korean families living in Gangnam districtsend their kids to private
English kindergarten in which materials are taught both in English and Korean.
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Parents need to pay around 20,000 dollars per year. The goal of English kindergarten is to
make sure five years olds master the second-year elementary school textbooks used in the
89

US public education. The society’s fever for English and American culture seem to be a
sign of postcolonialism, as it is driven by desire to speak, think, and thus, become like
90

Westerners.

Bhabha said, as a colonized group’s hybridity resembles colonizer’s culture, it
challenges the fixed notion of colonizer’s identity. But in this rhetoric, K-pop’s cultural
appropriation and hybridity are legitimatized, only if it imitates J-pop or Japanese pop
culture. Korea’s appropriation of Western culture lies in-between an internalization of
postcolonialism and resistance to colonial history. Although J-pop influences the early

87 For general English education in Korea, Joseph Sung-Yul Park, “The Local Construction of a Global
Language: Ideologies of English in South Korea,” Vol. 24 (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2009); Jong Hwa
Lee, Min Wha Han, and Raymie E. McKerrow, “English or Perish: How Contemporary South Korea
Received, Accommodated, and Internalized English and American Modernity,” Language and
Intercultural Communication 10, no. 4 (2010): 337-357; Doobo Shim and JS-Y. Park, "The Language
Politics of ‘English Fever’ in South
Korea," http://137.132.14.55/handle/10635/21865 (accessed April 12, 2013); Korean pop culture also
mirrors this English fever, as it promots English in its content as a way of creating more “Westernized”
feature, despite the fact that English is not a second language for most Koreans. See Hindman, Heather, and
Robert Oppenheim, "Lines of Labor and Desire:" Korean Quality" in Contemporary
Kathmandu," Anthropological Quarterly 87, no. 2 (2014): 465-495.
88 Gangnam is one of the richest districts in Korea. This area is famous for children’s private education.
89 Park, “The Local Construction.”
90 See Robert J.C. Young, Postcolonialism: An Historical Introduction (Oxford; New York:
Oxford University Press, 2003); Colonial Desire: Hybridity in Theory, Culture and Race (New York:
Routledge, 1995).
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formation of K-pop, today, K-pop keeps transforming itself drawing sources not only
from J-pop, but also from pop culture all over the world, incluing US pop music.
Therefore, Lipsitz’s that a Bhabha’s arguments toward cultural appropriation dichotomize
culture into two groups: First versus Third World, majority white culture versus nonwhite minority culture, Western colonizer and non-Western colony. This dichotomy fails
to explain a complex modality of cultural appropriation in the era of globalization, such
as in case of the transnational circulation of bodily practice through K-pop.
In order to understand the complex layers in globalization, I turn to Arjun
Appadurai’s work “Disjuncture and Difference in the Global Cultural Economy (1990).”
Appadurai asserted that the dichotomy of homogenized Americanization versus
heterogenized localization fails to recognize the complex mode of global cultural flow.
Since cultural flow in globalization is a “complex, overlapping, disjunctive order,” one
must attend to multilayered specificities of local and global culture that go beyond the
91

nation-state boundary.

Appadurai suggested five scapes to explain his idea of

disjunctive order: ethnoscape, mediascape, technoscape, financescape, and ideoscape.
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As a model of Appadurai’s “disjunctive order” in globalization, K-pop is neither the
antithesis of Japanese culture, nor resistance to Western modes of cultural appropriation
in the West. Its in-betweenness demonstrates how cultural appropriation occurs outside
the dichotomy between the colonizer and colonized other, and how globalization
activates power in multiple directions. The transnational flow of K-pop destabilizes the
majority/minority binary and exhibits the complex, disjunctive order of global cultural
flow.
91 Appadurai, “Disjuncture and Difference.”
92 Ibid., 301.
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What is useful in Appadurai’s examination is that K-pop is an exemplary
disjunctive space where nation-state driven ideologies are destabilized. I argue that K-pop
creates its own unique scape by blending Appadurai’s five scapes. I call this
reconfiguration of global cultural flow K-popscape. Blending Appadurai’s five scapes, Kpop creates its own scape through its unique transnational flow that disrupts nation-state
driven, identity categorization. In conjunction with mediascape and technoscape, the
circulation of K-pop occurs primarily through the Internet without geographical borders
and relies on technology. As an example of financescape, K-pop performers have been
groomed by conglomerate capitalist agents to serve as a kind of human capital or
commodity. In terms of ethnoscape and ideoscape, K-pop’s hybridity causes ideological
conflicts among global audiences vis-à-vis race, gender, and ethnicity. As an alternative
93

form resisting US-dominated cultural globalization, the circulation of K-pop on the
global market configures a new Korean ethnicity and disrupts the First and Third World
orders by displaying a disjunctive space in which both Korea’s and US’s colonial
histories are overlapped, conflated, and often misunderstood. Hence, I use the term Kpopscape to describe the ways that K-pop fashions its own distinctive pathway to break
into the global cultural flow.
Whereas great effort has been paid to contextualize the transnational popularity of
K-pop within East Asia, less effort has been paid to analyze conflict and tension
accompanied by the global circulation of K-pop. Unlike East Asian fans who experience
cultural proximity, Western audiences tend to experience a moment of misunderstanding,
as in GD’s blackface controversy. K-pop is often unreadable in the West not just because
93 Cho, “Reading the ‘Korean Wave’”; Jung, Korean Masculinities; Kim, Y., “Globalization”; Noh,
“Intersecting Gender”; Kim Ryoo, “South Korean Culture Goes Global.”
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of its racial hybridity, but also because of the different history that informs K-pop
practice. According to Chua, conflict is a part of nature of the pop culture in media and
94

its global flow.

Global circulation of K-pop online often allows viewers to have

unlimited access to K-pop. As demonstrated by Heather Hindman and Robert
Oppenheim’s work (2014), Korean pop culture in media barely circulates as intended,
and often reaches unintended audience groups across the world.95 K-pop online
communities spread all over the world, not only throughout Asia but also to Europe.
96

Although pop culture flows across geographical boarders and becomes “borderless,”
this does not mean that a local culture fully welcomes the flow due to the nation’s

history. I deploy the term invisibility to refer to visual confinement in global social media
as well as various ways of Koreanness is often illegible for Western audiences whose
gaze is haunted by racial stereotypes of Asian Americans. In order to more fully examine
the global audiences’ conflicts, I interrogate local histories of Korea and the U.S. vis-àvis colonial history. Through K-pop, I shall argue that postcolonial Koreans and postracial Americans exclusively project and see themselves, rather than seeing themselves
through the eyes of others.97
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Chua, Structure, 13.
Hindman, and Oppenheim, "Lines of Labor and Desire."
Shin, “Reconsidering Transnational Cultural Flows,” 101.
The idea of “post-racial America” culminated in 2008 when the election of President Barack Obama
“signal[ed] a remarkable step toward racial equality.” However, despite the “hope” for race-free society,
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I also explore the ways in which K-pop’s boundary crossing offers a liberating platform
in which Koreans see themselves through their own eyes, and use the form as a tool for
“conquering” internalized colonialism.

Methodology
My approach is interdisciplinary and combines theories and methods from dance
studies, performance studies, media studies, and gender studies. By placing dance
analysis and Korean studies within the larger framework of performance studies and
Asian American studies, I attempt to convey critical viewpoints about Koreanness.
First and foremost, my chapters offer thick descriptions of the visual, kinetic, and aural
images offered in each video, attending to the singers’ dance movements and bodily
signs, including choreography, movement, facial expressions, gaze, body types,
appearance and performance personae. This method of close reading allows for the
interrogation of meanings for sexuality, gender, and identity expressed through
movements. I also consider other elements of the videos including sound, narrative,
themes, lyrics, props, and background settings in relation to the body movement to see
how the K-pop dancing body subverts, decenters, or contradictorily problematizes some
of the meanings represented in the videos.
A secondary methodological engagement draws from media studies. My
dissertation addresses audience reception by employing online ethnography. In order to
see how K-pop hybridity challenges societal racial and gender norms in post-racial U.S.
and postcolonial Korea, I employ a netnographical method by analyzing the Internet
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comments written in Korean and English. Influenced by ethnography, netnography is a
qualitative research method designed to analyze Internet cultures and communities
through the study of fans’ engagement of online activities. Despite uncertainty toward a
commenter’s identity and ongoing ethical issues, netnography is a useful tool, for it offers
an opportunity to read a “lived culture that is naturally occurring in an online
99

environment.”

The netnography texts for my analysis include, but are not limited to,

commentaries, comments, reviews, and articles on Naver (the most popular search engine
in Korea), YouTube, Google, Yahoo, online newspapers, magazines, journals, and
personal blogs.
In conjunction with media studies, my work considers audience reception through
dance performance. According to Stuart Hall, audiences have the ability to differently
interpret and decode a text, and in the decoding process, audiences can create and take a
100

completely different message from the intended message.

Dance historian Susan

Manning situates audience reception in the frame of dance studies. According to
Manning, the audience who watches a dance performance can decode the meaning of
performance differently depending on each audience member’s cultural beliefs and
positionality including race, gender, and sexual orientation. For example, the U.S.
audience for American modern dancer Ted Shawn’s choreography read his show

98 When it comes to Korean and American audiences, I am aware of English or Korean speakers online
are not necessary Americans or Koreans. English speakers can also encompass diverse scope of audiences
including white Americans, African Americans, Asian Americans, Latin Americans, Native Americans,
etc.
99 Noh Kwang Woo, “1. A Study on the Transnational Circulation of K‐Pop through
Youtube-the Case of Girls’ Generation’s Online Fandom.” Korean Society for Journalism and
Communication Studies (2011): 62.
100 Stuart Hall, “Encoding/decoding,” in Culture, Media, Language, ed., Stuart Hall et al., (New York:
Routledge, 1980), 128-138.
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differently based on the audience’s sexual orientation and race, which she described as
101

“the blatant double-coding of Ted Shawn’s choreography.”

Whether how visibly queer

and homosexual Ted Shawn’s male dancers were, the positionality of the audience,
whether heterosexual or homosexual, impacted the meanings of the artist’s choreography
102

and the dancers’ movements.

Similarly, there are gaps between the message K-pop artists and their agencies
intend to communicate and the ways fans perceive dancers and their performances.
Gender norms can be applied differently, and K-pop fans often take and even
intentionally transform the K-pop dancers’ sexual orientation based on the viewers’
identity, desire, and positionality. K-pop audience experience this moment of double
coding reflecting their own sociocultural belief and identities. The meaning of K-pop
dance and performance are therefore not fixed but in a constant state of transformation.
Thus, my dissertation employs a dual analysis of K-pop dance—close readings of
performers’ bodily representation and audience reception— to more fully articulate Kpop and its theoretical implications.

Chapter Summary and Conclusion
This dissertation focuses on videos by K-pop female artists and girl bands
including Girls’ Generation and CL (of the group 2EN1), and male artists and boy bands
including GD (of Big Bang), fan-made compilation videos, and videos that feature
crossed-dressed male artists. The performers discussed are key idols in the Korean Wave,

101 Susan Manning, “Danced Spirituals” in Of The Presence of the Body: Essays on Dance and
Performance Theory, ed., André Lepecki (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 2004), 92.
102 Ibid., 82–96.
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all of whom have been groomed by major music agencies. I focus on their most popular
music videos that arguably emblematize the versatile racial and gender performativity of
K-pop.
Chapter one, “Good Girls: SNSD and Being ‘Appropriately’ Feminine”
investigates how the K-pop group Girls’ Generation, also know as SNSD, presents
appropriate femininity to Korean audiences. The chapter asserts that Girls’ Generation
appropriates balletic body types, movements, and “ideal” white femininity from the West,
but their aim is not ultimately to be white. They exclude certain Westernized notions of
independent womanhood and sex appeal, and present submissive, childlike, and innocent
performers with slim, small, white, and adolescent bodies—a hypergirlish-femininity that
serves Korean patriarchy. On a global level, SNSD presents complex performances
through which they enact whiteness/non-whiteness, blackness/non-blackness,
Asianness/non-Asianness, and Koreanness/non- Koreanness, and challenges racialized
Asian American stereotypes, which I term multicultural mutant Koreanness.
Chapter two, “Bad Girls: CL and Masquerading Otherness” looks at K-pop’s
adaptation of black femininity and Third World womanhood. I analyze how the female
performer CL presents a strong body and sisterhood in order to stage female
empowerment and agency through the use of Hip Hop femininity. Still, I argue that CL
maintains the status quo like SNSD; by othering herself, she does not directly challenge
“ideal” Korean femininity. By attending to localized meanings in each of these chapters, I
demonstrate how these artists offer a brand of femininity that is more “appropriate” for
Korean audiences and serves to re-masculinize patriarchal Korean manhood, including
and/or excluding certain elements from the images of white, black, and Third World
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femininities.
While the previous chapters focus on female singers’ racial hybridity, the next
two chapters examine male singers’ gender ambiguity. Chapter three, “Queering
Masculinity in K-pop Cross-dressing” focuses on K-pop boy bands VIXX’s and Infinite’s
cross-dressing performances. VIXX’s presentational performance exhibits gender
masquerade as parody, evoking humor through exaggerative and fictional role-playing. In
contrast, Infinite’s show offers a representational form of gender performance, including
intimacy and romantic suggestion between men through sincere masquerade that
ultimately emphasizes homoeroticism. Whether conscious or unconscious, their mix of
spectacular theatricality with sincere expression of homoeroticism makes it believable
that the male-male couple might exist in reality. In traditional Korean Mask Dance, male
actors performed female roles by putting female masks, for patriarchy did not allow
women to perform in a public space. K-pop male artists put on symbolic “masks” and
play female roles, because patriarchy in Korea today does not question the actors’
heterosexuality. But such patriarchal device that welcomes males’ passing opens room
for homoeroticism due to the performers’ androgynous incarnation as well as sincere
masquerade onstage.
Building from the previous chapter, chapter four, “Queering Spectatorship:
Androgyny and Western Female Fandom” looks at K-pop fan-made compilation videos
and analyzes how K-pop fans use such androgyny to re-imagine, dream and create a wide
range of sexual orientations, fantasy and relationships. Through video editing, called
“vidding,” female fans transform themselves from objectified bodies to active producers
of the gaze. They produce an alternative masculinity that would not be possible in the
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structure of heteronormative white and Confucian Asian masculinity. These fans rechoreograph K-pop dancers’ body movements, and simultaneously choreograph their
desire. Vidding becomes an enactment of physicalizing and visualizing desire in a
fictional space and reclaiming their voices. Like the liminal K-pop male dancing bodies
that evade categorization, female fans’ spectatorship hovers over diverse gender roles and
sexualities. Despite these feminist aspects, I further argue that some fans Orientalize
Asian men and take on a dominant position.
The final chapter, “Re-historicizing Cultural Appropriation and Decolonizing
Hybridity,” focuses on GD whose body combines both racial hybridity and gender
ambiguity. The chapter analyzes GD’s chameleonic appropriation that freely takes on and
off diverse racial, national, ethnic, gender, and sexual indicators. His highest degree of
multicultural mutant Koreanness creates the disjunctive space that I have termed the Kpopscape, which often causes cross-cultural misunderstandings. I re-historicize his
cultural appropriation within a Korean context to decolonize Asian hybridity against
prevalent understanding of K-pop through a Western-centric view. I argue that GD’s
versatile cultural appropriation is neither a contemporary form of minstrelsy nor
postcolonial mimicry due to Korea’s historical specificity. GD’s identity-passing reveals
intricate moments of invisibility of Koreanness. Koreans are conflated with Asian
Americans and often invisible in the U.S. Through K-popscape, Koreans claim visibility
in and against a dominant culture that constantly assimilates or homogenizes each ethnic
group’s specificity.
Contemporary East Asian performance is constantly transforming itself,
challenging the existing epistemology in both Asia and the West. I conclude the
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dissertation by calling for a mutual understanding and a more inclusive, open-ended
dialogue between cultures, which is required in this global cultural flow. The dancing
body embodies diverse meanings in its own ineffable and equivocal ways by negating,
blurring, or mingling race, gender, sexuality, and nationality. By analyzing K-pop and the
significant role of the dancing body in this form, I hope to shed light on the current
discourse on decolonizing Asian identity through transnational pop dance as well as
cross-cultural understanding through performance.
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Chapter One
Good Girls: SNSD and Being ‘Appropriately’ Feminine

Nine mannequins are on display in a store window. Their bodies are clad in
colorful skinny jeans with casual t-shirts and glossy pumps. Some of their heads are tilted
back with vacuous faces and eyes; others are frozen in gesture, slightly folding and
raising their elbows to the outside. A young man who seems like an owner of the store
appears. He grooms the mannequin, cleans up the store, and leaves the room. As soon as
he disappears, the mannequins begin to move. Some make slow angular motions, jerking
their folded arms. Others stretch their arms and wrinkle their brows. They are clad in
identical costumes: pink, yellow, or green pants, long sleeve basic t-shirts, and white
pumps. It is not only their costumes that make them look similar to one another. Their
bodies are also virtually identical in terms of their hairstyles, body size, height, and skin
color. Most of the dancers have long, feminine, curly hair. All of them have white, tall,
slender bodies and legs. With the chorus “Gee gee gee gee baby baby,” they show sweet
smiles and lightly bounce their upper bodies, circling their waists, slightly opening their
legs to the side and rhythmically bouncing their knees. All of the dancers bounce to the
exact same beat, and they repeat the bouncy flickers in the same tempo. Holding their
arms akimbo, they open and cross their bended knees repeatedly and move to the side.
The dancers standing in the first line move to the right, turning their head to the right, and
those standing in the second line move to left, looking to the left. Then they repeat the
same side-by-side steps in a flat angle and come back to their original spot. It is hard to
distinguish one individual dancer from another dancer given their similar bodies types,
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costumes, and identical motions. As the nine dancers move side-to-side, crossing and
opening their knees in the same tempo, they barely look like humans, but rather like
dolls.
This scene is featured in K-pop girl group SNSD’s music video, “Gee” (2009),
one of the group’s top hit songs since their 2007 debut. I describe this scene to draw
attention to the dancers’ homogenized movement vocabulary, along with their dollish
personas. SNSD exemplifies typical K-pop femininity: white, slim, adorable, doll-like
young girls. Through descriptive analysis of SNSD (also known as Girls’ Generation, or
So Nyeo Si Dae, hereafter SNSD) and their music videos from 2009 to 2014, this chapter
investigates how the group represents docile femininity and exhibits racial hybridity
through cultural appropriation. My analysis mainly focuses on the video “The Boys”
(2011), but I also consider other music videos, including “Mr. Mr.” (2014), “I Got A
Boy” (2013), “Mr. Taxi” (2011), “Oh!” (2010), “Gee” (2009), and “Genie” (2009).
SNSD is one of the most popular K-pop idol girl bands, and represents “ideal”
femininity in Korea, and more broadly in East Asia. Despite the singers’ huge popularity
and potential impact on female youth on a global scale, only a couple of scholarly works
have been published on SNSD.
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These studies address disempowering aspects of

SNSD’s gender representation for women and SNSD’s YouTube fandom, respectively.
These works, however, do not consider the racial hybridity of the singers, nor the
meanings created by their dance movements.
This chapter investigates the ways in which SNSD reproduces the “good girl”
image by analyzing their hybridized appropriation of race and gendered dance

103 Epstein, “Multiple Exposures,”; Woo, “1. A Study on the Transnational Circulation.”
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movements. I explore how the dancers appropriate whiteness and then localize
westernized notions of white femininity through their physical performances. I
distinguish the group’s appropriation of white femininity from the notion of racial
mimicry in the West. Racial mimicry refers to the efforts of racial minorities to “pass” as
104

white as a result of internationalized racism.

SNSD, as Koreans living in South Korea,

are not racial minorities. Analyzing their racially-based appropriations requires a
different theoretical approach based on their status as Koreans in Korea. I contend that
the group does not simply mimic whiteness but creates their own versions of femininity
by selectively appropriating white womanhood while excluding certain Westernized
notions of sex appeal. This localization makes their femininity more appropriately
appealing for Korean audiences. Through the construction of appropriate femininity, I
argue that while SNSD empowers female youth under the name of Girl Power rhetoric,
the group also disempowers women through their exhibition of specifically racialized,
classed, and gendered body types and a brand of female beauty haunted by both Western
(white) aesthetics and Confucian patriarchy. I call SNSD’s reconfiguration of femininity
“hypergirlish femininity,” a brand of femininity that emphasizes childishness or
girlishness. This gender performance serves to reinforce patriarchal ideology in South
Korea and abroad.
Global marketing and international collaboration makes SNSD as an important
case study. Among their music videos, “The Boys” is particularly significant given their
music agent S.M. Entertainment’s explicit effort to target global audiences. The Boys was
SNSD’s first album released in the U.S., signaling the agency’s attempt to break into the

104 See Frantz Fanon, Black Skin, White Masks (New York: Grove Press, 2008).
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U.S. pop music industry. It also involved international collaborations with the U.S. music
industry. Teddy Riley, a Grammy Award winning American singer-songwriter, musician,
and record producer participated in the process, as did Rino Nakasone Razalan, a
Japanese female J-pop artist, dancer, model, and choreographer, choreographed the
piece.
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Before joining the K-pop industry, Rino worked with American singers and

dancers including Marques Houston, Mary J. Blige, Britney Spears, Missy Elliott, Crystal
Kay, Chris Brown, Janet Jackson and Justin Bieber. For example, she choreographed the
dance piece for Britney Spears' music video “Toxic”, as well as R&B singer Crystal
Kay's “Superman.”
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Rino also was a member of Harajuku Girls, a group of four

Japanese and Japanese American backup dancers featured in American pop singer Gwen
Stefani’s music video.

107

Rino’s experience as a dancer, choreographer, and producer

working with American artists has shaped the movement styles of her choreography.
Such international collaboration implies that “The Boys” targets a global audience by
strategically incorporating music and dance styles from foreign artists, which consciously
or unconsciously creates a certain degree of hybridity.
SNSD also has cultural significance given their racialized and gendered
performances. In conjunction with targeting US audience and global market, SNSD often
employs a variety of musical and performance styles, including hip-hop, ballad,
electronic music, dance pop, and rock and roll.

While appropriating diverse music

styles, the group also adapts various cultural markers rooted in these performance and
105 Though the choreographer was born in Okinawa, Japan, she has presented her work internationally,
including her performance on America's Best Dance Crew Season 3, working with Beat Freaks, a female
break dancing group from Los Angeles, California. See articles in JpopAsia, “Rino Nakasone Razalan's
Bio,” http://www.jpopasia.com/celebrity/rinonakasonerazalan (accessed March 20, 2015).
106 Ibid.
107 Ibid.
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music traditions, including white femininity.
SNSD’s album The Boys features some of the most explicit appropriations of
white femininity. For example, in The Boys’ album cover, all members’ faces were
photoshopped to make their skin tone look white (see fig. 1). According to Richard Dyer
(1988), the color white has long been associated with innocent purity. While SNSD’s
whitened skin plays in to the group’s virginal imagery, it also resonates within a larger
conversation on the appropriation of white femininity. This album cover and the concept
photo take images from female characters in Western fairy tales and literature. In it, each
member displays distinct characteristics that resonate with fairytale heroines: Taeyeon as
Snow White, Hyoyeon as Thumbelina, Seohyun as the Snow Queen, Sooyoung as
Rapunzel, Yoona as Belle, Yuri as The Girl with the Red Shoes, Jessica as the Swan
Princess, Sunny as Little Red Riding Hood, and Tiffany as The Little Mermaid.

108 Nyaasan, “SNSD's Concept Photos for ‘The Boys,’” Asianfanfics,
http://www.asianfanfics.com/blog/view/46743
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Figure 1. SNSD "The Boys" album cover.

Their concept photos present each member’s full body shot. Taeyeon’s Snow
White is clad in a long, white, classy Victorian style dress ornamented with jaunty ostrich
plumes and flowers. She has a dream-like facial expression, her skin is pale, and she
gazes at the camera while holding a bitten apple. The background of the picture is dark,
and the overall tone of the picture is hazy, making it look like a faded, classical painting.
Meanwhile, Jessica, another member of SNSD, presents the image of Swan Princess. In
the picture, she is clad in long silky plain white dress. With a warm beige background,
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she has smile and peaceful face, also evoking the Virgin Mary (see fig. 2).

Figure 2. Jessica in "The Boys" promotion picture.

She lifts her arm looking at her hand, as if catching a drop of water. She does not face to
the camera at all, as if the photo was taken secretly. This picture evokes spirituality due to
the halo surrounding her face, accompanied by the bright tone of the image and the
lightness of her body. It also looks like a real faded photograph due to the vintage style
color and texture of the photo.
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Such antique aesthetics presented on the pictures increase the believability of the
pictures; the members look like figures in old painting portraits displayed in a museum.
Such old fashioned images more effectively promote the group’s images as chaste
women, as they personae represented in the picture look genuine and believable. On the
other hand, selling female idols’ sexuality is profitable. SNSD is not an exception, and
although the photography for the album emphasizes chastity, their choreography contains
sensual movements. Still, their modern pop dancers’ images are overlapped with old fairy
tale characters whose sexuality has been depicted as pure. By dressing up as antique fairy
tale characters, SNSD exhibits uncorrupted and elegant girl images. Their official group
name “Girls’ Generation” supports this public image as well. In the Korean language, the
term “girl” (sonyeo in Romanization of Korean) infers that a girl is a chaste, pure virgin.
According to Mark Ravina, Korean pop culture, including K-drama and K-pop, is
distinguished from the U.S. market due to its explicit promotion of the image of
“desexualized romanticism.”
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K-pop female singers tend to emphasize purity rather

than Westernized notion of sexiness. When the K-pop girl group Wonder Girls performed
in the U.S.; the show was full of the images of sexual chastity. Ravina wrote:
In summer 2009, the Korean band Wonder Girls began touring the United States
as an opening act for the Jonas Brothers, a group known for its own American
brand of chaste sexuality. The brothers sing about romantic passion […] but have
declared that they are all virgins and will remain so until marriage. The band
110
deploys a series of devices to desexualize the romantic appeal.
Ravina goes on to say that Wonder Girls’ performance was a “preteen-friendly version of
the Supremes” and the song they performed was non-sexual, which perfectly fit with the
pure image of the American band. The show was a reminder of a long American tradition
109 Ravina, "Introduction,” 5.
110 Ibid.
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of Disney-generated content that has promoted “earnest, fun-loving, non-coital sexual
sexuality,” and ultimately a “celebration of chaste sex appeal.”

111

SNSD’s chaste image

is also a part of the K-pop industry’s promotion of a “celebration of chaste sex appeal.”
While women’s sexiness is highly visible and even desirable in Western
mainstream culture, cuteness is a hallmark of K-pop girl groups. Cuteness is called aegyo
in Romanization of Korean.112 They emphasize girlish, cute, non-threatening
characteristics along with slim, small, young-looking, adolescent bodies and asexualized
looks. Acting like a kid with a girly, cute attitude is beloved by Asian fans. In their live
performances, SNSD members frequently show a girlish and childlike persona through
particular voices and movements. With baby voices, they clench their fists next to their
cheeks with shy smiles and shrug their shoulders. This hypergirlish femininity is the key
theme understanding SNSD and K-pop girl groups’ gender performance.

SNSD and “The Boys”
SNSD is groomed by one of the biggest music labels in Korea, S.M.
Entertainment. S.M Entertainment has branded a number of representative K-pop song
and performances styles. Performers’ appearance and music style from S.M.
Entertainment are characterized by spectacular dance pop performances by young, goodlooking idols. Singers groomed from S.M Entertainment generally sing sweet, romantic
teenage love stories set to bright, catchy, upbeat dance music. They never work in
experimental music genres, which could be associated with challenging the status quo.

111 Ibid., 6.
112 The Urban Dictionary explains aegyo (애교) as an expression that resembles “winsome” in English in
that aegyo is characterized by a childlike, innocent and appealing attitude.
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Unlike some K-pop female singers who often incorporate “flirty” attitudes—either in
their performances or public personae – the performers at S.M. Entertainment also
present classy and neat features. For example, SNSD often wears all identical uniforms
that resemble classic police officer costumes while performing onstage. Although this
dress code involves the fetishization of the female body, these costumes are not that
revealing compared to other K-pop girl groups’ overtly sensual costumes. In addition,
unlike other groups and artists, there are no scandals or rumors about the sex lives of
SSND members until recently. In 2014, two of the SNSD members officially announced
that they are in committed relationships with men. Idols’ love life is often closeted due to
privacy issues. Keeping their relationships a secret is also a marketing strategy, especially
for those who promote adolescent and chaste public image. Being in a relationship means
that she/he is not a virgin/ bachelor, and it is not helpful to support their stage personae.
Further, SNSD has gained positive reviews from fan communities due to the strong
public personae of SNSD as chaste.
SNSD debuted in 2007 with their first studio album Girls' Generation. The nine
members consist of Taeyeon, Jessica, Sunny, Tiffany, Hyoyeon, Yuri, Sooyoung, Yoona,
and Seohyun. It was not until 2009 that the group gained international attention and
popularity with their hit single “Gee”, the most popular song of the decade in Korea. The
Asia Journal called the group “the most influential entertainers for the years 2011 and
2012,” and placed SNSD at 44 among 50 influential leaders in Korea. This “ma[de] them
the first female idol group in history to make the list.”
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SNSD is one of the most

representative K-pop girl groups in Korea, and has been named "The Nation's Singers"
113 Ryoojung Min, “아시아투데이 선정...한국의 파워리더 50인 [Asia Today’s Pick: Korea’s Power
Leaders 50],” Asia Today, http://www.asiatoday.co.kr/view.php?key=434747 (accessed March 25, 2015).
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and "The Nation's Girl Group.”
Their name as “The Nation’s Girl Group” signifies that their body types and
gender images are the norm in Korea, and that their innocence represents the “ideal”
Korean female image. The rhetoric “Nation” is often used to describe popular celebrities
or pop stars whose public images are associated with integrity (especially for male stars)
and chastity (especially for female stars), and who have huge fandom. SNSD’s fandom
not only includes youth but also middle-aged men who often have families and children.
Sexual appeal of the girl groups is one of the reasons that these middle-aged men become
fans. These men are often called “uncle fans.”114 Nevertheless, calling SNSD as
“Nation’s Girl Group,” creates a fictional narrative that allows middle-aged men to love
SNSD not because they have sexual desire for young girls but because these girls are so
pretty and adorable as national symbols in K-pop.
Along with their huge success in Korea as “Nation’s Girl Group,” SNSD began to
perform worldwide, starting with Japan in late 2010. SNSD released their debut Japanese
album, Girls' Generation in June 2011. The album is one of the best selling albums by Kpop girl groups in Japan’s Oricon history. Another album, Genie, sold over 75,000
albums within four weeks, and SNSD became one of the most well-known K-pop girl
115

groups in Japan.

In addition to their debut in Japan, SNSD released their studio album

The Boys and a sub-mini album Twinkle in the U.S. market in 2012. Twinkle ranked top
on the K-Pop Billboard 200 and 126 charting on Billboard 200.
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They performed at

114 Yeonkon Kang, "‘걸그룹 삼촌팬’들을 위한 변명[Uncle fans’ Excuse],” 대중음악 [Popular
Music] 8 (2011): 9-45.
115 Daily K Pop News, http://www.dkpopnews.net/2011_11_15_archive.html (accessed March 25, 2015).
116 Jeff Benjamin, “Girls' Generation Splinter Group Enters Billboard 200,” Billboard,
http://www.billboard.com/articles/news/489102/girls-generation-splinter-group-enters-billboard-200
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S.M. Entertainment’s world tour concerts, “SMTown Live '10 World Tour” (2010–2011)
and “SMTown Live World Tour III” (2012–2013) held in the United States, Japan, China
and France. The Boys was SNSD’s third Korean studio album and was released in Korea
117

and Japan in fall 2011.

Big names in the K-Pop industry, including Hwang Sung Jae,

Kim Young Hoo, Hitch Hiker, Yoo Young Jin, and Kenji, participated in the album’s
production.
The album has 12 tracks, and Yoo Young-jin, Teddy Riley, Taesung Kim, DOM,
Richard Garcia and Tiffany (a member of SNSD) wrote the song lyrics. Among them,
Teddy Riley is an American producer known for his work with Michael Jackson.
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Their

international collaboration was a preparation to promote “The Boys” in the global
market. Some music labels from overseas joined in the production process including
Universal Music, Interscope Records, and Polydor Records. On December 20, 2011, the
agency released an English version of the song “The Boys” in the U.S. under the
distribution of Interscope Records, and it became visible on international stages. The
Korean version of the music video for “The Boys” was the third most watched video on
YouTube in the music category for the week of October 25, 2011, and has since garnered
over 17 million views.
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SNSD performed the song’s Japanese version on Fuji TV's

“Hey Hey Hey! X-Mas Special” on December 19, and ranked at the top of the Billboard

(accessed March 25, 2015).
117 S.M Entertainment with the agency’s executive producer Lee Soo-man produce the album.
118 According to a music chart in Korea, the album sold a cumulative total of 385,348 copies at the end of
year, and topped several music charts in Korea. The song ranked first on the day it released on major
Korean music sites.
119 Billboard Korea Staff, “Girls' Generation Making Its American Dream Come True,” Billboard,
http://www.billboard.com/articles/news/465158/girls-generation-making-its-american-dream-come-true
(accessed March 25, 2015).
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Japan weekly chart by selling nearly 230,000 copies in Japan.

“The Boys” received

positive reviews from the U.S. market as well. Although the single did not enter the U.S.
Billboard Hot 100 chart, it ranked number one on the Billboard K-Pop chart and entered
the Top 100 on the iTunes 200 Top Songs. The song also sold over 21,000 copies in the
U.S.
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SNSD presented their first live performance of “The Boys” in its English version

at Madison Square Garden in New York on October 23, 2011. SNSD also appeared on
some talk shows, including the “Late Show with David Letterman” and “Live! with
Kelly.” In the album released in the U.S., SNSD used the same album cover as that of the
Korean. Except for a few English songs, the entire track consists of songs in Korean. A
few songs were added, however, such as a remix version of “The Boys” featuring
American rapper Snoop Dogg.

Girl Power or Disempowerment of Femininity
The music video “The Boys” starts with a SNSD member slowly walking in a
misty snowfield with the sounds of a thunderstorm in the background. She is clad in an
elegant long white dress. While wandering against a grandiose background, she picks up
jewelry, classical music begins to play, and the other group members (clad in gracious,
splendid fancy dresses) appear. The floor is filled with red rose petals. Some wear
Victorian-style dresses with brilliant jeweled, rhinestone crowns, others are dressed in
mandarin-collar mini dresses or sparkly bodycon dresses. They take long strides like
runway models, projecting an attitude of utmost confidence. When the camera takes a
close-up of each performer’s face, they look elegantly at the camera without smiling. As
120Ibid.
121Ibid.
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they walk in, red rose petals fall in slow motion, creating a surreal and mysterious image.
The background changes when a member sets a white dove free.
They start the dance routine in a room surrounded by black and white futuristic
crystal sculptures. Now they wear classy but modern costumes such as black skinny
jeans, short pants, white shirts with feminine ties, or silk blouses. Since SNSD has nine
female singers, each member alternates positions, moving back and forth between
upstage and center stage. The camera switches from the group shot to a single shot,
zooming in on a singer when she sings her solo part. In the middle of the song, Yuri,
Yoona, Hyoyeon, and Sooyoung, perform a rap, breaking the flow of the dance song.
During the rap part, they dance on the floor in a misty, wild atmosphere with sand on the
ground. Towards the end, while the rose petals continuously fall, the dove flies away in
slow motion. The video ends with the dancers posing inside the crystal stage set.
The lyrics describe a heterosexual relationship, and the main chorus repeats the
phrase “girls bring the boys out.”

122

It begins with all the members in chorus:

I can tell you're looking at me
I know what you see
Any closer and you'll feel the heat
You don't have to pretend that you didn't notice me
Every look will make it hard to breathe
B-Bring the boys out
Then members begin their solo lines:
[Taeyeon] Soon as I step on the scene
I know that they'll be watching me watching me ([Tiffany] Get up)
[Yoona] I'mma be the hottest in this spot
There ain't no stopping me ([Tiffany] That's funny; [Yoona] stopping me)

122 “The Boys”’ full lyrics in English are available at: KPop Lyrics - K-Pop News and Lyrics,
http://www.kpoplyrics.net.
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The main chorus of the song is “We bring the boys out”; they repeat this line throughout
the song.
[All] Girls' Generation make you feel the heat
[Yuri] And we're doing it, we can't be beat
[All] B-Bring the boys out
The main verse constantly evokes the theme: the girls who bring the boys out. The
dancers’ motions embody the image of “girls bring the boys out.” While singing the
chorus, “girls bring the boys out,” the dancers reach their wrists forward, twist them
drawing circles, and point their fingers to the audience, while flipping them upward, as if
calling the audience. The dancers also open and then close their knees repeatedly, while
bending their arms over their heads. Then they twirl their arms above their heads, as if
cheering the audience. Along with the powerful motion, “The Boys” seems to advocate
for female agency through its enhancement of female authority in the post-feminist sense
of Girl Power rhetoric, for they are the girls who lead the boys.
According to Jessica K. Taft (2004), Girl Power has four different meanings and
usages: girl power as anti-feminism, postfeminism, individual power, and consumer
123

power.

While some have argued that Girl Power can help young women and girls to

shape their political subjectivity, such a categorization is rather a conspiracy by the pop
culture industry. Mainstream media industry portrays girls as having the ability to express
their voice freely against patriarchal society. Nevertheless, Girl Power images are still
often stereotyped. Being liberated is different from sexualizing one’s body, but under this
capitalism-driven rhetoric, women’s bodies are often overtly sexualized by their own
will. Strong girl images portrayed in mainstream media facilitates the fantasy of a society
123 Jessica K Taft, "Girl Power Politics: Pop-culture Barriers and Organizational Resistance," in All about
the Girl: Culture, Power, and Identity (2004), ed., Anita Harris (New York: Routledge, 2004), 70.
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in which gender discrimination no longer exists. This fiction not only depoliticizes young
women’s actions, but also prevents girls’ engagement and political capacity. Taft
described that “Girl Power offered by the mainstream media could produce barriers to
girls’ active citizenship,” and this can be challenged by girl-oriented organizations.

124

SNSD and their fans play into this double nature of Girl Power rhetoric:
empowerment and disempowerment. Taft’s idea that girl-oriented communities can
challenge disempowerment is apt. Initially, the main target audience was male when S.M.
Entertainment first groomed SNSD. SM founder Soo Man Lee addressed that “People in
their 30s and the 40s are emerging as the main cultural consumers, and Girls’ Generation
125

specifically targets the men in that age group.”

It turns out, however, that the majority

SNSD fans are female. SNSD’s fans create their own communities online, maintain a
critical distance from the mainstream media, and produce their own voices. SNSD
appeals to female fans because of several reasons. A female blogger wrote:
They are very physically attractive and portray an ideal image of femininity.
They are talented, work hard and are good role models.
They are also inspirational in terms of fashion and body image.
They are relatable and have strong personalities.
126
They seem to have very close sisterly personal relationships.
The list does highlight some patriarchal notions of conventional femininity; it is their
bodies, fashion, and appearance that are admirable. At the same time, SNSD are “hard
working young women” who have broken through in the music industry to achieve
independent careers. The group members also show close friendships and female

124 Ibid.
125 Lizzie, “SNSD vs SJJD: Why Girls’ Generation Have So Many Female Fans,” Beyond
Hallyu, http://beyondhallyu.com/k-pop/shoujo-jidai-vs-sonyeo-shidae-why-girls-generation-have-so-manyfemale-fans/ (accessed June 28, 2013).
126 Ibid.
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bonding. Fans, for example, enjoy Taeyeon’s birthday picture posted on her Instagram,
depicting all nine members with funny facial expressions in a warm, harmonious
atmosphere. Based on their public personas, “affinity” and “sisterly bonds” are strongly
valued among the group members, rather than their sexual relationships with men. SNSD
becomes role models for their female fans and inspires young girls’ leadership through
the group’s success and strong presence on the global stage. The group encourages their
fans to develop actual and virtual friendships with other female fans through the group
members’ intimate support. SNSD brings the close bonds to the real world, and
participate in volunteer activities and donate to charities to empower global youth.
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Their fans also have created service organizations that have helped communities across
the world in the name of the band.
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Nevertheless, this does not mean that SNSD simply empowers girls. Since Girl
Power initially originated in the mainstream, these self-motivated, girl-fan communities
are not free from ideology. Even if girls produce a space, create content, and share their
own ways of identifying themselves, the space they gather, the procedure by which they
collect data, and the sources they use are already under the influence of the mainstream
media.
SNSD’s performance resonates equally with the disempowering aspects of Girl
127 For example, the members have participated in international organizations, such as Global Youth
Service Day (www.gysd.org), and Global Hope (http://www.globalhopeinc.org), and served youth across
the world. See 120seoulcall, “ ‘소녀시대’와 함께하는 자원봉사 [Volunteer Work and Community
Service with SNSD],” http://blog.naver.com/120seoulcall/10030287902.
128 소원봉사단(cafe.daum.net/sonev) [Sowon Service Group] is an official fan service group in the name
of SNSD. Fans also promote special volunteer and charity events for each member’s birthday, often called
Birthday Project. See “소녀시대 팬들, 서현 생일맞아 선행활동 동참 [SNSD’s Fans Participate in
Service Activities for Seohyun’s Birthday],”
http://www.newsen.com/news_view.php?uid=201006291705201001;
“[해외팬] 윤아 생일 이벤트 및 기부활동 [Fans across the World Donate Charity for Yoona’s
Birthday],” http://blog.naver.com/hooi6969/220007333491
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Power. Generally, K-pop boy bands have more female fans compared to K-pop girl
groups. Despite the fact that SNSD has a strong female fandom compared to other girl
groups, the lyrics of SNSD’s songs and their titles always focus on boys or men. Like
“The Boys,” their next title song released in 2014 is named “Mr. Mr.” In the chorus, the
members sing a song that praises the right guy, saying “Be stronger Mr. Mr. (look at me)
[…] You made my heart race Mr. Mr. (the best man) […] The chosen one to make me
shine. That is you Mr. Mr.”

129

Similarly, SNSD’s other songs and album concepts

consistently cover heterosexual themes with song titles such as “Mr. Taxi” (2011) and “I
Got A Boy” (2013).
In addition to titles and lyrics that explicitly address men only, their music videos
also focus on the member’s romantic relationship with men. Their music videos do
include male actors and dancers as the objects of their affection, most of whom are
oppa.130 Although the term is technically used to refer to any older man, including their
own brothers, it is also used to refer to an older boy friend. Also, regardless of her age, a
female can use the term. An older age often means authority in Korean society. If a
woman calls a man oppa, whether he is older than her or not, this is a sign that she is
docile and can be submissive, or at least, she wants to look younger than him. Thus, the
term oppa also contains a sexual connotation in a male and female relationship, because
older age often signifies authority, power, and thus, sexual dominance. Oppa is a very
commonly used word in typical K-pop songs, and many SNSD songs use this term. In
their song “Oh!” (2010), SSND wears cheerleader costumes and sings: “Hey oppa look at
me, just take a look at me […] Thump thump, my heart is beating I just continue
129 The original lyrics are in Korean. English translation is available from http://www.kpoplyrics.net.
130 Oppa (오빠) term a Korean female uses when she refers to a man who is older than her.
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imagining […] Oh! Oh! Oh! Oh! Oppa, I love you Ah! Ah! Ah! Ah! A lot, a lot […]
Oppa oppa, I'll be I'll be down down down down.” The last part of the lyrics “I’ll be
down down” can signify several things. First, the refrain implies a sexual connotation
(fellatio) due to the lyric’s direct depiction associated with body movement. It also
represents the singers as submissive to the oppa. Lastly, as “down” is an action, it implies
that they are ready to be active in their pursuit of the oppa. SSND’s performance
definitely seems geared to please their male audiences: as they sing, the cheerleaders
reveal their upper thighs while dancing with bright, innocent smiles. Being flirtatious is
not the only way they seduce the male audience. SNSD simultaneously remains chaste
for their oppa fans, even while they reveal their bodies and perform sensual dance moves.
Their chasteness makes a great balance with their somewhat sensual dance moves, SNSD
is appealing to the male audience, not only because they are overtly selling their sexuality
in a slutty manner, but also because they are innocent virgins who are nonetheless ready
to please the male audience, oppa.
Another prevalent theme represented in the lyrics is the notion of being watched.
The lyrics of “The Boys” begin with “I can tell you're looking at me / I know what you
see […] You don't have to pretend that you didn't notice me / Every look will make it
hard to breathe” and then a following line “I know that they'll be watching me.” They
then say watching their performance makes it hard for the audience to breathe, “Every
look will make it hard to breathe.” The song title and lyrics imply that SNSD is aware of
how the male audience watches them, suggesting that they are engaging in a form of selfobjectification. SNSD empowers the male audience by sexualizing themselves and
reinforces female objectification by internalizing the patriarchal notion of Laura
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Mulvey’s “being-at-look-at-ness.”

Not only do the lyrics objectify the performers, but the physicality of their bodies
also negates any possibility for female empowerment. Dance movements can change the
132

entire meaning of a performance regardless of the textual message of the performance.
SNSD’s movements and bodies do not quite support the lyrics, but rather speak to
disempowerment. In “The Boys,” they twirl their arms above their heads in the chorus

“girls bring the boys out.” Their bodies are extremely slender and non-muscular, so the
movement does not create a powerful image, despite seemingly powerful lyrics. Also,
they do not whirl their arms with real energy, but seem to simply pretend to twirl. In their
motion, there is no spinal momentum, which can be made from using the weight of their
arms, breathe, and core. Abdomenal muscles and breath are essential to much dance
movement as the two elements allow dancers to move in a three dimensions with richness
and power, making their bodies alive. With the lack of physical dynamics, the motion
created by their slender arms look limp.
Instead of using their whole body, the group relies on gestural movement. When
moving their upper bodies, they do not fully extend their arms and chests, but rather
shyly shrug and move their shoulders up and down and curve them inside to make their
bodies smaller and more feminine. Instead of presenting a wide range of movement
vocabulary, the majority of their choreography consists of undulating their chests and
swirling their hands forward, as if they are beckoning the audience. In another scene, the
members tilt their pelvises to the side or backward and sway their hips side to side with

131 Laura Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” Screen 16, no. 3 (1975): 6-18.
132 Sally Banes, Dancing Women: Female Bodies on Stage (London; New York: Routledge, 1998), 10.
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arms akimbo. While other members dance at the center, some members take poses
standing to the side of the downstage area or upstage. When posing, they bend over their
waists while stretching their legs and lifting their chins and hips. Such two-dimensional
poses simply exaggerate the curved lines of a female body rather than conveying a full
range of dynamics through motion. In her solo part, Yoona walks to the center stage.
Slightly spreading her legs, she crosses her right arm over and places it on left side of her
pelvis. Standing in a tilted position, she flicks her other hand, lightly touches her shoulder
and head, then strokes her body covering from head, face, chest, to pelvis. Then she
circles her hips backward while positioning her arms on her waist. These movements also
emphasize a curvy female line in a two dimensional way. SNSD’s bodies suggest objects
on display, not vibrant, three-dimensional moving bodies.
Of course, not all sexual movements disempower women. Sexual motion can
empower women, if performers do sensual moves for themselves, as an expression of
freedmon, desire, and agency. While it’s possible that SNSD’s sensual gestural
movements empowers some female viewers, their limited usage of muscle disempowers
women, situating them firmly as objects of the male gaze. In this case, the Girl Power
rhetoric manifests as an internalization of patriarchal ideology, pushing women to
sexualize their own bodies.
In addition to limited movement vocabulary, SNSD’s use of space reproduces
traditional gender ideology. Indeed, SNSD’s gestural movements necessarily limit their
use of space, because the members do not have to move across the space with full of
energy. According to feminist scholar Iris Marion Young, patriarchal society has
disciplined female bodies to be passive and use a limited amount of space. For her,
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women are expected to close their legs when in public, and a girl is not expected to take
up a large space, even when throwing a ball.

133

SNSD moves in a sculpted, gendered

space. Since their movements are restricted to small portions of their bodies, they also
take up a narrow spot on the stage. SNSD may confine their movements because they
need to hold their individual spots, so all nine members will not bump into each during
the dance movements. Yet, they neither command the space with their presence, nor fully
explore the capacity of their body movements, even when they execute solo parts
separated from the group. During their solos, they have enough available space to move
around onstage. But they move within a very small kinesphere with inward movements,
suggesting “docile” female bodies.

134

“Boys’ Dream Girls”: Whore and Virgin Dichotomy
SNSD’s choreography as a whole plays into patriarchal fantasy. Patriarchy often
divides categories associated with women as either modest or obscene: the whore or
virgin dichotomy. SNSD has symbolized virginity since their first debut in 2007, when
their average age was eighteen. In addition to the public marketing of the group, as
innocent, pure girls, the signature movement in “The Boys”’ choreography supports
conventional (even classical) feminine imagery. For example, at one moment the
performers bend their elbows and place their inner forearm over their heads, while
stretching the other arm to the side and gently lunging forward. This arm gesture strongly
resonates with the signature pose of the classical ballet repertoire Swan Lake in which the

133 Iris Marion Young, Throwing Like a Girl and Other Essays in Feminist Philosophy and Social Theory
(Bloomington: Indiana Univ Press, 1990), 145-52.
134 Ibid.
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ballerina leans her head on her arm hanging over her head, while her upper body is
leaning the same way diagonally. Since princess Odette, the iconic heroine of Swan Lake,
plays the role of tragic victim of love, the movement is designed to express fragile and
passive femininity.

135

Regardless of the audience’s awareness of the reference, the

movement emanates a delicate female image.
SNSD’s personas began to contain sensual elements, however, as they grew up.
In their music video for “Run Devil Run” in 2010, their bodies and movements conjure
up the image of a femme fatale. Wearing tight black costumes, they deliver sensual dance
movements with beckoning hands, while undulating their chests and pelvises. A viewer
on Yahoo! commented that she hates SNSD because “they sing songs about teenage girl
[sic] and something about the purity of their generation. [H]owever, they are too sexy on
stage with short skirts and tiny shirts.” Another commenter noted that some female
136

viewers hate SNSD because they are “boys [’] dreamgirl[s].”

A blogger also said that

SNSD’s beauty is “enough to catch the attention of any guy and stir up ‘body envy’ in
any girl.”
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A SNSD’s fan, Jon Toth, a twenty-nine-year-old white, American man

majoring in computer science, said in an interview:
Why was watching “Mr. Taxi” such pure audiovisual pleasure? Why did my body
feel lighter in the chair? It wasn’t the music—bright, candy-cane-sweet sounds,
like aural Day-Glo—and, while the dancing was wonderfully precise, the
choreography had a schematic quality.
Rather than focusing on their music and dancing, he highlights the fantasy that SNSD is
135 The choreographer of the music video, Rino Nakasone Razalan, does not have ballet background.
However, she could have intentionally employed gestures from the classical ballet repertoire given her
experience in US dance scene.
136 “Who Is the Most Hated Members of Snsd?,” Fanpop. http://www.fanpop.com/spots/girls-generationsnsd/answers/show/224160/who-most-hated-members-snsd.htm (accessed March 25, 2015).
137 “A Girls' Generation?: The SNSD Effect,” THE WANG POST, http://thewangpost.com/a-girlsgeneration-snsd-effect-k-pop/ (accessed January 21, 2013).
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there to please him. “[…] Tiffany point [sic] directly at you and wink [sic], and
everything else that exists in the world just disappears.”

138

SNSD provides the ideal

female image: an innocent but seductive “whore-virgin” character that can satisfy the
fantasy of male audiences and reinforce patriarchal gender norms that permeate music
markets worldwide.

Fetishization of the Body: Legs, Thinness, and Youth
On the album jacket for Genie, all members are clad in identical white naval-like
uniforms with their signature short pants (see fig. 3).

Figure 3. SNSD promotion picture for "Genie."

They face front, slightly spreading their legs and stand with arms on their hips. Their
138http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2012/10/08/121008fa_fact_seabrook#ixzz28g5R3V9Z
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long, white, angular, non-muscular legs are surprisingly identical in terms of size, shape,
color, and length. SNSD’s legs demonstrate the ways in which a female body part is
racialized and gendered. Their white, long slim legs are similar to those of classical
ballerinas not just in their size, shape, and color, but also in their movements. According
to dance historian, Ann Daly, a female ballerina is an iconic symbol of female beauty in
the West. A ballerina displays her airy, white, fragile, and slender body with particular
emphasis on her slim and elongated legs.

139

Similarly, Stephen J. Epstein and Rachael M.

Joo (2012) note that in the K-pop industry “bare female legs become a marketing tool and
branding technique for an enticingly toned and ‘impeccably executed’ Korea.”

140

S.M.

Entertainment has consistently marketed and commoditized SNSD’s “interminable”
141

legs.

As noted above, the video, displays the members in sensual white sailor

costumes, short pants, and high heels. In the chorus part, they touch their upper body
from shoulders to pelvises, and throw their arms upward; placing one leg forward, they
turn their toes and knees inside out, while moving hips side to side, repeatedly. Then they
repeat curling their one leg, turning it out, and stretching it forward pointing their toes,
like a ballet dancer. Curling their legs, they hold their upper bodies and only move their
arms, throwing their hands upward when stretching the legs forward. Since their legs are
the only body parts revealing flesh, the scene makes their legs hypervisible, and directly
draws the audience’s attention.
SNSD’s airy and intricate steps help the dancers effectively display their
homogenized, ballerina-like legs. According to Susan Leigh Foster, female dancers’
139Ann Daly, "The Balanchine Woman: Of Hummingbirds and Channel Wwimmers," The Drama Review:
TDR (1987): 8-21.
140 Epstein, “Multiple Exposures, 10.
141 Ibid.
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motion in classical ballet is characterized by steps that display a “crispy and precise”
142

quality of movement.

As in “Genie,” the video for “The Boys” shows the performers

in thigh-baring short pants and skirts with short ankle boots or heels. Other dancers wear
tight skinny jeans or leggings, which equally reveal their leg shapes. Due to the dark tone
of their tops, pants, and boots, their light skinned, bare legs are emphasized. While
dancing, the dancers bend their standing legs and draw circles on the floor using their
other legs, as if they are executing rond de jambes, a classical ballet movement entailing
a circular leg movement on the floor. Then they sharply twist their bodies to the side,
bending and contracting their front legs, tiptoeing on the front of their feet. After singing
the chorus part, “girls bring the boys out,” the dancers cross their arms, spin around 45
degree, face to the side, and then twist, circle, and twirl their one arms as if scooping.
They repeat these turn in and out motions with sharp toe tapping (See fig. 4).

Figure 4. SNSD begins to draw a circle using their legs from front to the side.

142 Susan Leigh Foster, Reading Dancing: Bodies and Subjects in Contemporary American Dance
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1986), 83.
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SNSD’s gendered legs and movements explain how the “appropriate” female body
is constructed in relation to masculinity. In a global context, Asian masculinity has often
been feminized compared to the hegemonic and universalized notion of white
masculinity.

143

The colonial period of Korea under Japan further facilitated the

emasculation of Korean manhood until the early twentieth century.

144

Nevertheless,

Korean men take positions of authority within patriarchal Confucian Korean society.
Confucianism refers to religious, scholarly, and philosophical beliefs and systems taught
by Confucius. This tradition has positive aspects in maintaining reverence for humanity,
and using discipline to encourage harmonious conduct through social propriety. Yet, it is
based on male-dominated philosophy; for example, in a traditional Confucianism valuesystem, men, teachers, and the nation are equal. They represent the ultimate power and
knowledge, and lead the society. In this structure, a woman is expected to follow
commands of her father, husband, and son, and remain submissive. The body reflects
social ideology, and SNSD’s performance mirrors the image of “appropriate” women
constructed from Confucianism.
The SNSD body type demonstrates how this social ideology affects disciplining the
female body in terms of weight and size. SNSD’s excessively skinny body type and small
size are considered appealing to Korean men.145 The “appropriate” glamorous body type
in Korea does not look like the glamorous body type in the West; it should be way
143 Edward W. Said explained how the imperial gaze along with its hegemonic notion of white
masculinity of the West has conflated the Orient with femininity and marginalized them, including Middle
Eastern and East Asian people, as exotic Otherness. See his groundbreaking book, Orientalism (New York:
Vintage Books, 1994). Yutian Wong analyzes how this marginalization of Asian masculinity is reproduced
through performance within U.S. contexts. See her book, Choreographing Asian America (Middletown,
Conn.: Wesleyan University Press, 2010).
144 Kim Kyung Hyun, The Remasculinization of Korean Cinema (Durham: Duke University Press, 2004).
145 “Bagel girl,” beigeulneo (베이글녀) in Korean, is an idiomatic expression to refer to a female actor
with a young looking baby face and a glamorous body.
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slimmer than the average slim woman in the West. Korean female celebrities have an
average weight of between 99-110 pounds.

146

In a Western society, it is a voluptuous

woman’s body type that has typically been regarded as sexually attractive. In contrast,
Korean men often say the glamorous body type in the U.S., such as that of U.S. pop
singer Beyoncé Knowles, is not slim enough and too “big,” and thus, not attractive and
147

sexy compared to slim Korean women.

This cultural valuation of size and youth

reflects aspects of Korea’s patriarchal society, because it conflates the possibility of
physical dominance with the attractiveness of women. Due to their skinny bodies, SNSD
looks like young girls whose bodies have not been fully developed, which implies that
these girls are non-threatening, weak, and can be easily controlled by men. SNSD is
conditioned to be more feminine, in comparison to Western femininity, so that they can
fit into that patriarchal structure of the Korean context, and serve Confucianism.
Similarly, K-pop boy idols are already slim, necessitating females to be even more
slender. SNSD exhibits the localized meaning of appropriate femininity to re-masculinize
Korean men —they perform a culturally-conditioned young, submissive girl images
accompanied by excessively slim bodies.

Making Over the Body: The Female Body as Commodity
Feminist scholar Rosalind Gill (2007) asserts that women are unconsciously
forced to change their bodies, including their appearance, size, hair, and clothing, to
internalize the “ideal” femininity that the mass media dictates, which Gill identifies as the
146 “왜 여자 연예인들 몸무게는 모두 45kg일까 [Why All Female Celebrities Say Their Body
Weights Are 45kg?], OhmyNews,
http://www.ohmynews.com/NWS_Web/view/at_pg.aspx?CNTN_CD=A0000382293.
147 http://news.sportsseoul.com/read/entertain/1170268.htm (accessed January 20, 2012).
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makeover paradigm. This paradigm is problematic because the ideal body is not their
individual choice, but rather a highly racialized, classed, and gendered form, manipulated
148

and demanded by the culture.

Korean scholar Jungmi Kim concurs with this notion in

the Korean context, arguing that Korean women’s obsession with having a thin body
reflects the postfeminist notion of “makeover culture.”

149

Female fans’ fascination with SNSD’s body type demonstrates how females in
East Asia are programmed with disciplinary ideas about racialized and gendered body
types. SNSD’s appearance, not only their legs, but also facial features, are admired by
150

female youth across East Asia.

Seven of the nine group members work as models for

major Korean cosmetic brands. For example, Yuri is a model for Mamonde, Yoona works
for Innisfree, Tiffany is at IPKN, and Taeyeon is a model for Nature Republic. SNSD’s
leg type evokes furious admiration by girls globally. PPC injection, a form of plastic
surgery, is well known among Korean female youth. This surgery intends to reduce leg
fat and muscles to create skinny legs like those of Girl’s Generation; the procedure is
even called Girl’s Generation Injection (sonyeosidae jusa). Some Asian female youth
internalize the merchandized female body and its beauty as well as Korean society’s
fetishisation of specific body parts. Thus they emulate a body type that is not necessarily
natural.
According to The Economist, cosmetic surgery has become increasingly popular.
148 Rosalind Gill, "Culture and Subjectivity in Neoliberal and Postfeminist Times," Subjectivity 25, no. 1
(2008): 432-445.
149 She addressed the idea in her talks. http://cafe.naver.com/scook5/3033 (accesssed January 2, 2012).
150 See Kim, “Globalization of Korean Media,” 37; Sinyoung Lee, “White Woman’s Plastic Surgery
Obsession,” Internet News Josun.com, http://www.news.chosun.com/site/data/.../2011040900096.htm
(accessed April 9, 2011); Leesa86, “Taiwanese Girl Group ‘Super 7’ Accuse SNSD of Being Plastic,”
Allkpop, http://www.allkpop.com/2011/11/taiwanese-girl-group-super-7-accuse-snsd-of-being-plastic.htm
(accessed May 23, 2013).
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South Korea tops the list, among many others cosmetic surgery markets in the world,
when population is accounted for.

151

The Gangnam district is one of the richest

neighborhoods in Seoul, and is famous for plastic surgery. The majority of
advertisements posted in Gangnam station depict before and after pictures of people who
received plastic surgery in one of Gangnam’s hospitals. The practice is so widespread
that some criticize the homogenizing effect of the practice; citizens in online
communities released a picture titled “gangnam sunggae” which refers to the plastic
surgery monster, as individuals who receive the surgery tend to look alike. Ironically, the
current trend in plastic surgery has become to “look natural.” When I visited South Korea
in 2013, for example, I saw a promotion from one of the major cosmetic surgery
companies, which advertised, “Don’t be alike. Be pretty.”

Lack of Agency in Motion
In dance, the body often reflects one’s individuality. Choreographing her/his own
piece can help a dancer to speak up her/his voice through performance. SNSD, however,
does not choreograph their performances. Male artists dominate the creative process
behind “The Boys”: S.M. Entertainment Director Soo-man Lee, songwriter Teddy Riley,
and singer-songwriter Young-jin Yoo are all males. Although the choreographer is a
woman, being female does not guarantee that she advocates for a feminist agenda. It is
also unclear how much creative input SNSD is allowed during rehearsals to tailor the
choreography to reflect their own movement sensibilities. In all of their videos, includin
“The Boys,” the dancers’ move are totally regimented. Thus, it is questionable whether
151 The Economist Online, “A Cut Above,” The Economist,
http://www.economist.com/blogs/graphicdetail/2012/04/daily-chart-13 (accessed May 23, 2013).
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they have had a chance to make movements reflecting individual preference.
In K-pop performance, the majority of choreographies are group dances. Making a
perfect harmony is important, and successful K-pop dance performance is praised as a
“knife group dance,” or Kalkunmu. Kal means a knife and kunmu refers to a group dance;
Kalkunmu means each group member does exactly same movements. Their accuracy in
terms of timing, speed, level, space, and movement quality is so homogenized, sharp, and
identical that their dance look like an object cut by a knife.
In SNSD’s group performance individuality is hard to find. They are actually
famous with their mannequin-like Kalkunmu. Every single moment is strictly
choreographed, and they bring the exact same stylized movements, gestures, and facial
expressions represented in their music videos to their live shows. For example, in the live
show at “Music Bank,” singing the lyrics “we bring the boy out” during the intro part of
the song, a member, Tiffany, walks into the center. Tilting her hips to side to side, she
reaches one arm forward, scoops and twists her wrist outward, and then flicks it up, as if
she is calling someone. Standing with her legs slightly spread and with her
hands clasped behind her head, she shakes her hips. She crosses her arms, waves her
upper body, rests her chin on her hand, and nods at the audience, while facing to the right
side on the diagonal. A short gestural movement, such as nodding, might be considered
improvisation, or a motion that is not necessarily choreographed. However, she repeats
the movement phrase, including nodding her head, exactly the same way in another live
show at “M! Countdown”; even the tiniest movements in the performance have been
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152

thoroughly choreographed before the show.

For someone, a live performance can be a

space to improvise and express performers’ own feelings or personalities. This, however,
does not occur in SNSD’s performance.
SNSD’s kalkunmu happens not only in a solo parts and live performance, but also
in group dance scenes. In one moment, each member walks forward, placing one arm on
her head, reaching out the other arm to the side, looking left, and dropping her wrists
downward, while lunging forward. The angle of their gazes, the length of their lunges, the
degree they bend their knees, the timing of the moves, and the way they position their
arms, are remarkably similar. Such unison removes agency from the female performers.
Due to the limited movement vocabulary and identical gestural movements, SNSD’s
kalkunmu does not create a strong, dynamic image despite the harmony the group dance
creates. Like the group dance scene in classical ballet in which all dancers repeat the
same moves as a background for the soloist, SNSD’s group dance emphasizes the
passivity of the dancers, rather than skills. Their bodies become controllable,
manageable, and obedient.
This lack of agency is so apparent that even general audience members have
recognized and commented upon it. Dance provides audiences a moment of collected
experience built on the dancers’ and the audience’s corporeality.

153

The audience is able

to feel how the dancer onstage might feel through the process of witnessing dance in its

152 The two live shows appeared at music programs in South Korea: “Music Bank” on November 4, 2011,
and “M! Countdown” on October 27, 2011. For more information, go to:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T0ZcjzHc6RQ;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OM-yOYTxPrc
153 Susan Leigh Foster, Choreographing Empathy: Kinesthesia in Performance (London; New York:
Routledge, 2010), 81-91.
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most sensory and corporeal ways, which Foster (2010) calls “kinesthetic empathy.”

154

However, SNSD hardly allows the audience to feel how they might feel onstage. Indeed,
after acclaiming the groups’ good looks and dance skills, a viewer of SNSD’s
performance noted that “They need to smile more though, and look like they're having
155

fun. They don't need to look so serious.”

It is not just their dance moves that deliver a sense of emptiness. Facial
expressions are another clue to a performer’s agency. Onstage, SNSD seems to present a
staged persona all the time. Sometimes their faces look innocent and pure. In other
moments, they look graceful, elegant, and haughty. But whether they show a pure or a
seductive persona, it is obvious that they perform a pre-determined image. Although
SNSD generally maintains bright smiles throughout their performance, their smiles are
presentational, and differ from smiles that naturally occur. If a dancer fully indulges in
his/her own bodily movement and enjoys the cathartic moment of exploring her
movement capacity, a natural smile would occur. In SNSD’s show, it is often clear that
the members are only smiling because it is a part of the choreography. While smiling
onstage, they hardly wrinkle their faces or blink their eyes, like living dolls, making
perfect facial expressions with presentational smiles. These emotional expressions do not
seem natural, but highly rehearsed.
The ways SNSD seriously or sincerely presents their performance speaks to a larger
notion of identity. In theater, presentational forms can suggest that an actor has distance
from the action, whereas in representational acting the actor is completely subsumed into

154 Ibid.
155 CNNGo staff, “What Does the United States Think of Girls' Generation?”
http://travel.cnn.com/seoul/play/what-will-us-think-girls-generation-481595 (accessed Feburary 3, 2012).
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156

the scene.

In the former case, a performer can often use the distance from the action or

character to take a critical approach to the role s/he is performing instead of merging with
it. SNSD’s sincerity reveals how the dancers are absorbed into performing typical
feminine roles –graceful, fragile, submissive femininity. The fact that the dancers are
overly engaged in the process of transforming themselves demonstrates that SNSD
members have internalized these notions of femininity. It is doubtful that the dancers
have had a chance to reflect on themselves and gain critical distance from the roles they
play. The dancers cannot transgress as they are passively trapped in the scenario of
performing and embodying “perfect” womanhood.
Having female agency is pivotal to developing female voices and authority in a
patriarchal institution. According to Kathleen Juhl and Ann Elizabeth Armstrong (2007),
in a patriarchal system, e.g. a classroom, females have been trained to suppress their
157

voices while trying to embody what an instructor wants to see.

In an anti-hierarchical

environment, however, an instructor acts as a catalyst, rather than a commander. In a
feminist environment, both instructors and learners can be participants and will find their
own ways of thinking through a dialectical relationship, providing mutual empowerment
158

of exchange.

Juhl and Armstrong addressed female agency in the context of academic

education for actors. However, their model can be applied to SNSD in terms of the
hierarchical division between performers/trainees/dancers and
instructors/director/choreographer at the agency. As Juhl and Armstrong contended, a
feminist learning environment can transform actors from “showing off ” to “self156 Mumford, Meg. Bertolt Brecht (London: Routledge, 2008).
157 Armstrong and Juhl, Radical Acts.
158 Ibid., 165-6.
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159

consciously,” performing themselves.

It is possible that the members of SNSD feel

sufficiently empowered and motivated even though they did not create “The Boys”
themselves. Nevertheless, choreographing their own pieces and writing their own songs
would give them greater agency in the creative process.

Skin Matters
Race is a social construction. It is not a mere biological trait, but a social imagery
that emphasizes or deemphasizes a certain body type, skin color, body part, or type of
160

movement, and links it to a particular racial, sexual, and ethnic stereotypes.

Skin color,

although it denotes racial lines, is changeable, too. Although it might be difficult to
change dark to light without plastic surgery, exposure to sunlight, aging, and even
makeup can significantly change one’s skin tone. For instance, as more people in
Western counties are addicted to tanning their skin, it is not strange to see dark colored
white people. Skin tone of an ethnic or racial group can be diverse and not necessarily
match ethnic categories. East Asians have a variety of skin tones; some have fair skin that
is lighter than whites, while others have darker skin. Nevertheless, the term “yellow” has
been used in the U.S. to refer to Asians/Asian Americans as shorthand for their skin
color, mostly in a derogatory way.
The pervasive idea of “yellow skin”, or at least darker than white, is a racial
stereotype, and functions as a symbol of racial marker, which limits the visual imagery of
159 Ibid., 163; See Rebecca Schneider, The Explicit Body in Performance (Hoboken: Taylor and Francis,
2013), http://UTXA.eblib.com/patron/FullRecord.aspx?p=170366 (accessed March 26, 2015)
160 See Josephine Lee, Performing Asian America: Race and Ethnicity on the Contemporary Stage (Asian
American History & Culture), ed., Michael Omi and Sucheng Chan (Philadelphia: Temple University
Press, 1997); Karen Shimakawa, National Abjection: The Asian American Body Onstage (Durham;
London: Duke University Press, 2002); Wong, Choreographing Asian America.
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Asianness in the West. “Yellow skin” categorizes Asians as “non-white.” In this
dichotomized racial stereotype and homogenization, “authentic” Asians have to have
“yellow” or have darker skin than whites. The conflation of darker skin with nonwhiteness in the West originated in the colonial era to designate the dark Other as
“primitive” and inferior. This, in turn, justified the mission of the light skinned colonialist
to conquer and control the natives of Africa, the Americas, Australia, New Zealand, and
Polynesia.

161

Like the exoticization of Otherness through the white gaze, K-pop singers’

white skin can be viewed as something that is not Asian enough from colonial gaze.
There is an on-going public debate whether skin lightening and cosmetic surgeries
in Asia are the attempts to mimic Caucasian beauty. In an article posted on UK News’
The Independent, “Why are Asian Women aspiring to Western Ideals of Beauty?,”
Yasmin Alibhai-Brown, an Indian-born feminist journalist criticized Asian and African
women’s aspiration to “Western ideals of physical perfection,” and the prototypes of
Caucasian beauty: being white, slim, tall, and having straight noses. She said, “South
Korean women have their eyes de-orientalised for $800.”

162

She further describes the

obsession with being skinny, as a disease from the West: “Along with goods and services,
neuroses are also being exported, from us in the West to them in the rest of the world,”
she wrote. Although the author wrote the article to call for action and to invite women to
critically engage in standards of beauty, she relies on a dichotomy: true authentic Asian
beauty versus a pathetic imitation of Western beauty. A slim body, however, is not

161 See Eric PH Li, Hyun Jeong Min, Russell W. Belk, Junko Kimura, and Shalini Bahl, "Skin Lightening
and Beauty in Four Asian Cultures," Advances in Consumer Research 35 (2008): 444-449.
162 Yasmin Alibhai-Brown, “Why Are Asian Women Aspiring to Western Ideals of Beauty?” The
Independent, http://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/fashion/features/why-are-asian-women-aspiring-towestern-ideals-of-beauty-2136868.html (accessed January 2, 2012).
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necessarily an imported idea. Obesity is one of the major social issues in the West, while
163

East Asians tend to have slim bodies, for the staple of food is rice with vegetables.

Anthony Youn, a plastic surgeon in the U.S., made comparable assumptions to
Alibhai-Brown, describing plastic surgeries as a desire for whiteness.

164

Citing the

International Society for Aesthetic Plastic Surgeons, he said that the U.S. and Brazil are
the top countries in terms of the number of plastic surgeries performed, China and Japan
are numbers three and four, and the South Korea is ranked seventh. According to Youn,
“The majority of facial cosmetic operations performed on Asians are considered
‘Westernizing’ procedures.” He said, facial plastic surgery on Asians, such as nose jobs
and eyelid lifts, “is about making a person look as Caucasian as possible.”

165

These

surgeries do make Asians look more similar to Caucasians, because while eyelid lifts
“present in nearly all Caucasians, this extra fold occurs naturally in only 15% of East
Asians.”
This perspective demonstrates how Asian American internalizes stereotypes of
“authentic” Asian features. Although such assumptions might be accurate in the US, this
is not the case in Korea. Plastic surgery is not just an outcome of racial mimicry or
passing, but desire to cure dissatisfied states of mind.

166

Lookism is prevalent in Korean

society, and discrimination against individuals whose appearance is less desirable is not
uncommon. According to a survey released in 2012, 37% of Korean youth got plastic

163 John Komlos and Marieluise Baur, "From the Tallest to (one of) the Fattest: The Enigmatic Fate of the
American Population in the 20th Century," Economics & Human Biology 2, no. 1 (2004): 57-74.
164 Anthony Youn, “Asia's Ideal Beauty: Looking Caucasian,” CNN,
http://edition.cnn.com/2013/06/25/health/asian-beauty/ (accessed March 25, 2015).
165 Ibid.
166 Sander L. Gilman, “Creating Beauty to Cure the Soul,” Durham: Duke UP (1998). Newswire.
http://www.newswire.co.kr/newsRead.php?no=643632 (accessed March 20, 2014).
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surgery for their job interviews, as appearance equals with competence.

Korean youth

seeks to emulate the faces of Korean celebrities when they get plastic surgery, such as
those of SNSD.

168

Although there are infulences of “ideal” white femininity in colonial

relations, there are some unique factors that define prettiness in mainstream Korean
media. As discussed above, white skin and slim bodies, like those of SNSD are essential.
But in terms of facial features, the public opinion on beauty tends to prefer soft, delicate
and youthful facial features, instead of strong, sharp, and clear-cut features most often
associated with Western beauty.
Light skin also has a culturally specific connotation in Korea, and should not be
conflated with the desire to “pass” as white. Light skin is not the universal norm but a
product of entangled power dynamics that include race, gender, sexuality, class,
education, etc. In Korea, white skin has a long history of association with nobility. The
fascination with white skin in Korea existed even before the nation’s Westernization in
the 20th century. In Asian countries, including Korea, Japan, China, and India, white skin
169

has been among the key criteria for female beauty.

As Eric PH Li et al noted in their

article, “Skin Lightening,”
In Korea, flawless skin like white jade and an absence of freckles and scars have
been preferred since the first dynasty in Korean history (the Gojoseon Era, 2333108 B.C.E.).Various methods of lightening the skin have long been used in Korea,
170
such as applying miansoo lotion and dregs of honey.

167 “외모가 경쟁력?…입사면접자 37%, ‘성형수술 했다’ [Appearance Is competency? Interview
Candidates’ 37% Got Plastic Surgery],” Newswire, http://www.newswire.co.kr/newsRead.php?no=643632
(accessed March 25, 2015).
168 “성형수술을 한다면 가장 닮고 싶은 얼굴 1위는? [Who Is the Celebrity Whose Face Is the
Most Emulated and Admired by Plastic Surgery Costumers?],” MBC,
http://enews.imbc.com/News/RetrieveNewsInfo/4775 (accessed December 1, 2014).
169 Li, "Skin Lightening.”
170 Ibid.
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In the Joseon Dynasty (1392–1897), the term sayosulbu was used to describe a beautiful
woman who had a slim waist like the branch of a willow tree and white skin like the
snow; this was the symbol of female beauty.

171

According to Li, in the upper class

children of the Koyro Dynasty (918-1392) washed their faces with peach flower water to
make their skin clean, white, and transparent, and girls before marriage were desperate to
have light skin. Even for noble men, the skin complexion was almost always expressed as
being like pale jade.
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Today, the meaning of white skin “combine[s] Western mass-mediated ideologies
173

and traditional Asian cultural values.”

For Li et al., Light skin is a commodity in Asian

markets, informed both by local history and by the Western model of white beauty under
the influence of postcolonialsim. In Asia, Western centric cultural hegemony often
“interact[s] with Asian ideologies like Confucianism in strengthening the ideal of
whiteness.”

174

Western capitalism mixed with Confucianism contributed to the

prevalence of white as a standard of beauty in Korea. The fascination with light skin in
K-pop is also a beauty standard historically constructed reflecting patriarchal capitalism,
classism, racism, sexism, and world hierarchy. For example, Koreans call SNSD’s good,
polished, light skin “ceramic skin” pronounced dojagi pibu.175

171 Keewhan Lee, “이기환의 흔적의 역사: 개미허리, 긴 머리를 탐한 까닭은, [Keewhan Lee’s
History of Evidence: Reasons of Craze for Slim Waist and Long Hair],” 경향신문[Kyunghyang News],
http://news.khan.co.kr/kh_news/khan_art_view.html?artid=201310221414411&code=960201 (accessed
October 22, 2013).
172 Li et al., “Skin Lightening,” 445.
173 Ibid., 444.
174 Li et al., Skin Lightening,” 445.
175 Dojagi pibu (도자기 피부).
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Just because SNSD has pale skin, this does not mean that they simply aim to
reproduce Western fairytale princessness. In the album cover of The Boys, unlike the
typical image of Belle, for example, Yoona portrays a strong, charismatic, powerful lady.
In the picture, putting on dark eye makeup, she stares at the camera holding a sword. A
fan wrote:
Yoona boasted a strong, charismatic aura in her photo while yielding a sword.
Perhaps this signifies that she is not a weak girl and no longer require saving and
176
protection by the Beast.
The fan goes on to say that whereas the group borrows conventional images from female
fairytales, “the girls are also trying to walk out of the boundaries of such tales to become
truly modern and independent women.”

177

On a deeper level, this independent modern

female image is a programmed image by the agent. Yet, I argue that SNSD is not trying
to pass as white. In her concept picture, Yuri sits in a classy chair, wearing a mid-length
red tutu dress. She stares at the camera with a slightly anxious look. She wears her dark
brown hair permed with wispy bangs. She sits with one hand on her knee, slightly closing
in her shoulder, and the other hand is around her hair, which is spread on her shoulder.
Her knees are closed, and her shins are opened out to the side, her bare feet on tip-toe.
Beside her feet, are sparking red shoes, and one of the shoes lies on its side. The picture
borrows a fairytale concept, including costume, prop, and theme. This borrowing,
however, is not to make her seem like a white Western female. In terms of her race, her
body and skin remains Asian, There is no sign of racial passing or masquerade. This fairy
tale concept is not a desire for Western whiteness, but another fulfillment of Korean

176 “少女時代 Girls' Generation / SNSD (소녀시대) Official Thread #3,” Soompi,
http://forums.soompi.com
177 Ibid.
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value that associated with ideal femininity, including nobility and chasteness (especially
in case of Jessica’s Virgin Mary). In sum, their appropriation of whiteness is not solely
about race; they selectively appropriate whiteness, modify, and localize it reflecting
Korean value systems and gender norms.

Illegibility of Multicultural Mutant Koreanness
SNSD’s appropriation of different racial, ethnic, and cultural indicators is tied to
global capitalism’s exploitation of other cultures. Since pop products must be hipsters on
the global stage, in each of their albums, SNSD changes their physical features and
performance style to present newness. SNSD actively deploys different ethnic and racial
markers as a profitable strategy in the global pop market driven by capitalism, which
Marwan M. Kraidy might call a “corporate transculturalism,”

178

a profit-driven strategy

that systematically exploits the value of multicultural elements. In “I Got A Boy,” the
group displays a moment of racial hybridity that is not restricted by the Black/White and
Colonized/Colonizer binary. In the video, SNSD’s attire speaks to numerous cultural
markers, including a fusion of hip-hip, graffiti, retro funk style, Mickey Mouse, and even
a mythical unicorn. Their hair is pink, blue, blonde, black, or even rainbow, and they
wear multi-colored contact lenses. They do not simply represent Asian, white, or black
femininity; they have moved beyond any specific race or ethnicity (see fig. 5).

178 Kraidy, Hybridity.
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Figure 5. SNSD "I Got A Boy" promotion picture.

In a local context, SNSD’s gender performance is regressive as they fulfill conventional
idea of femininity rooted in Korean patriarchal values and class. In a global context,
however, SNSD’s performance of enacting diverse culture creates a new image of Asian
woman. They freely pass and take on and off many diverse cultural markers, representing
a contemporary Korean identity called herein a “multicultural mutant Koreanness.”
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The idea of multicultural mutant Koreanness contains three different stages. First,
K-pop singers present multicultural identities, as they appropriate diverse cultural
markers from multiple sources across the world. Their physicality embodies multicultural
characteristics, because when dancers appropriate musical and performance styles, they
179 Chuyun Oh, “The Politics of the Dancing Body: Racialized and Gendered Femininity in K-pop,” in
The Korean Wave: Korean Popular Culture in Global Context, ed., Yasue Kuwahara (New York: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2014), 53-81.
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are not simply borrowing music and performance elements. They also appropriate racial,
ethnic, and national images reflected in the music and performance styles, which causes
racial and gender hybridity. Second, throughout this conscious or unconscious process of
embodying other cultures, K-pop singers become mutants. The performers intentionally
keep changing their performing personae, racial, ethnic, gender, and national identities
depending on their performance themes. They do not essentialize their identities, and
freely take on and off multicultural elements from their bodies. They also often have a
distance from the roles they play; they do not remain settled in one identity or form, but
constantly (re)create their own hybridized identities, creating images that do not
necessarily belong to preexisting categories for race or nationality. K-pop performers’
chameleonic masquerade resists essentialization of “authentic” Korean or Asian identity,
the constructed product based on racial and ethnic stereotypes and colonial history.
Lastly, by performing as “multicultural mutants,” K-pop singers exhibit a new mode of
Koreanness – Korean identity – not as a fixed, singular term, but a plural term, as a
constant process of becoming oneself.
In the context of multicultural mutant Koreanness, whiteness is not the ultimate
goal to achieve. Whiteness is one of the sources the singers put on, and is appropriated as
a source to enrich the expression of their music videos. SNSD’s hybridized
trans/non/national identies transgresses the post-colonized status of Asianness and resist
stereotypes of Asians and Asian Americans in the West. SNSD’s multicultural mutant
nature challenges this hypersexualized Oriental, “authentic” Asian woman stereotype.
They do not present this standard “Asian look.”
In Western society, the idea of “Asian look,” racialized gendered stereotypes haunt
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the image of Asian American women. According to critical race and feminist scholar bell
hooks, “white-supremacist-capitalist-patriarchy” and whitened feminism in the U.S. have
marginalized women of color.

180

Non-white women are often doubly marginalized due to

their raced bodies and sexuality; they have been regarded as sexual property or objects of
sexual desire. Such racial stereotypes have been perpetuated in the U.S. mainstream
media. In Western media representation, Asian females often play the role of a sexual,
exotic, and subservient object. Asian female dancers are triply marginalized in the West,
not only because of the implicit sexual degradation directed toward dance, but also
because of the Orientalist sexual fantasies that portray them as “prostitutes, whores, bar
girls, [and] strippers.”

181

Asian Americans in U.S., including celebrities, garner criticism

when they fail to keep their black hair, as a trademark of the “mysterious, sensual Asian
182

woman,” or if they alter the elongated “Asian look” through their eyes.

Julie Suzanne

Chen Moonves, an American television personality, for example, has been blamed for her
eye-lid plastic surgery that makes her eyes less “Chinese.” Lucy Liu is also emblematized
with her exotic, flat, round face with elongated, small eyes. Asian American female
celebrities, such as Moonves and Liu, tend to share similar bodily and facial features,
“the Asian look.” This is not only because Hollywood wants to cast the stereotypical
Asian actors, but also because they have groomed themselves in that way to reflect local

180 The term “white-supremacist-capitalist-patriarchy” is borrowed from bell hooks’ Ain’t I A Woman:
Black Women and Feminism (Boston, MA: South End Press, 1981) and her other essays. Also,
racialization of black femininity, see Patricia Hill Collins, Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge,
Consciousness, and the Politics of Empowerment. New York: Routledge, 2000.Feminist theater scholars
have asserted that sexuality is inseparable from one’s racial identity because all “gender[s] are racialized.”
See Stacy Wolf, “On the Gender Continuum, ” 173.
181 Wong, Choreographing, 18.
182 See Esther Kim Lee’s A History of Asian American Theatre (Cambridge and New York:
Cambridge University Press, 2006) for the racialized and genderd stereotypes of Asian women, and Asian
actors’ resistance to the steretoypes.
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cultural norms and standards.
SNSD’s multicultural mutantness often engenders an illegibility of K-pop in the
West because the group does not fit into racialized gendered stereotypes. In an article
posted on CNN, writers asked a selection of the U.S. audiences across the states what
183

they think of SNSD.

In an interview, Josh, a 22-year-old white male from Indiana said:

They're pretty, but their type of beauty doesn't match the kind of "American sexy"
they're trying to emulate. It comes out as awkward. They're obviously trying, but I
don't think their attempt will be successful. America likes its music idols sassy
and scandalous (see: Beyonce, Gaga, Rihanna, Ke$ha), and Girls' Generation
cannot convincingly fake that same kind of persona.
From his perspective of “American sexy,” SNSD is too slim, childish, and girlish, and
therefore, does not appeal to the U.S. mainstream. Such reception reveals a moment of
illegibility to the Western gaze, when a K-pop singer performs sexuality that neither fits
into “American sexy” nor exotic oriental Otherness.
In addition to unreadability of girlishness, SNSD’s thinness creates invisibility of
their bodies in the West. In Western culture, fatness is often stigmatized compared to the
idealized young, thin, and slim body, and people of color are often conflated with a
184

stigmatized lower class and fatness.

On the one hand, since SNSD’s bodies are too

skinny from the gaze of Western audience, some viewers ask whether they suffer from
eating disorders. On the other hand, US viewers on YouTube and Yahoo! are jealous of
SNSD’s lean bodies and ask how they can get such slim legs.

185

In the gaze of Western

183 CNNGo staff, Ibid.
184 Katharina R. Mendoza, “Controlling the Body: Media Representations, Body Size, and Selfdiscipline,” in The Fat Studies Reader, ed., Esther Rothblum and Sondra Solovay (New York: New York
University Press, 2009), 289-98.
185 See fans’ reactions at K-pop fan websites, such as http://kpop.askedfor.info and
http://forums.soompi.com.
“How Can I Get As Slim As Snsd?” Soompi, http://forums.soompi.com/discussion/263965/how-can-i-get-
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audiences, the thin bodies of SNSD fit the “hegemony of the fat-free body” that denotes a
sign of the upper class.

186

Thus, SNSD directly fulfills standard ideas of beuty in Korea

but indirectly in the West; SNSD’s lean bodies reject the racial triangulation found in the
West, as proposed by Claire Jean Kim, in which non-white people are inferior to whites
and thereby, taking up lower status in social hierarchy which include possessing a less
187

desirable body type.

Conclusion
Analyzing the K-pop girl group SNSD’s music videos, this chapter examined the
ways in which SNSD represents racial hybridity and female sexuality. SNSD, as the ideal
girl group, or “good girls” for boys, selectively appropriates certain images from white
femininity and localizes them. The group creates a hypergirlish femininity that fits into
Korean society. SNSD both empower and disempower womanhood. Some of their song
lyrics, international careers, and sisterhood inspire East Asian youth and female fans
worldwide. The performers, however, also display a hyper-disciplined femininity. The
group’s strictly choreographed, representational performance affirm their lack of agency,
while the two personae they enact—innocent girl versus femme fatale – fulfills standard
patriarchal binaries. Their homogenized white, thin, and young bodies also demonstrate
how their bodies have been commodified. Nevertheless, through K-popscape, the
multicultural mutant Koreanness of SNSD challenges racialized and gendered

as-slim-as-snsd/p3.htm (accessed January 2, 2012).
186 Linda Mizejewski, “Queen Latifah, Unruly Women, and the Bodies of Romantic Comedy,” Genders
46 (2007), 3.
187 Claire Jean Kim, “The Racial Triangulation of Asian Americans,” Politics & Society 27 (1999): 10538.
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epistemologies rooted in Western colonialism by creating a new version of hybridized
features. The fixed notions of ethnicity and nationality become fluid, as they dilute
themselves through the global cultural flow and exchange online. The nature of
multicultural mutant Koreanness generates illegibility for Western audiences, thus
defying the colonizing gaze. The idea of multicultural mutant Koreanness needs an
interrogation in its local history. This idea is crucial of my argument in this project, and I
will go back to this issue in my final chapter. The next chapter looks at how K-pop’s
selective appropriation of Western femininity – which eventually serves Korean
patriarchy and value system – functions in the case of black femininity.
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Chapter Two
Bad Girls: CL and Masquerading Otherness
A woman appears on a dark futuristic stage. She is clad in a long black cape with
a large hoody hat that covers her eyes. She stands in an imposing manner, spreading her
legs with her widely extended arms. She wears combat boots ornamented with punk style
studs. Like a warrior, she puts an ornamented shield around her shoulder, and wears
spikes on her forearms. While stamping her foot boldly to the upbeat electronic dance
pop music, she twitches and wags her fingers and bounces her chest forward a couple of
times in a snobbish manner. With her solider-like image and the lyrics, “I am the best,”
she seems to warn her audience to watch out. Lifting her chin, she then raises one arm,
showing off her power and charisma.
I draw the scene from K-pop girl group 2NE1’s music video “I Am the Best”
(2011), featuring CL. Cherin Lee, better know by her stage name CL, is a vocalist,
songwriter, dancer, and the leader of the girls band 2NE1. Although the majority of Kpop girl groups present hyper-girlish femininity, a few female singers/groups, including
2NE1, have explored and presented different types of female representation, from
hypersexual womanhood to a more tomboyish style. While SNSD is famous for their
idealized beauty and “good” girl images, which appropriate certain elements from white
femininity, 2NE1 and CL are known for their wild, strong, independent and often
idiosyncratic styles and personhood, which often draws from black femininity.
According to feminist scholar Christine Griffin (2004), the idea of normative and
non-normative femininity is a result of complex power dynamics: “Girlhood,
womanhood, and the tension between 'good' and 'bad' girls are […] constituted through
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dimensions of race, ethnicity, class, age.”

188

Similarly, Stacy Gillis and others have

pointed out, this dichotomy of “good” and “bad” is over-simplified, requiring a
consideration of how race, ethnicity, and class contribute to this polarization.

189

Dichotomizing “good” and “bad” girls can be dangerous as it pressures women to be
either sexually decorous good girls or sexually aggressive bad girls. On the one hand, a
girl can be a “good” girl, if she obeys social construction of gender and sexuality, e.g.
being a submissive heterosexual chaste woman. On the other hand, a girl might be seen
as a “bad” one, if she is homosexual, defiant, or sexually promiscuous.
In this chapter, I discuss a “bad” girl who intentionally challenges not only
appropriate displays of sexuality, but also a range of racial and national identities. CL’s
use of gijibae in her music video “Baddest Female” helps clarify her ideas about what a
“bad” girl means.190 She starts the song lyrics with the term. However, CL claims that
she uses the term in her music video to refer to a woman who is outgoing, confident, and
enjoys her own style.

191

In her performance, a “bad” girl means a wild female who

expresses her desire confidently and fiercely without being disciplined or censored by
patriarchal gender norms. Also, although it is not necessarily included in its a dictionary
meaning, girls often call their close friends gijibae as a teasing yet sincere expression of
intimate friendship. Thus, this chapter also looks at how gijibae in CL’s performance
188 Christine Griffin, "Good Girls, Bad Girls: Anglocentrism and Diversity in the Constitution of
Contemporary Girlhood," in All about the Girl: Culture, Power and Identity, ed., Anita Harris (New York:
Routledge, 2004), 30.
189 Stacy Gillis, Gillian Howie, and Rebecca Munford, eds., Third Wave Feminism (New York: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2004), 16.
190 The word gijibae (기집애) in Romanization of Korean refers to a bad girl. Traditionally, gijibae has
been a dismissive term for a young girl, and is often used as slang.
191 Lightningstix, “CL Wants to Break the Asian Woman Stereotype,” Soompi,
http://www.soompi.com/2013/06/17/cl-wants-to-break-the-asian-woman-stereotype/ (accessed June 17,
2013).
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presents strong sisterhood and friendship that can be extended to a homoeroticism that
can challege patriarchy’s limititation of women’ sexual desire to heterosexual men.
Moreover, I theorize “bad” girl vs. “good” girls not just as a gender performance
but as a multilayered construction of race, gender, sexuality, and national identities and
hierarchies associated with the categories. Looking at multilayered intersections within
the performance of a “bad” girl is significant, as it often contradicts its own claim. SNSD
are good girls as they serve heterosexual, submissive, Confucian womanhood. They
could be “bad” girls in a global context, however, given their racial hybridity challenges
racialized stereotypes of Asian American females. Likewise, CL, as one of the most
representative girl singer/groups in K-pop, epitomizes this entanglement of and multiple
layers within/across female empowerment and disempowerment. CL presents multiple
layers of “bad” and/or “good” girl images that move beyond a simple representation of
sexually aggressive female imagery. Thus, this chapter examines a “bad” girl in K-pop
through the lens of both postfeminist and Third Wave feminist rhetoric to see the double
layer of empowerment and disempowerment of female youth on the global stage.
In this chapter, I focus specifically on the K-pop girl group 2NE1’s performances
with particular attention to CL’s solo album Baddest Female (2013). In her music video
“Baddest Female,” CL performs a wide range of female images by appropriating diverse
ethnicized, gendered, and classed markers borrowed from First World to Third World
womanhood. By analyzing CL’s appropriation of foreignness, this chapter considers the
sociological functions of such masquerade. How and why does CL exoticize and situate
herself as Other from Korean womanhood and create distance between herself and
Korean society? Why does she appropriate hip-hop imagery and black femininity (one of
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her most common masquerades)? SNSD appropriates white femininity, but truly their
performances can be read as a display of hypergirlish Korean femininity targeted
primarily toward Korean male audiences. CL, however, more actively engages in putting
on Otherness and foreignness, which to me suggests masquerade, which can be
understood as a disguise or the enactment of performing as someone else. Thus, I argue
that masquerade is a performative action that draws from distinct racial and gender
imagery and aims to challenge fixed notion of identity, in this case, Korean womanhood.
I first explore how CL’s videos exhibit a “bad” girl image through her strong and
fierce performance persona and characteristics. I also analyze her gender fluidity and
feminism by examining her use of cross-dressing and her emphasis on sisterhood. But I
do look at how CL’s “bad” girl goes beyond a simple representation of aggressive
sexuality. I argue that although CL exhibits Girl Power rhetoric like SNSD, her
representation of a postfeminist agenda is more progressive. CL’s performance is not
simply about challenging the doll-like image of K-pop girl groups. She performs an
alternative, hybridized, and fluid femininity by appropriating black femininity and Third
World womanhood.
Still, CL’s enactment of foreignness can be problematic in a local context. CL
performs a “bad” girl image, which seemingly challenges the good girl image of
“authentic” Korean womanhood emblematized by SNSD. CL, however, does not directly
challenge “authentic” Korean womanhood, because she remains perpetually Other by
directly masquerading foriengness, i.e., CL looks too strange to some of Korean
audience, and does not look like an ordinary Korean woman. Simply put, she is too
inappropriate to be an “authentic” Korean woman. The level of appropriation is important
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here. The fact that she does not simply “appropriates” foriegness but successfully
transforms herself into a “foreign woman” through her use of masquerade eventually
secures “authentic” Korean femininity. Her strong, subversive female character is marked
as an imported idea, or Western notion of femininity. Despite progressive aspect of her
performance, thus, CL becomes a “good” girl like SNSD; by situating herself as
completely Other, CL maintains the status quo, not directly challenging patriarchy and
submissive Korean femininity.
Otherness, in this context, refers to two things: the foreignness of female images
culled from a non-Korean context, and Otherness in the sense of Western Orientalist
discourse. The first one also can be applied SNSD’s appropriation of whiteness.
Whiteness, as a foreign culture, can look new and even “exotic” to the eyes of Korean
audience. The latter Otherness, however, has a deep historical link. Otherness
(capitalized) has a historical root in colonialism. It others and objectifies foreignness and
dehumanizes groups of people and culture, including women and non-European races,
framing them as emotional, mysterious, and illogical objects which need constant
192

surveillance.

CL’s appropriation engages in both levels. Thus I consider how she

appropriates and performs black femininity while also situating her performance in the
context of the colonial imagery of Otherness.
To analyze such complex intersections, I consider Third Wave feminism as well
as postfeminist rhetoric in Korea – the rhetoric facilitated by Korea’s recent status as the
first nation with a female president in Asia. By situating CL’s performances in the

192 See Trinh T. Minh-Ha, Woman, Native, Other: Writing Postcoloniality and Feminism (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1989); Spivak’s "Can the subaltern speak?." Spivak criticizes Edward Said’s
work on Orientalism as an example of internalized orientalism and reproduction of such imagery.
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discourse of the (Korean) women’s rights movement through the lens of postfeminist
rhetoric, I hope to comment on how female sexuality in twenty-first century pop culture
is complicated by race, gender, ethnicity, and nationality. CL’s performance deserves
close attention, as it demonstrates how the idea of “authentic” womanhood can be
challenged through cultural appropriation at both local and global levels: Korean
womanhood in Korea and Asian womanhood in the West.

2NE1 and CL’s “Baddest Female”
YG Entertainment, another big music label in K-pop industry, grooms 2NE1 and
CL. Unlike singers groomed from S.M. Entertainment, performers from YG are less
homogenized. Whether their performances are completely manufactured by the agency or
not, each dancer’s individuality is emphasized on stage through differentiated choices
made in costuming, appearance, and dance moves. Hip-hop is one of the main genres that
YG Entertainment draws from in their music and performance styles. Unlike singers at
S.M Entertainment, performers at YG Entertainment explore more than romantic love
songs and catchy dance music. Their music and performances include performers’
personal narratives and stories. For “A Boy” (2009), for example, YG Entertainment’s Gdragon used his own experiences to create a song that deals with his own selfactualization and self-achievement as a teenager artist and idol who has spent his life in
the pop music industry since an early age. 2NE1 reflects another major trend among Kpop girl groups. Unlike SNSD’s hypergirlish image, 2NE1 portrays strong female
characters. These strategies seem to have a positive effect on K-Pop fans. A survey
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conducted by Arirang TV’s193 “Showbiz Korea” program indicated that SNSD and 2NE1
are some of the most beloved K-pop girls groups; however, 2NE1 ranked first, and SNSD
ranked second.194 Nearly 13, 019 fans participated in the survey through the program’s
official Facebook page. 2NE1 group has four female singers: Sandara Park, Minzy, Park
Bom, and CL.
CL, as the group leader and a female rapper, offers insight into the heavy use of
rap music on K-pop. In fact, rap is often included in K-pop songs regardless of music
genre, including dance music, Hip Hop, or ballad, There are K-pop groups, including
those represented by YG Entertainment, who work on rap music as a way of expressing
their ideas, compose their own music by and identify as rappers or Hip Hop artists. On
the other hand, there are K-pop singers (particularly those who make no contribution to
the writing of their songs) who superficially use rap music as transitions between lyrics
and often depoliticize the meaning of rap and Hip Hop music. For instant, when SSND
(Girls’ Generation) perform rap music, they focus more on presenting pretty gestural
movements and even rap with cute high-pitched voices. These girls do not call
themselves rappers. Sometimes, singers who are attractive and good dancers, but do not
195

havevocal talent, are assigned rap parts.

CL, however, does see herself as a Hip Hop artist and presents herself as a tough,

193

Arirang TV (Alilang TV; 아리랑) is an international English-language network based in Seoul, South
Korea operated by the Korea International Broadcasting Foundation (www.arirang.co.kr).
194
Dini, “Five Most Beloved KPop Girl Group: 2NE1 Is Uumber 1!,” Ttwigo,
http://www.ttwigo.com/idols/2ne1/post/five-most-beloved-kpop-girl-group-2ne1-is-number-1/.
195 In an interview, K-pop rapper Bobby (his stage name) in YG Entertainment recently criticizes K-pop
singers who do rap in their groups just because they are not good at singing. See:
http://duruwa.com/view.aspx?seq=118097&page=3
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unique, and idiosyncratic artist.

196

Born in South Korea, she spent her youth in Japan and

France and is fluent in English, French and Japanese. She joined YG Entertainment when
she was a teenager, and debuted with 2NE1 in 2009. Since then, she has collaborated
with other artists at YG Entertainment. Unlike typical K-pop female performers, CL has a
gruff husky voice. When rapping, she creates a strong female image not just because of
the empowering lyrics, but also her deep voice.
CL’s appropriation of Hip Hop differs from white female rappers who are
successful in the US mainstream market, like Iggy Azalea, who often reproduces a
197

hypersexualized notion of black femininity through her vocals and choreography.

CL’s

appropriation of Hip Hop differs from that of Iggy Azalea in that she uses Hip Hop to
make a feminist statement. CL’s hip-hop femininity emulates old school hip-hop rappers,
such as Missy Elliott and Queen Latifah. Queen Latifah’s “Ladies First” (1989) music
video, for example, stages an Afrocentric feminist viewpoint and presents strong, diverse
198

womanhood to make explicit political testimony.

Citing Tricia Rose, Robin Roberts

argued Queen Latifah’s music video is a “glorification of African American women’s
history,” broadens “the scope of investigations in our research for black women's voices
to include rap," and promotes women supporting each other.

199

Though CL’s video does not situate itself into a specific African American

196 I distinguish Hip Hop in US mainstream culture from Hip Hop rooted in African American vernacular
culture. Once Hip Hop was taken by US mainstream culture, it somewhat lost its original meaning, and
often emphasizes stereotypical black masculinity and femininity, criminalized black masculinity, and
hypersexualized black femininity. See Tricia Rose’s work on Hip Hip, including Black Noise: Rap Music
and Black Culture in Contemporary America. Vol. 6. (Hanover, NH: Wesleyan University Press, 1994).
197 She is white Australian from a working class-upbringing.
198 See Robin Roberts, "Ladies First: Queen Latifah's Afrocentric Feminist Video," African American
Review 28, no. 2 (1994): 245-257.
199 Ibid, 245.
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historical context, it similarly resists a dominant exploitation of women and emphasizes
female bonds. It is true that CL sexualizes her body, albeit in a moderate way, as this is a
necessary process for all who wants to succeed in a global capitalist system that is
sustained by sexualization and objectification of the body as commodity. Her
performance and use of sensuality, however, promotes female agency. Analyzing CL’s
persona and performances within their historical context helps to demonstrate the
significance of her work and its feminist potential.
CL’s “Baddest Female”
(see fig. 6) released in 2013, was
her first attempt as a solo artist.
The song achieved huge success in
the East Asian pop market,
reaching more than one million
views on You Tube in less than one
day, and ranked on top major
music sites in Korea.200 The song
also earned her several notable
awards: Mnet 20's Choice Awards20's Style, the Mnet Asia Music
Award (MAMA)-Best Dance
Performance Female Solo Award
2013, and SBS The Music Trend-

Figure 6. CL's “Baddest Female” promotion picture.

200

“Seoul to Restrict Plastic Surgery Advertisements,” ABC News, http://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-0326/seoul-to-restrict-plastic-surgery-adverts/5347824 (accessed March 25, 2015).
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Mutizen Song. In the music video for “Baddest Female,” CL collaborated with Teddy
Park, a Korean-American rapper, songwriter, and record producer at YG Entertainment.
Seo Hyun Seung directed the music video, and May J Lee choreographed the
performance. The song mixes musical elements from K-pop, electronic music, and hiphop, but hip-hop is the most predominant theme.
In her music, she aims to break Asian female stereotypes globally, which is ofen
achieved by her use of Hip Hop. In an interview, she noted that “I wanted to let people
know that there are people in Asia who do this kind of music wearing these kinds of
clothes and gold teeth. Although it might not look pretty to some, I wanted to break the
201

mold that people had of Asian women.”

She contextualized this with her experiences

as an Asian girl who attended an international school overseas. She stated: “When I was
younger I went to an international school and felt that there was bias about Asian
females. I wish that women in Asia would be able to have a bigger voice. I hope that
women would become stronger.” Her desire to “speak up” as an Asian woman is an
important part of her stage performance. “When I come down from the stage after a
performance,” she said, “I come down with the feeling and energy of communicating
202

with fans.”

Although she belongs to, and was groomed by YG Entertainment, her

interview reveals that she has her own artistic vision.
CL also brings her own agency to the art-making process. For “Baddest Female,”
she composed and wrote some of the lyrics of the song, which is unusual in the studio

201 Lightningstix, Ibid.
202 Ibid.
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system.203 CL also composed around twenty songs for her album Crush. Teddy Park
said, “She composes songs really quickly and makes good music. She’s good at it despite
her young age. She’s really a talented person.”204 Her ability to reflect her voice affects
her female fandom as well. A female fan wrote, CL’s “distinctively boastful attitude,
fluent rapping capabilities, and vocal strength make her a wunderkind in the K-pop genre.
Versed in multiple languages (English, Korean, Japanese, and hint of French), with
inquisitive attitude towards all things creative, her style and music choices have garnered
praise from producers […].205 Another female fan also wrote with excitement: “Because
of how I watched 2NE1, I began to see this girl band as GIRL POWER for all of us girls!
Their songs are just strong and very powerful while their outfits express strong
indivuality [sic] from the other girl bands that I have seen.”206 Like her fans, YG is also
aware of CL’s versatile talent. CL’s album was YG’s first attempt to release a female
solo in hip-hop for mainstream audiences. YG describes her as a “versatile artiste with
207

global feel that will show you WOMAN POWER.”

In an interview, the company

explains that the “Baddest Female” is not just about a “bad” girl. The song rather reflects
how female roles have changed in contemporary society and that her videos provide
something “only she can show the world.”208 CL differs from majority K-pop female
singers whoese bodies are often the main tool to attract fans. CL’s talent, as a songwriter,
rapper, dancer, singer, and an international artist who is fluent in speaking in multiple

203

Clthebaddestfemale, “CL’s Songwriting and Lyrics Credits,” http://clthebaddestfemale.com/cl-historyin-the-making/cls-songwriting-and-lyric-credits/ (accessed March 25, 2015).
204
Ibid.
205
Ibid.
206
KrisBANA♥JJY, “[2NE1 Event] 2NE1 Girl Power! Daebak!,” Gurupop,
http://www.gurupop.com/post/15272-2NE1-Event-2NE1-Girl-Power-Daebak (accessed July 14, 2012).
207 See articles in Kpopstarz. http://www.kpopstarz.com/tags/news/cl/page7.htm
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languages, inspires her fans. She is an artist who claims and reflects her own voice,
talent, and style.
Given her clear artistic vision and versatile talent accompanied by strong presence
onstage, this marketing reflects postfeminist rhetoric – girls can do anything, and gender
discrimination no longer matters. Such rhetoric, however, has to be historically
contextualized given the complex women’s right movement in Korea and the ways in
which westernized notions of femininity have haunted Korean womanhood since the
colonial era.

Modernity and the Female Body
The female dancing body in Korea has a long association with modernization and
Westernization despite connections between female sexuality and a violation of public
morals. In the early 20th century, dancing bodies functioned as a discursive site where
women’s visibility and their ability to exercise their corporeal agency in the public
domain became a salient issue.

209

Korean women found pleasure and agency through

both Korean and Western dance practices, using dance to express sexual desire, explore
210

freedom, and “break from conventional decorum.”

In part, Korean women have

challenged patriarchal Korean womanhood by appropriating foreign, “modern”
womanhood through Western dance. Thus, dance and movement are significant in
understanding the role of Western-influenced modernization, and expressions of

209 Hyuk Byun, and Euisook Chung, “A Study on Perception of a Dance Featured in the Korean Movie
Madame Freedom: Mainly During the 1950s in Seoul,” The Korean Journal of Dance Studies 28 (2009),
79.
210 Judy Van Zile, Perspectives on Korean Dance (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press. 2001),
27.
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womanhood in Korea. The women’s right movement in Korean history reflects this
process of modernizaiton through female bodies.
Discourses of modernity in Korea cannot be fully explained without consideration
of the nation’s relationship with Japan and the U.S. According to Elaine H. Kim and
Chungmoo Choi (1998), Korea in the 20th century is “a palimpsest of multilayers of
Japanese colonialism and neo-imperial domination, especially by U.S. hegemony.”

211

Due to Korea’s neocolonial relationship with the U.S. after the Korean War, the U.S. has
become a signifier of modernity: the US defeated Japan, a colonizer on the peninsula, but
the U.S.’s continued presence on the peninsula naturalized an unequal relationship
between Korea and the U.S.

212

“Since then,” as Gweon argues, “envy, jealousy, and

admiration have defined the main characteristics of South Koreans’ perceptions of
America.”

213

Korea’s articulation of self in the world is uneasy as it negotiates its desire

to maintain a unique self yet a self that is positioned explicitly within global and
neoliberal systems and meanings. The U.S. has become the ultimate embodiment of
modernity, standing in as a metonym for the entire industrialized world.

214

Such

modernity impacted the construction of gender and gendered embodiment in Koran
culture.
Colonized modernity and desire are written on the body. In her article
“Embodiment of American Modernity in Colonial Korea,” Sun-Young Yoo (2001)

211 Kim and Choi, Dangerous Women, 3.
212 Jong Hwa Lee, Min Wha Han, and Raymie E. McKerrow, “English or Perish: How Contemporary
South Korea Received, Accommodated, and Internalized English and American Modernity, ” Language
and Intercultural Communication 10, no. 4 (2010): 337-357.
213 Yong-lib Gweon, “The Changing Perception of America in South Korea: Transition or
Transformation?” Korea Journal 44, no. 1 (2004), 157.
214 Ibid.
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examined the ways in which Koreans tried to embody modernity signified by American
culture in the 1930s. According to Sun-Young, intellectuals in Korea began to use the
term Americanism in the early 1930s in order to refer to newly emerging socio-cultural
phenomena. During the colonial period, modernization signified “an aspiration for the
wealth and power of nation and was hence identified with westernization itself.”

215

This

desire initially took the form of mimicking and copying the modern (Western) body, such
as “bodily gestures, ways of speech, facial expression, language, and outlook.”
217

body “became an exhibition space for modernity.”

216

The

Women who were influenced by

Western styles were called “new women” or “modern girls”.
The idea of being modern and new women literally impacted female’s bodies.
Accorring to Yoo, these “modern girls” and “new women” changed their gaits and facial
expressions responding to this new flux of modernism and began to walk with large gaits
and show more direct, often exaggerated gestures, to express the Westernized notion of
independent womanhood. This example provides a gateway of examining the achieving
modernity through the dancing body in Korea.
In the mid-1950s, the new military regieme began to discipline and censor
“modernized” bodies. Michelle Foucault observed that the changing nature of modern
governmentality can be characterized as specific methods of producing the government’s
desired citizens or individual subjects. Citizens’ bodies are institutionalized and
disciplined under surveillance. Echoing Foucault, in her book Militarized Modernity and
Gendered Citizenship in South Korea (2005), Seungsook Moon argued that the
215 Yoo Sun-Young, "Embodiment of American Modernity in Colonial Korea," Inter-Asia
Cultural Studies 2, no. 3 (2001), 423.
216 Ibid., 432.
217 Ibid., 425.
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Foucauldian notion of bodily discipline that permeated Korean society resulted in
militarized violence and male dominance in public discourse, which she calls “militarized
218

citizenship.”

The state disciplined and “remodeled” Korean citizens into docile and
219

useful “carriers of the labor power necessary for building the industrial economy.”
Prohibition of Western social dance was an example of disciplining

“Westernized” female bodies. In the mid- to late-twentieth century, especially under Park
Jung-hee’s regime of military dictatorship from 1961 to 1979, western social dance was
considered sexual promiscuous for women and responsible for moral illness. With the
imports of Hollywood movie and American pop culture, women were exposed to
Western social dance. The Korean government launched a national campaign dictated by
the rubric of “Sa Hoe Jeong Hwa” (society sanitization). In the rubric of social discipline,
social dancing influenced by Western sports dance and ballroom dance, including waltz,
swing dance, tango, and salsa, was seen as a practice that makes individuals “lose their
faces, forget their family, and become irresponsible for the future.”220 The Korean
government officially banned Western social dance, as it allowed women and men,
including married ones, to come into physical contact. The government ended up
officially prohibiting all dance halls in Seoul.

221

The South Korean film, Madame Freedom (1956), emblematizes such social

218 Seungsook Moon, Militarized Modernity and Gendered Citizenship in South
Korea (Durham: Duke University Press, 2005), 7.
219 Ibid., 33.
220 This scene depicts a reportage that aired in January 1, 1962 (inserted in the MBC documentary “Dance
that Dreams”) through the then-national news service “Daehan News” under the rhetoric of “Let us
eradicate immoral act and cultural decadence.
221 Chinsong Kim, 현대성의 형성: 서울에 딴스홀을 허하라 [The Shaping
of Modernity: Allow Dance Halls in Seoul], (Seoul: Hyŏnsil Munhwa Yŏn’gu, 1999).
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discipline on women’s bodies.222 The film is one of the most controversial films in South
Korean cinematographic history due to its representation of transgressive female
sexuality involved with the social dance boom in the 1950s. In the film, a female heroine
Madam Oh, a housewife and mother gets interested in social dance. As she participates in
social dance clubs, she neglects her duty (domestic labor and raising kids) and has an
affair with a young man who teachers her dance. At the end, Madam Oh’s involvement in
dancing leads her to cheat on her husband, and she gets thrown out of her home. The film
eventually advocates a patriarchal ideology that insists that women should be chaste and
remain in domestic areas controlled by their husbands. Nevertheless, her ability to enjoy
social dance and to accept foreign culture, a Western form of ballroom dance, cannot be
negated simply as a sign of sexual promiscuity. Instead, the film’s depiction of Korean
women’s appropriation of Western culture reveals how Korean women have struggled to
achieve gender equality through dance and cultural appropriation.

The Women’s Right Movement in Korea
To more fully understand the embodiment of modernity on the female body from
“men’s liberation” to the 21st century post-feminism, understanding the women’s right
223

movement in Korea is necessary.

According to Kyungja Jung (2003), the first

women’s rights movement emerged during the colonial era in the late nineteeth century.
From 1910 to 1945, Korea was under Japanese rule. During that time, women’s right
222

The film Madame Freedom directed by Han Hyeong-mo, adapted its story from Jeong Bi-seok’s
popular serial novel Madame Freedom. This discussion on the film Madame Freedom is an expended
version of a conference paper presented by Sooryon Lee-Yoon and Chuyun Oh, entitle “The Film ‘Free
Woman’: Subversive Female Dancing Bodies During the 1960s Military Dictatorship in South Korea,” in
the 9th International Conference Crossroads in Cultural Studies, Paris, France. July 2012.
223 See Kyungja Jung, "Practicing Feminism in South Korea: The Issue of Sexual Voice and the Women's
Movement," Hecate 29, no. 2 (2003): 261-184.
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movement was associated with a general sense of nationalism, and often dismissed.
Korean women faced a “double subjugation” in modern history. While Korea was under
the imperial dominance of Japan and the U.S, the “liberation of men” became a crucial
symbol for Korean independence.

224

Women were doubly excluded from this liberation

discourse not just because of their colonized status, but also because of their gender, for
men’s voices represented and were conflated with the nation’s freedom. Thus, while men
represented the Korean nation and their freedom symbolized democracy, women’s needs
were viewed as personal, apolitical, and frivolous.
Then women’s rights movement shifted its focus to human rights in the labor
market during the 1960s and 1970s. Once the nation faced rapid industrialization, women
advocated for the rights of female factory workers whose labor and contributions to
Korea’s economic development had been often dismissed. In the late 1970s, Korean
feminists began to join in the global tide of women’s actions. In 1977, the first
department of Women’s Studies was established at Ewha Women’s University. The next
stage occurred during the period of military regime from 1980 to 1986. Unlike feminism
in the West, which often emphasizes gender specificity and differences, Korean feminism
during that period was concerned with advocating for democracy, in often male-centered
structure, since the most critical human rights issue at the time was to counter the military
regime.
The women’s rights movement has begun to embrace diverse social issues since
the 1990s. These include expanding progressive women’s organizations, addressing
domestic issues in an international context, and women’s involvement in the political

224 Ibid.
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realm, and the rhetoric of postfeminism. Today, Korea promotes the idea that gender
equality has been achieved. In an anthology New Femininities: Postfeminism,
Neoliberalism, and Subjectivity, Jong Mi Kim (2011) examined “the Missy” as a new
225

mode of Korean femininity.

The term “Missy” emerged in the early 1990s to refer to

young married women who presents themselves as unmarried women through their
costuming and behaviors. In Korea, there is a term adjumma that refers to a married
woman’s disrespectful ways, which is often associated with the negative, conventional
types of married women in Korea: a mother, hard-working housewife, desexualized,
dowdy, aging women. For Kim, however, “the Missy” challenges the “de-sexualizaiton
226

and domestication” of adjumma, and can be regarded as a new femininity.

With the

mainstream media driven postfeminist mindset, “makeover culture” is rampant. As noted
in the previous chapter, some Korean females, even males, believe that makeover their
bodies by getting plastic surgery is a way of achieving self-actualization and increasing
competency.
The idea of gender equality has already been achieved resembles postfeminism in
the West. Postfeminism, is a highly contested term. It emerged sin the 1990s as a
backlash to Second Wave feminism. “Post,” like the “post” in post-racial society,
assumes that gender discrimination no longer exists. Disguising structural inequality and
persistent sexism, postfeminism emphasizes competitive individualist responsibility,
while negating women’s collective experiences in patriarchal society. According to

225 JongMi Kim, “Is 'the Missy'a New Femininity?,” in New femininities: Postfeminism,
Neoliberalism, and Dubjectivity, eds., Rosalind and Christina Scharff, 147 (New York: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2011).
226 Rosalind Gill, and Christina Scharff, "New femininities: Postfeminism, neoliberalism, and
subjectivity" (2011), 9.
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Angela McRobbie (2004), the representation of women in the U.S. mainstream media
gives a false impression about gender equality. For example, she continued, even though
the heroines in the drama Sex and the City seem to be liberated, their ultimate goal is to
find the right men. Due to such reasons, post feminism is often labeled as
227

antifeminism.

Whether Korean youth are aware of the new trend of women’s rights

movement in the U.S., both US and Korean media’s representation of women are based
on a similar assumption: gender discrimination no longer exists.
Korea’s presidental election in 2013 further enhanced such postfeminist rhetoric
in the public discourse.228 Park Geun-hye was the first female to be elected as president,
and is serving her term as the 18th Korean president. She is the first female president not
only in South Korea but also in Asia. Having a female president underscores postfeminist
rhetoric within Korea. Men today even complain that there is a “reversed gender
discrimination.”

229

Lee and Park (2012) investigated Nambowon, which is short for “the

Committee for Men’s Rights,” one of the most popular live comedy shows in Korea.
According to the authors, the show “humorously criticizes women who take advantage of
men in various situations and always ends with a funny slogan demanding equal rights
230

for men and the end of reverse gender discrimination.”

Although the comedy cites

media sources to support “women’s rising power” in Korea, the image of “women’s

227 Stacy Gillis, and Joanne Hollows, eds., Feminism, Domesticity and Popular Culture (Hoboken: Taylor
and Francis, 2008), 7.
228
I use the term postfeminist rhetoric instead of postfeminism, as Korea has its own distinctive pathway in
women’s right movements, and the current trend in women’s movements is necessarily identical with
postfeminism in the West.
229 Claire Shinhea Lee, and Ji Hoon Park, "‘We Need a Committee for Men's Rights’:
Reactions of Male and Female Viewers to Reverse Gender Discrimination in
Korean Comedy, Asian Journal of Communication 22, no. 4 (2012): 353-371.
230 Ibid., 353.
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rising power” contrasts with the rising rate of women’s unemployment. In contrast, the
comedy offers the “impression that women encroach upon traditionally men’s territories
231

as well as private domains such as dating.”

Despite such postfeminist rhetoric along with ongoing efforts to increase
women’s voices since colonial era, women in Korea still face gender inequality. Having a
female president does not necessarily mean that Korea suddenly achieves gender
equality, for it does not change already existing structural discrimination and inequality.
Moreover, President Park and her political agenda hardly address women’s issues. Her
political support in fact has been drawn from the legacy of her father, the former
president Park Chung-hee who is notorious for his military dictatorship as well as his
contribution to Korea’s economic rise.232
Gender is a structural matter that permeates society from household to economy.
South Korea’s gender equality is still the lowest among developed countries. According
to an international report by the World Economic Forum (WEF), South Korea ranked one
of the lowest in terms of gender equality based on its analysis of women's economic
participation, level of education, health and political activity for each country.233 A
journalist reported, Korean ranks 108th out of 135 on the global gender gap.234Along with
women’s invisibility in industry, women are also expected to leave their jobs once they
have children and to put their family first. Another journalist said:
231 Ibid., 368.
232
Trevor Bach, “South Korea's First Female President Unlikely To Address Women's Issues,” Globalpost,
http://www.globalpost.com/dispatches/globalpost-blogs/rights/south-korea-first-female-president-womensissues-park-geun-hye (accessed April 9, 2013).
233
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Women without children earn about 13 percent less than men, a pay gap about
twice as wide as America's. But that gap nearly quadruples if Korean women have
children, at which point they earn an astounding 45 percent less than men. That
means that a mother in South Korea makes barely more than half what her male
counterpart makes. It's hardly surprising, then, that South Korean women have
235
only 55 percent labor force participation, compared to 76 percent for men.
This statistical evidence reveals a frustrating aspect of Korea’s gender economy. Gender
inequality is not just about numbers, however. Typical gender roles, woman as a servant,
man as a boss, are still pervasive in daily life. In the report, a female interviewee, a 28year old business analyst in Paju City, said that she was expected to clean up the office
and serve coffee for her male boss. She said, “My boss demanded [I] support him as a
secretary even though I was not.”236 Korean women confront gender discrimination not
only in economic level but also in daily life, which limit the entry of women in public
affairs, and discipline their labor and behavior in gendered ways. In addition the
patriarchal public discourse, contemporary Korea is also haunted by global capitalism. It
237

is a “capitalistic world system and the military hegemony,”

that underpin the society,

and “modern South Korean patriarchal capitalism” has affected gender norms, governing
238

and dominating female sexuality and labor.

Given patriarchal capitalism, women’s

bodies in K-pop are easily negated as sexual objects.
K-pop girl groups reflect these complex weave of modernism, patriarchy,
capitalism, and postfeminist rhetoric. In 2013, several K-pop girls groups released songs
that explore the theme of the “bad” girl. These included “Baddest Female” by CL and

235 Max Fisher, “Can South Korea’s First Female President Fix the Developed World’s Worst Gender
Gap?” Washington Post, http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/worldviews/wp/2012/12/19/can-southkoreas-first-female-president-fix-the-developed-worlds-worst-gender-gap/(accessed December 19, 2012).
236
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“Bad Girls” by Lee Hyori, who is often called the “queen of K-pop.” Additionally, K-pop
girl group Girls’ Day released a song titled “Female President” the year that President
Park began her term. The video for this song initially seems to display some progressive
elements. A group member is cross-dressed as a man, and at the end of the video, another
member tugs the cross-dressing member’s tie as if to kiss him. One member also sings
the song on a podium as if giving a public speech. After having lyrics such as “Should I
say I love you,” “Thinking of you, I feel so good I can’t open my eyes,” the first verse is
as follows:
Come on just do it this […] Follow what I do, just like this
You go first and say you love him
Now is the time, you can start first
We have a female president
Why so serious? (x2)
If a girl kisses first, she gets arrested or what?
Come up to him and kiss him first
Now is the time, you can start first
Ttarattarattattarattara (x4)239

[…]

The lyrics repeat the words “you go first,” “you can start,” and “now is the time.” Here,
“you” means women, and suggests sexual behavior such as kiss should be led by women.
The lyrics go on to say that it is now okay that women ask men out because Korea has a
female president. Although the lyrics legitimatize female desire and self-motivated
expression, the group’s movments do not empower women. In one moment, the members
are clad in short tops and faux leather pants with black sheer thigh-high stockings with a
flirty back seam and laces, and high heels. With the chorus, “tarattarattattarattara,” they
turn their backs to the camera, hold their arms above their necks, and sway their hips side
to side briskly. In another scene, they dance behind a sheer curtain under a dim yellow
239

Engilsh translation of the lyrics are available at http://www.kpoplyrics.net/girls-day-female-presidentlyrics-english-romanized.html.
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light. Wearing tight costumes, the dancers undulate and caress their own bodies, evoking
the sexy silhouettes typical of a strip show. In this case, the notion of Girl Power, or
postfeminist rhetoric, is different from that represented by SNSD and their fan group’s
love for the singers. The ideas of female empowerment and agency that Girls’ Day
asserts are significantly conflated with female objectification and sexualization.
In contrast to Girls’ Days’ “Female President,” CL’s performance of “Baddest
Female” resonates with postfeminist rhetoric, while moving beyond the simplified
conflation of women’s freedom with bodily objectification performed for the male gaze.
Her performance speaks to the notion of Third Wave feminism.240 Third Wave
feminism’s ideology includes multiple racial, ethnic, class and sexual identities; it
encourages women to more actively begin to find and make feminism in their own ways,
resisting norms created by Second Wave feminism.241 Third Wave feminism is
assoicated with the women’s movements of people of color and attempts to move beyond
the dominance of Anglo-American feminist discourse, reaching toward a global
feminism. It emphasizes a wide spectrum of intersectional systems based on multiple,
diverse, interlocking oppressions across age, generational difference, sexuality, race,
religion, class, nationality, gender, disability/ability, etc. Although postfeminism and
Third Wave feminism are often interchangeably used, I use Third Wave feminism to
identify the way young girls and women find their own agency based on collective

240
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political agendas, while I position postfeminism and postfeminist rhetoric as antifeminist
discourses that justify the exploitation of women under the name of freedom.

An Unni for “Bad” Girls
CL’s “The Baddest Female” music video begins with a black luxury limousine
surrounded by paparazzi and reporters who endlessly take pictures, popping flash bulbs.
CL appears on the screen wearing a white tank top and pants and gallantly walks to the
limousine swaying her hips. Her hair is a luxuriant wavy dark blonde. Before getting into
the car, she turns back and smiles confidently looking at the camera.
The song stars with CL singing the lyrics, “I’m a bad girl. Where all my bad gals
at?” CL is now clad in a short, black long sleeve top with baggy black hip-hop pants. She
puts on a black hip-hop hat and wears black running shoes and a big gold chain necklace.
Only her waist is bare, the other parts of her body are completely covered by a black top
and over-sized pants. The wall behind her is decorated with large circles, and the letters,
CL, are engraved on each circle. Saying “I’m strong, very fierce. Someone like you can’t
ever handle me,” she clenches her fist and punches the palm of her other hand. Then she
snarls at the camera, and the gold hip-hop grillz on her teeth glitter. Walking forward, she
loosely sways her hips side to side opening her arms. She laxly turns her arms upside
down and again, turns them over, slightly hunching and leaning forward. She then
straightens her body and shifts her weight backwards, throwing her arms to the front
drawing an inward circle. Finally, she crosses her arms with a defiant look on her face,
lifting her chin slightly. By showing direct gaze to the camera, CL suggests a
confrontational and self-possessed “bad” girl image. Throughout the video, she performs
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multiple personae from hip-hop girl to warrior. The music video starts with her looking
like a wealthy young pop star under the spotlight surrounded by cameramen, and ends
with CL in a shabby village in a tropical region freely dancing with young pedestrian
people dressed like hippies. Supported by a group of strong, independent, and unruly
women, this closing scene emanates pure freedom. The music ends with the repeated
chorus, “Now do the unni (Hey), now do the unni (Hey), / now do the unni, till the sun
goes down, everybody.”
The lyrics of “Baddest Female” are emblematic of the “bad” girl figure. “CL begins
by identifying herself and calling out to others like her: “I’m a bad girl […] Where all my
bad gals at?” The next lines praise CL’s charisma; the words she uses to describe herself
are “fierce,” “queen bee,” “rugby ball,” and “fire.”
Yeah, I’m strong, very fierce (yao)
Someone like you can’t ever handle me (uh em)
I don’t have an ounce of jealousy in me
Even fortune tellers can’t figure out my heart (aha)
I’m a queen bee, I’m the heroine I’m like a rugby ball, don’t know where I’ll
bounce to next
On my neck is a gold chain swingin’ left right I’m not lonely, every night I get right
Confident principles, valuable dignity (uh huh)
My eye smile is a given, my tears are my weapon (that’s right)
My smile is fire, it’ll burn you up (burn)
You want it, come and get it now, if you don’t wanna, that’s too bad
Then, the chorus appears:
I’m a bad girl, I’m a bad girl, I’m a bad girl. Where all my bad gals at?
Hey unni242 (woh) unni, unni, unni, hey Hey unni (woh) unni, unni, unni, hey
The second verse starts with:
Guys call me honey
242

Unni is a term used to call a female who is older than the speaker.
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Girls call me unni
My cool words have a good effect
Round round, this strange melody turns and turns yeah
I’m the best, ha? I’m busy every day, so busy, why, are you offended? ha
I fly higher than a G5, G5. All my b-boys and b-girls, now follow me
I am the proudest, I never say sorry (nope)
Being fake is a given, I’m really smart (yes)
My smile is killa because it makes everyone die (oops)
You want it, come and get it now, if you don’t wanna, that’s too bad
[main chorus]
In the second verse, CL states that her followers are “b-boys” and “b-girls” whose styles
are presumably influenced by hip-hop. At the climax of the song, she narrates in a
confident manner:
This is for all my bad girls around the world. Not bad meaning bad but bad
meaning good, you know. Let’s light it up and let it burn like we don’t care. Let 'em
[sic] know how it feels damn good to be bad.
In the song’s climax, as unni of all the bad girls, CL calls for action so that all girls can be
bad and feel “damn good.” In the lines, CL speaks to “bad girls around the world.” She
says “bad” actually means good; the bad girls should let everyone know how it feels
“damn good” to be bad women themselves. Then the song ends with chorus lines: “I’m a
bad girl, come with me. Now do the unni (Hey) (x3) till the sun goes down,
everybody.”243
As signified by its title, “bad girl” is the most prevalent theme at work in the song.
She starts the song by stating unequivocally: “I’m a bad girl.” In one scene, she is sitting
in a swing, giving off the air of a spoiled child. She wears her hair in pigtails with a short
colorful graphic T-shirt and pants. While swinging, she playfully licks a large rainbow
swirl lollipop with a giggle. She also plays hopscotch, jumping and hopping in a childish
243

The majority of the lyrics are in Korean, while some of the chorus parts are in English. The English
translation and the entire lyrics of the song are available at http://www.kpoplyrics.net/cl-the-baddestfemale-lyrics-english-romanized.html
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and girlish manner. In this moment, she sings the lyrics with a playful and childish voice,
“I am the proudest, I never say sorry (nope) […] You want it, come and get it now, if you
don’t wanna, that’s too bad.” Her girlish attitude, however, differs from aegyo
represented by SNSD’s cuteness. CL acts in childish, mischievous ways, not hypergirlish,
feminine ways. Nevertheless, this sudden appear of girlishness weakens her strong image.
CL frames her persona as a spoiled, bossy, independent, and unruly girl who seeks other
“bad” girls. In the lyrics, she comes across as a girl who has a sense of self-esteem and
does not care what men think of her. In the video, she not only defines herself as a “bad”
girl but also looks for other ladies who potentially define themselves as bad girls. She
goes on to ask “Where all my bad gals at?” She pronounces “girls” as “gals,”
intentionally using informal usage, which conveys a more casual and so-called “cool”
image of herself.
CL’s use of unni is closely associated with her “bad” girl image. She is a “bad” girl
and at the same time, a unni of other girls.244 It also signifies an intimate closeness
between a listener and speaker, as the term is generally used for someone whom the
speaker already knows. Despite its dictionary meaning, the term has an open usage and a
connotation in daily life regardless of age or closeness. A female or even a male can also
use the word to show respect to any woman in a casual way. For instance, when one goes
shopping, a clerk might call the female customer unni to be more affectionate regardless
of the clerk’s age or gender. In this context, CL’s use of unni denotes two meanings.
First, since age is typically associated with authority in Asian society, calling her unni
implies that she has more power and can be a mentor or a leader. Second, calling her unni
244 Unni (언니) is used to refer to an older sister or sister in-law, but also any female who is older than the
speaker.
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sounds intimate and affectionate. CL calls herself unni, and the term repeatedly appears
in its main chorus part. Both men and women love her. She says men call her “honey,” a
term that implies attraction; meanwhile, girls call her unni, which means that those girls
follow and even emulate CL. In contrast, SNSD frequently uses the term oppa, which
implies that the primary audience of their music is male. CL’s use of unni, however,
signifies that the primary audience of her song is female.
CL uses this word unni to emphasize strong bonds with other women. In the last
moment of the video, CL repeats the lyrics “Now do the unni, till the sun goes down,
everybody.” While singing the part “do the unni,” CL is surrounded by young girls and
women. CL sings, dances and plays with them, slapping and clapping their hands. The
scene evinces a harmonious sisterhood and a sense of community. The lyrics empower
and encourage female audiences, suggesting that through song and dance, all women can
be an unni for someone else. Here, since unni is a noun, it should be “be unni” instead of
“do unni.” “Do the unni,” however, creates an even stronger possibility for female
audiences; to be and act like an unni a powerful female leader, but, at the same time, to
embrace and empower other girls. The lyric “do the unni” creates a satisfying harmony
with the back-up female dancers who spiritedly play and dance with CL until the last
moments of the video. Thus, “do the unni” suggests a way of more actively engaging in
being unni as an action – a performance of gender. CL’s performance does not aim to
please the male audience. CL not only frames herself as a strong female leader but also
invites the female audience to perform an unni like CL. In the last moment of the video,
CL finds a community for the “bad girls” at the end, surrounded by those who call CL
unni and do unni for themselves as well as for other girls.
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In conjunction with the strong womanhood and sisterhood surrounding unni, CL
presents sensual, mature womanhood. As described above, there is a moment when she
performing childish persona. CL, however, does not limit her persona. In one moment,
she is dressed in a long, tight, white silky dress with a side vent dress that almost fully
bares one leg. She wears white strappy high heels decorated with gold chains. The dress
is also adorned with regal gold embellishments that look like an ancient Egyptian image
of the sun, suggesting the dress of a queen. She lies on her side on a leopard print luxury
sofa, with her legs exposed in the side vent dress. While singing on the sofa, she folds
and unfolds her knees and flirtatiously pumps her legs upwards. Although her motion
reveals her thighs, she does not flirt in conventional ways. The motion pumping her legs
upward is rather strong and muscular, as she literally kicks her legs briskly and
energetically. She then holds a black whip stick and pats her palm with an assertive
mischievous chuckle. In contrast to SNSD’s performance which is characterized by
youthful, innocent, hypergirlish femininity, in “Baddest Female” CL not only performs
authority and bravery, but also mature womanhood.
Alongside her performance, CL’s physical body supports ideas of strong
womanhood as well. CL’s legs, skin, and body appear bigger, darker, and more
voluptuous and muscular that resists conventional pop-star standards of mannequin-like
slim, long, white legs and the bodies of SNSD. CL’s relaxed attitude and confidence
emanated from her body supports strong female character. In one moment, CL puts on an
extravagant gold leopard printed cardigan over the dress, and wears a white policeinfluenced hat with a gold-chain on it. The background image changes to a white wall
painted with an eye that resembles the Eye of Horus in the ancient Egyptian tradition, or
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a cat’s eyes. As she sings the chorus, she begins a signature choreographic sequence. She
slightly opens her thighs and lunges forward. With every single step, she bends her knees
fully and creates a grounded and bouncy rhythm. She places both arms in the same
direction as her front foot; her softly bent arms are slightly dropped and resiliently lifted,
responding to the bouncy energy from the front foot. She then pushes her elbow down as
if showing off her power. The general tempo of the dance move is rhythmical but slow.
Unlike SNSD’s fast moving, choreography in which dancers busily execute intricate
steps, CL’s movements project an easy and composed attitude, or aesthetics of “the
cool.”

245

CL does not try to show spectacular movement imposed by the demands of a

choreographer; instead, while moving, she remains calm, present and seems to enjoy
being in her body.
CL’s movement possesses agency. The majority of the choreographic choices in the
video do not look thoroughly rehearsed or composed. For instance, during the main
chorus, CL is surrounded by a group of male hip-hop dancers. The men behind her wear
ravers, or cargo hip-hop pants, with oversized T-shirts. Most of them also cover their
faces with masks and wear beanie hats or do-rags. They are looking at CL while leaning
back on a car or crossing their arms. CL is dressed in a big red flannel vest with oversized
pants and, like her male counterparts, also wears a do-rag. She saunters, casually moves
around with the men, and gets into a grounded hip-hop rhythm. Ambling, she raises her
hands, looks down, and relaxes her body. She rambles and stops to bounce, and moves
her hips side to side in an easy and liberated way. This scene does not have a specific

245 Brenda Dixon Gottschild, The Black Dancing Body: A Geography from Coon to Cool (New York:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2003).
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choreography. Except for a few group dance scenes with backup dancers, she moves
across the room and interacts with other dancers doing hip-hop gestures, as if having a
conversation with them. Even in the group dance scene, she opens up and bends her legs
and sways her hips while flicking her wrist as if playing a piano. Her bouncy motion is
loosely relaxed. She and her backup dancers repeat such simple motions multiple times.
The dancers do not have to move at the same speeds, angles, or directions. The
performance highlights the ways they feel the rhythm together and bounce their bodies
with self-pleasure. As discussed in the first chapter, SNSD’s movements seem to be
entirely choreographed, leaving no room for improvisation. Elements such as spacing,
movement timing, quality, and relationships with other members onstage remain exactly
the same in every performance. CL’s movements, however, look more loosely
choreographed and improvisational, except for a few more tightly composed dance
phrases. This improvisational structure not allows freedom in motion, but also provides
the female members of her crew an opportunity for feminist mentorship and comradery
through performative means.
CL’s smile, like her movement, resists a presentational style. Unlike SNSD who
maintain doll-like, smiling faces throughout their entire performance, CL does not project
a pre-determined facial expression. Instead, she seems to freely express what she feels in
the moment. Although the video credits a choreographer, May J Lee, the movements are
neither presentational nor strictly fixed. She does not present herself to the audience. She
rather simply enjoys the rhythm of her music, moving her body however she wants to
move in the moment. There is enough room for CL to create her own rhythms through
her motion and to claim agency and freedom to move her body and express herself.
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CL further claims her agency through cross-dressing. In one moment, the screen is
divided into two images: CL dressed as a woman and CL dressed as a man. They point to
each other, moving their upper bodies back and forth and rapping, as if they are having a
conversation. On the left, CL is dressed in an extravagant tropical mini dress and wears a
white fur. Leaning back, she crosses her legs while holding a nail file. Throughout the
scene, she exaggerates her role with flirty gestures. She flicks her wrist, thrusts her upper
chin and undulates her chest backward, slightly curving her shoulders with a coy smile.
She kicks one leg forward before sensually crossing it over the other. She raises her
eyebrows exaggeratedly a few times, and gives short darting glances to the camera,
flipping and brushing back her hair behind her ears. She makes her body smaller by
closing her arms inside and contracting her shoulders, while singing. She leans back,
responds to the male CL haughtily, and occasionally points her fingers at him. She
portrays typically negative female stereotypes— “bad” girls who are picky, abrasive,
loud, extravagant, and wears an overtly sensual costume.
Directly across from this hyper-feminized CL appears another CL dressed in drag
and sitting in a chair. Wearing a men’s black suit, she holds a cigar. She attaches a long
curly mustache to her face, which spreads to the side making a flat W-shape. She presents
hereself as an upper-class dandy, a flamboyant homosexual trope. Despite the gendered
props, such as the cigar and mustache, her face is made-up exactly the same as the female
CL. Her hair and nails remain the same — long wavy blonde tresses, sparkling nails and
earrings. She also wears high heels. At the same time, however, her body posture reflects
typical masculine movement. She spreads her legs wide, broadens her chest forward, and
places her one elbow on her thigh, dropping one shoulder. The gesture is crude, and she
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accompanies it with a sleazy expression. Her mannish movements are organic enough to
provide a level of believability; she looks like a man dressed as a woman, rather than like
a woman dressed as a man. By performing gender roles that are not necessarily limited to
conventional femininity and masculinity, CL exhibits her own ways of performing
gender.
CL’s cross-dressing challenges the prevalent Korean gender codes, represented by
typical K-pop girl groups. K-pop girl groups rarely participate in cross-dressing. Not only
that, performances crossing gender lines are scarce. One exception is K-pop girl group
f(x)’s Amber Liu. She is one of the few singers who look androgynous and whose sexual
orientation is often understood as queer due to her tomboy style and deep voice. K-pop
girl groups’ limited engagement with alternative gender expressions demonstrates how
the logic of patriarchal dichotomy is prevalent today. Limited choice of gender
presentation for women is not limited to the K-pop industry. In Western performing arts
246

tradition, too, it is more common to see drag queens than drag kings.

CL’s

performance of masculinity through her mannish gestures and use of gendered costuming
and props destabilize such patriarchal gender norms locally and globally by revealing
gender is not an essential feature but a constructed performance.
CL’s cross-dressing is also unique in terms of her explicit effort to not “pass” as
male. Revealing that gender is a construction through cross-dressing does not necessarily

246 See Helene Shugart, "Managing Masculinities: The Metrosexual Moment," Communication and
Critical/Cultural Studies 5, no. 3 (2008): 280-300; Nelly Quemener, “Mockery or Fantasy? Transvestite
Characters, Cross-dressing and Subaltern Sexualities in Sketches in French Talk Shows,” Sexualities 15,
no. 1 (2012): 80-92.
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weaken the gender binary.

247

Men dressed as women, or vice versa, are not automatically

innovative simply because they enact the opposite gender, for this action could still rely
on and repeat the male/female binary. In “Baddest Female,” CL does not reproduce the
binary while performing a male. She stages her female and male versions at the same
time, and thereby, does not completely distinguish or dichotomize the female and
masculine roles she performs. The male CL’s body also has signs that symbolize
femininity, such as high heels, colorful, long nails, long blond hair, and make-up.
Nevertheless, because of her masculine suit, gestures, and physicality, she looks
androgynous. By performing in-between femininity and masculinity, CL embodies the
notion of gender as a performance more effectively. Her cross-dressing denotes gender
fluidity, the notion that there is no definitive way of performing man or woman, and that
masculinity and femininity can always intersect with each other and become fluid.
CL’s performance of the “bad” girl image has several meanings. CL’s body,
including its size, color, and dress code, also points to the ways in which certain physical
markers are associated with a “bad” girl, thereby, challenging the disciplinary “good” girl
image imposed by patriarchy. Physicality in CL’s performance exemplifies her agency
through improvisational movement vocabularies that are loosely choreographed. She is
independent, proud of herself, unruly, and not afraid of expressing mature womanhood.
As her interview demonstrates, hip-hop influenced style is one of the markers of a “bad”
girl, which she calls “b-girls” in her lyrics. Doing unni — enacting sisterhood — is
another key elements of being a “bad” girl. Lastly, a “bad” girl resists gender norms and
247 See Elizabeth Fish Hatfield “‘What it Means to Be a Man’: Examining Hegemonic Masculinity in
Two and a Half Men,” Communication, Culture & Critique 3, no. 4 (2010): 526-548; and Sheila Koenig,
“Dragon Fly. ‘Walk Like a Man’: Enactments and Embodiments of Masculinity and the Potential for
Multiple Genders,” Journal of Homosexuality 43, no. 3-4 (2003): 145-159.
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essentialized notions of femininity. She not only crosses gender lines through crossdressing, but also presents a wide range of gender images as a symbol of multicultural
mutant Koreanness, including a sensual, mature lady, wild rapper, female warrior, leader
unni, spoiled little girl, butch lesbian, not to mention the cross-dressed personas. Through
such various performative tools, CL resists a patriarchal “good” girl and suggests a way
of being a “bad” girl.

Performing Otherness
To perform her “bad” girl image, CL also appropriates foreignness. Hip-hop is one
of the most prevalent themes appropriated from Western pop culture. Throughout the
video, CL engages in grounded, hip-hop influenced movement styles with slow and
heavy rhythmic gestures. After changing her costume to the black baggy hip-hop pants,
she bends and opens up her thighs, lightly leans her chest forward, and opens her arms to
the side. She drops her right arm and undulates it, as if pushing against water or
swimming in a flood. While gradually sweeping her right arm, her right bended knee also
moves in the same direction, as if spinning around in a wild current. In one moment, she
wears black leather pants and has one eye covered like a pirate. Graffiti covers the walls
that surround her. She rhythmically bounces her hips and does hip-hop hand gestures,
tautly spreading her fingers and throwing them at a particular angle. She sings the lyrics
in a low voice, “All my b-boys and b-girls, now follow me.” Her physicality, through
heavy and grounded hip-hop movements, supports her strong performing persona.
She not only appropriates hip-hop movements but also racializes her voice. CL’s
appropriation of black femininity colors her performance and adds strength to her
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performance of femininity. In the climax of the video, she stands on top of a rocky
mountain. She is clad in a black, military-influenced jacket and short black pants. Raising
a flag, she shouts out and raps with a low, strong voice: “This is for all my bad girls
around the world. Not bad meaning bad but bad meaning good, you know. Let’s light it
up and let it burn like we don’t care. Let em know how it feels damn good to be bad.”
This entire part is spoken in English. Although some K-pop lyrics are written in English,
they are generally short, easy words and banal expressions that appear in the chorus. In
addition, CL’s vocal tone in this refrain mimics the sonic quality associated with African
American rappers. She draws out the word “damn” over multiple beats, adding a “y” to
the word, pronouncing it “daymn.” When she says “we don’t care,” she cuts “care” short,
not fully pronouncing the hard “r” sound. This is not the way CL normally speaks in
English. During interviews, her English does not have this particular accent.248 However,
in this scene, her low voice, grounded tone, and strong accent, resonates with black hiphop style intonations. Female blackness has been associated with unruliness (Mizejewski
2007), and sound is also racialized in certain ways. CL’s performances therefore draw on
Westernized notions of independent femininity and stereotypical black femininity. By
performing and speaking in the style of African American female rappers, she aims to
enhance the scene’s depiction of strong, warrior-like femininity.
Though CL relies on the typical image of unruly black femininity, her adaptation
does not simply repeat stereotypes of black femininity in U.S. culture. Stereotypical black
womanhood in U.S. mainstream culture is associated with masculinity,
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In the interview, CL speaks in English. She does not have any specific accent.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AA-sQUhrXJk
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hypersexualization, and often a lower economic class.
250

to reproduce such images.

US mainstream Hip Hop tends

CL, however, does not reproduce such negative stereotypes.

She also does not use black femininity to sexualize herself; instead, her body is
asexualized intentionally.251 Although she often wears short pants, her actions, gestures,
facial expressions, and behaviors are not designed to serve the male gaze. Unlike SNSD’s
choreography which constantly emphasizes their bare legs, CL’s choreography does not
focuses on leg movements. Instead, it emphasizes the grounded rhythmic motion of her
entire body and strong bounce steps that her muscular legs enable. Instead of sexually
objectifying herself, CL presents herself as a confident woman who has agency and
beloved and admired by both boys and girls who call her “honey” and unni. Moreover,
she challenges low class stigmatization that often associated non-white femininity. The
last scene of the video occurs in a shabby, worn-out environment, one that associates with
the Third World metaphorically. The Third World setting does not have a negative
connotation in this context; I explore the reasons for this later on in this chapter. CL’s
adaptation of black femininity provides an explicit effort to empower girls.
CL selectively appropriates hip-hop culture, and through it, creates her own version
of femininity. Although she adopts musical elements, fashion style, and dance
movements from hip-hop, she creates a certain level of hybridity. Her skin remains its
249

hooks, Black looks.
See Tricia Rose, Black Noise; her conference talk, “Hip Hop, Mass Media & Racial Storytelling in the
Age of Obama,” presented at the University of Texas at Austin, 2012. African American pop singer Nicki
Minaj’s work, for instance, focuses on hypersexualization of black femininity. Although she might assert
her self and her sexuality as an empowering act, it likely falls into the objectification the female body
internalization of the male gaze.
251 CL’s modification may resemble what white women do –appropriating African Ameican culture and
purposepully desexualizing it so that it could be seen as more upper class, and “whiter” art. Given her
career in Korea, however, her modification is likely driven and influenced by Korean culture that often
avoides blatant sexual expressions in a public space (even on an entertainemtn stage) and favors implicit
sexual connotations.
250
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natural tone, neither white nor black, and her black hair is colored dark blond. In
“Baddest Female,” she does not only perform black femininity; she presents it alongside
performances of Egyptian-influenced queen, a mischievous schoolgirl, and a leader of
female communities in Third World (which will be discussed in the next section). She
easily moves across Asianness and blackness, creating a multi-layered hybridity of racial
and gender performance. Like SNSD, CL localizes her appropriation of black femininity,
in this case in hip-hop, and creates a hybridized performance. Her performance, however,
should not be conflated with homogenized notions of an “Asian” aesthetic which tends to
essentialize Asianness into a singular form – again, “authentic” Asianness. Her
performance is not something that reflects essential Asianness, but still she serves local
patriarchy.
CL modifies her appropriation to serve the status quo and to fit the particular taste
of Korean audiences. Her spoiled girl image appears right after the scene in which she is
holding a whip while wearing a sensual white dress. It negates the powerful image she
presents in the previous scene, as she acts aegyo to be cute, and transforms herself into a
non-threatening little girl, diminishing her threat as an independent strong woman.
Moreover, although she exhibits strong female imagery through the appropriation of hiphop, she starts the video as a sensual, mature woman adopting select markers of an
Egyptian queen. Through this juxtaposition, CL negotiates between masculinity and
femininity. The male audience would see CL not just as a masculine female rapper (and
thus, not necessarily appealing to heterosexual male fans) but a woman with a mature,
glamorous body who willingly sexualizes herself. Lastly, although CL’s cross-dressing is
progressive in terms of her embodiment of gender fluidity, it also to some degree
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solidifies both Korean femininity and masculinity. She does not completely pass as male,
and thus, remains female. This secures Korean masculinity, as she cannot be an
“authentic” man which could be threatening to the heterosexual male audience.
In addition to putting on black femininity, CL also situates herself in a foreign
context. At the end of the video, she appears with wet hair, looks around, and cautiously
bores her way through a tropical rain forest. Surrounded by tropical plants, the scene
evokes a typical image of an “exotic” foreign land. Next, she appears in a shabby yard
with a group of females. The house, or hut, has an earthen floor, a thatched roof, and
walls made from corrugated steel plates. The plates are rusted and equally dusty and
arranged at random. The roof is completely worn-out, and the wall is faintly painted with
chipping green, blue, and red. A pair of neon pink and yellow Adidas shoes dangles from
wires. Rusty and outdated boom boxes are piled up in the yard. A scene of a woman
operating a sewing machine repeatedly cuts into the sequence. In the middle of the yard is
a ramshackle beauty shop, complete with stand hooded hair dryers used to create
permanent waves in women’s hair. A woman combs CL’s hair while chewing gum, her
mouth partly open. CL leans in the chair, like a leader of the group, and repeats the
chorus: “Do the unni.”
In this closing scene, CL makes an explicit reference to foreignness and the Third
World through classed and gendered props and themes. Immanuel Maurice Wallersteinn
(2004) explained the dichotomization of the world into developed and developing
countries. For him, this division is based on not just economic growth or poverty but also
unequal flow of world capital rooted in colonial history. In the video, the worn-out
houses signify low class, or at least, a village that is underdeveloped. The tropical plants
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that CL treks through at the beginning of the scene barely exist in Korea. The climate of
South Korea is temperate; the only region of the country where these kind of plants grow
is Jeju Island, located in the southwest of the country. The village is also built along a dirt
road, which suggests that they are in a low class or under developed region. The piles of
radios signify the export of surplus commodities from First to Third World, an example
of electronic waste dumped in developing countries by so-called developed ones. In
addition to the classed props and setting, the scene portrays a female who combs CL’s
hair and who operates a sewing machine, providing an explicit commentary on gendered
labor vis-à-vis Third World.

Empowering Women in a Global Context
Under global capitalism, labor is classed, gendered, and racialized. In her book
Neoliberalism as Exception: Mutations in Citizenship and Sovereignty (2006), Aihwa
Ong examines transnational human labor in the era of neoliberal capitalism. Ong argued
that labor flow in diaspora reflects racial hierarchy between West and Southeast Asia. In
the U.S., neoliberal capitalism guarantees benefits to white Americans as “proper”
citizens, which Ong called neoliberalism “as exception.”
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This inclusion and exclusion

is based on not only legal citizenship, but also affected by race, gender, and ethnicity.
The ability to wield governmental power over ethnicized and gendered labor is crucial for
disciplining a labor force. For instance, although U.S. electronic companies rely on Asian
labor in order to manufacture their products, this workforce has little to no agency.
Agency and profit, instead, lie with the companies’ white Euro American owners and
252 See Aihwa Ong, Neoliberalism as Exception: Mutations in Citizenship and Sovereignty (Durham:
Duke University Press, 2006).
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stockholders. In Silicon Valley, while the system relies on the intellectual labor of
Southeast Asian engineers, these professionals get paid less than their white colleagues.
Both instances reflect an arbitrage of labor — a systematic exploitation that allows
products to be bought low and sold high elsewhere, and makes it possible for companies
to pay South Asian migrants less than mainstream American software engineers, which
Ong called “ethnicization” of labor.
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Outsourcing is another prevalent form of the

global market’s human trade. For instance, among many others, Dell Computer relies on
outsourced labor from China and Taiwan. Young migrant Asian women play major roles
in assembling products for electronic companies, but they are temporary workers who
barely earn minimum wage.
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This is not only the case in U.S., however. In Asian

countries, young migrant women from Indonesia and the Philippines are working in
abusive situations as maids; Ong refers to this as “neoslavery” in Asia.
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Johan A. Lindquist (2008) similarly interrogated the inequality and unevenness in
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“cultural meaning, economic development, human mobility, and gender.”

There is a

huge gendered exploitation in the production of human mobility and labor trade, which
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he calls “gendered emotional economy.”

It is easier to find jobs for female factory

workers not just because of their “dexterous fingers” but also because of their
submissiveness.
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These laborers work long hours for very low pay, are routinely fired

before being paid, and have few chances for promotion or self-actualization. Such
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conditions reveal how global economic capital is unequally distributed and female
laborers, in particular, are exploited by transnational capitalism. In this case, the low-paid
physical labor done by the “dexterous fingers” of female factory workers from the Third
World emblematizes the gendered, classed, and ethnicized labor in today’s global
capitalism and contributes to these women’s “neo slavery” statuses.
In the closing scene of “Baddest Female,” the female characters challenge the
racialized, gendered, and ethnicized stigmatization of Third World womanhood outright.
A group of people, most of whom are women, are gathered in a shabby village. They are
clad in hip-hop influenced casual clothes. Both men and women wear futuristic, youthful
and free-style clothes and accessories: a silky blue baseball jacket, leopard jumpsuits,
polka dot leggings, a neon yellow baseball hat, a pink beanie, colorful high top enamel
sneakers, and animal print jackets. Many of them wear leopard print costumes. Albeit a
stereotypical, exoticized depiction, such dress enhances the group’s wild and active
image. For the female dancers, in particular, their costumes are not gendered, but express
active, youthful energy influenced by hip-hop style, thereby challenging the stereotype of
“submissive” Third World womanhood.
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In addition to challenging the gendered image of Third World womanhood, the
female dancers in the last scene also contest their racialization by exhibiting a strong,
fluid, and hybridized female image. In the yard, two women are sitting next to CL. One is
sitting on a stair, spreading her legs, while positioning her elbow on her knee. She has a
scarf on her head, wears a round hip-hop cap, red baggy pants, high top sneakers, and a
pink jelly bracelet. But, at the same time, she covers her mouth with a face veil decorated

259 Ibid.
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with gold jewels, and wears a light silky cardigan printed with an orientalist pattern. The
other woman sitting beside CL has long blue and purple hair, and wears a scarf on her
head. She wears pajama pants, a mysterious galaxy print cardigan, colorful high heels,
and the same bracelet as the other woman.
The costuming of these two women implies homoeroticism. Their identical
accessories — the headscarves and pink bracelets — suggests an intimacy between them.
The girl spreading her legs is clad in more masculine clothes; the other woman, in her
high heels, is styled in more feminine dress. Seated next to CL, they look like a couple.
CL is outfitted in a white leotard with fancy accessories. She wears a bold tropical print
cardigan and leopard heels. Whereas her costume is more feminine compared to other
female dancers whose dresses evoke child-like youthful fashions, CL’s dress-code is also
casual and unconventional. Staged at the center of the group dancing, she appears to be
the queen of the group. In this scene, females display hybridized, non-conventional, and
non-gendered female images by exhibiting youthful energy and homoeroticism as well as
mixing elements from Southeast Asia, hip-hop, and/or many other cultural symbols or
futuristic markers.
The bodies in motion further emphasize harmony and sisterhood among women. In
one moment, young women play jump rope with CL. With big smiles on their faces, the
girls playfully move up and down, bouncing, jumping, and stomping their feet. Jump
rope signifies not just their youthful liveliness and energy, but also indicates closeness
and the natural friendship of young girls. Skipping rope together requires teamwork and
harmony. The activity also recalls a time when girls did not have electronic toys and
played in nature, inventing their own games. In addition to the metaphoric meaning of
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jump rope, the female dancers in this scene make close physical contact with each other.
While CL is sitting with the two girls mentioned above, she places her arms on their
shoulders, leans closer to one as they rhythmically bounces together to the music. In
another moment, while a girl is operating a sewing machine, CL sits on the table, placing
her thigh right next to the seamstress’ hand. While dancing in the yard, two girls play a
hand clapping game (see fig. 7).

Figure 7. Two girls are playing a hand clapping game, while CL is singing.

Like jump rope, this is also an old school game which emphasizes cooperative teamwork,
not individual competitiveness. The clapping game, however, involves more intimate
physical contact than jump rope, such as touching each other’s hands and clapping
together. In one moment, CL holds a young toddler while singing and dancing, and
strokes her hair, placing her chin close to the young girl’s face. In this closing scene, CL
and the other female performers embody intimacy among women through their
engagement in cooperative activities and close physical contact.
The emphasis on female bonding and cooperation speak to the notion of Third
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Wave feminism. Third Wave feminism aims to embrace female subjectivity and
experience in a global context. Unlike postfeminism which emphasizes individual
women’s competitiveness, Third Wave feminism focuses on the intersections possible
across a diverse spectrum of age, generation, gender, sexuality, race, class, and
nationality. Contending that “‘new’ feminism must belong to new (read: ‘young’)
feminists” Third Wave feminism argues that Second Wave feminism should yield its
260

voice to the next generation and include voice of young girls and women.

The

performers in “Baddest Female” are portrayed as the next generation, given their
futuristic, active, and often child-like physicality and visuality. The young baby in CL’s
arms signifies the generational flow among females. In this case, the young baby can be a
signal of the next generation, the next “bad” girl who calls CL unni, and who will, in
turn, be unni for a younger generation. Metaphorically, CL is the female leader, unni,
who influences and connects current “bad” girls to the next generation.
CL not only emphasizes sisterhood, however. She also exhibits a moment of
brotherhood. In “Baddest Female,” male actors and backup dancers are portrayed as CL’s
close friends, or part of her crew (see fig. 8).

260 Gillis, et al., Third Wave Feminism, 3.
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Figure 8. CL surrounded by a group of male dancers.

In one moment, CL repeats the signature part of her choreography (see page. 22)
surround by a group of men, taking relaxed, grounded lunge steps with a bouncy rhythm.
Unlike the first scene in which she wears a tight white leotard, she now wears large
baggy pants with a red plaid vest which reveals tattoos on her arms. Interestingly enough,
the backup dancers who first appear in this first part are female. But now, they wear black
skinny jeans, black plaid vests, and cover their faces with black masks. Since their bodies
and faces are covered, it is hard to recognize whether the backup dancers are male or
female. Other male actors stand behind and next to CL and the backup dancers. One of
the men holds a bat, covering his face with a black mask while standing beside a
motorcycle. Other male actors sit on the floor, wearing silver chain belts and black
leather pants. Despite the gangster image they present, the actors do not create a tension
with CL or other female dancers. Rather, they mingle with CL and participate in her
dance together. In one moment, they put their arms on each other’s shoulders, jump,
bounce, and sing CL’s song together, and create a strong bond with one another. While
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she is singing, the male performers surround her and give her support, moving their hands
up and down to the rhythm of her music.
In this scene, there is no distinction or distance between male and female
performers. Men are not there to gaze at female bodies; they participate in the dance,
fully immersed in this shared moment with CL. They use their powerful gestures and
masculine behaviors to support CL and the group of female dancers. Women, too, are not
there to objectify their bodies, or flirt towards the male gaze. Their bodies are covered,
non-gendered, and emanate powerful images in motion. CL blurs the binary between
sisterhood and brotherhood. CL not only encourages strong female bonding but also
encourages brotherhood as a form of unity through music and dance.
Her inclusion of men is significant in terms of the male/female binary that exists in
feminist discourse. Mainstream culture and media, both in Korea and the U.S., often
criticize feminism’s marginalization of men, saying that feminism only cares about
women’s issues and is not interested in gender equality. Even worse, these perspectives
are often associated with the idea of reverse sexism, and men who advocate the notion of
reverse sexism also use the term “feminazi” – a blending of the terms feminist and Nazi
to refer to “an extreme or militant feminist.”261 The Korean language also contains
numerous derogatory terms that are leveraged against feminists. Among many, feminyeon
is a mixture of feminist and yeon. Yeon is an offensive term used to describe women and
can be likened to “bitch” in English. These terms and the opinions behind them are
problematic, as they rely on the misogyny embedded in patriarchal hegemony; they do
not consider the already existing unequal power structure that is global, originates from a
261
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male-centered history, and tries to maintain the status quo. As women are an historically
marginalized group, advocating for women’s issues are directly associated with human
right issues. Men’s involvement in feminism is required in making a difference in the
unequal structure, given hegemony men already posses. Embracing male performers as
her crew, CL’s music video invites men into her advocacy for women’s power, and
weakens mainstream-driven stereotypes that perceive feminism as an issue only
concerning women.
The performers’ movements supplement such strong bonding and harmony,
including both sisterhood and brotherhood, with the expression of freedom and
unruliness. When CL does jump rope with the girls, two boys sit alongside and hold the
rope for them. Smiling and cheering, they equally participate in the game, interacting
with the girls. Like many other gendered toys, such as a Barbie dolls and a robots, jump
rope is a gendered game, as young girls mostly play the game, not boys. Including boys
in the moment, CL challenges the gendered nature of so-called “female” activities. In the
last scene, both men and women draw a circle and start to dance. A young female walks
forward and swaggers, spreading her legs, pointing and pushing her hands down
aggressively. Lunging forward, her upper body leans backward with a swaggering gait.
While dancing, she grins. Her body in motion is free, rowdy, and boisterous, she smiles
in amusement. Men and women behind her cheer, moving their hands up and down, and
showing supportive gestures and reactions. A young man also joins in the circle and they
dance together. With big smile on his face, he playfully points his hands forward,
bounces his body, steps side to side, and wittily staggers on his feet, as if about to fall.
Another girl then walks to the center of the circle. She is clad in a leopard print jumpsuit
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that has a fake tale. She wags her whole body in a freestyle dance. Spreading her legs
wide, she stands aside, reaching her arms forward, undulating them in a wavy, raucous
flow, like the funky chicken dance. While rolling her arms, she bounces her body,
descending to the floor. Being absorbed in her own motion, she unconsciously smirks.
Her free dance evokes a chaotic, recalcitrant, and defiant image. All other performers
surrounding her clap, rhythmically bounce together, and applaud joyfully with delight.
Both men and women equally join in and share a moment of freedom, harmony, and
excitement through their collective bodies.
In a global context, “Baddest Female” empowers women. “Baddest Female” can be
considered a prelude to Third Wave feminism. By situating herself, in the context of the
Third World, CL and the other performers challenges the stereotypes of submissive Third
World womanhood. Given that Korea is not a Third World country, it is equally possible
to read her performance as a reproduction of oriental fantasy, a country in the “exotic”
ideology-free Third World. Nevertheless, her interpretation of images related with Third
World does not objectify any of the performers. It instead focuses on the agency of
performers and bodily freedom, and makes the performers as the subject of their actions,
not as the object of the gaze. The video also hybridizes Third World image through the
use of hyper-modern and mechanic-influenced costumes. It resists the idea of “exotic”
Third World, or Otherness, that resides in the past, as an outdated preserved land. Also,
the Third World is often feminized, and hypersexualized as exotic. But CL’s video
portrays unruly, androgynous, and homoerotic aspects of womanhood. The video
emphasizes cooperative playfulness and sisterhood among young women, but does not
limit its utopian vision to sisterhood. By including moments of brotherhood with CL,
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“Baddest Female” blurs gender lines between sisterhood and brotherhood. The
performers connect across generational gaps between women, destigmatize classed
female labor from the Third World, and blur the ethnicization and racialization of female
bodies. They embrace diverse voices across age, generation, gender, sexuality, race,
class, and nationality. Thus, “Baddest Female” empowers women (including those who
do not necessarily belong to the First World) through the exhibition of strong sisterhood,
freedom, and women’s agency.
In her book Appropriately Indian: Gender and Culture in a New Transnational
262

Class (2011), Radhakrishnan examined how Indians perform “appropriate Indian”

in

the midst of globalization. This includes “feel[ing] appropriate, appealing, and non263

threatening to all.”

The construction of “appropriate” ethnicity reflects multi-layered

power structures and ideologies such as class and gender. For example, in the IT industry,
upper class elites are only considered to be appropriate Indians. I understand the word
“appropriate” as a way of performing “authentic” race, gender, and ethnicity, given that
authenticity per se is a constructed product serving hegemony, as discussed in the first
chapter. Radhakrishnan’s idea of performing appropriate ethnicity, or nationality, is
useful, considering CL’s strategic and precarious performance that moves between being
a “good” and “bad” girl.
Although CL’s performance empowers women in a global context, it becomes
problematic in a local context. It is the mask of foreignness that enables her to perform
such strong, wild, and homoerotic aspects of femininity. As demonstrated in the first

262 Smitha Radhakrishnan, Appropriately Indian: Gender and Culture in a New Transnational Class
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2011), 3.
263 Ibid., 205.
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chapter, appropriate femininity should be demure, submissive, girlish, heterosexual, and
connected to white Western female imagery. CL’s performance of a “bad” girl, however,
presents a strong, wild, independent, homoerotic, and black or Third World femininity,
which cannot be appropriate, and thus, cannot be “authentically” Korean. CL is able to
perform such “inauthentic” and “inappropriate” girlhood, however, through cultural
appropriation.
CL puts on otherness in order to perform this strong female image. Her
representation of female empowerment relies on the Westernized notion of Girl Power.
While she declares that her song is made for all the bad girls in the world, she speaks this
in English. She tends to use slang when she sings a part in English, which also resonates
with an image of an unruly, Western woman in general and a racialized gendered image
of black femininity in particular. It is questionable whether she would be able to create
such an empowering performance if she did not employ hip-hop styles. To perform a
“bad” girl, she borrows strength from black femininity, being able to stage Westernized
notion of independent female imagery, while expressing cautiousness in regards to
sexuality and class. By selectively masquerading within foreign femininity, CL evades
potential criticism or antagonism from the male gaze as well as the social burden or
stereotype of submissive patriarchal Korean womanhood, imposed upon the construction
of femininity in Korea.
Due to the foreignness of her performance, her strong female image does not
directly challenge gender construction in a local context, as she positions herself as an
outsider. By othering herself, she diminishes political implication of her show, and makes
herself as a mere “hipster” hip-hop artist or activist. Third World womanhood, too,
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functions in the same way in “Baddest Female.” She is portrayed as a “bad” girl who is in
an “exotic” tropical region. It does not give believability, for the props and setting are
closely connected to the Third World. She constantly reminds viewers of her
performance of foreignness, linguistically, physically, and visually.She becomes Other.
Therefore, CL’s strong female imagery eventually maintains the status quo, and does not
directly challenge “authentic” Korean womanhood because she remains as a foreigner.
In addition to securing “authentic” Korean womanhood, CL does not challenge
Korean manhood. CL does not have a male partner in her music video. Although the
backup dancers and actors are both male and female, there is no scene that depicts a
romance between a man and CL. Rather, the only scene in which CL has a direct
interaction with a man is performed by CL herself, dressed up as a man. Although there
are lyrics that overtly state, “Guys call me honey,” no scene visually portrays CL as a
partner of a Korean man. Like the heroine Madam Oh in the film Madame Freedom, CL
challenges patriarchal Korean womanhood by appropriating foreign womanhood.
Nevertheless, as in the 1950s, CL in the 21st century still puts on the mask of foreign
womanhood to explore freedom, agency, and alternative womanhood, and fails to
challenge gender structure. She becomes a “good” girl, implicitly upholding the status
quo, rather than directly challenging it.

Conclusion
Her performance reveals K-popscape by reconfiguring Korean ethnicity, gender
norms, and social ideologies through transnational adaptation of the media culture, and
create a marketable femininity. CL exhibits progressive aspects of Girl Power and
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postfeminist rhetoric. She portrays herself as an independent, unruly “bad” girl who is an
unni of other girls. Using the phrase, “Do the unni,” she suggests a way of more actively
performing a “bad” girl as an action. CL appropriates black femininity in Hip Hop and
Third World womanhood to perform a “bad” girl image. CL’s body and performance —
including its size, color, and dress-code accompanied with her fluid gender, racialized
voice, and improvisational Hip Hop movements — manifests the ways in which certain
bodily signs are associated with a “bad” girl, thereby, challenging a disciplinary “good”
girl image imposed by patriarchy. In a global context, these unruly girls challenge the
racialized, gendered, and ethnicized stigmatization of Third World womanhood by
exhibiting images of strong, fluid, and hybridized females alongside homoeroticism and
sisterhood among women. The video also contains a moment of brotherhood with CL,
blurring gender lines in sisterhood and brotherhood, and embraces diverse voices across
age, generation, gender, sexuality, race, class, and nationality. Nevertheless, in a local
context, she maintains the status quo. She performs an “inappropriate” bad girl
“appropriately.” Throughout the video, CL is constantly framed as Other, as foreign.
Being Other, she does not directly challenge “authentic” Korean womanhood and thus
secures patriarchal Korean masculinity. The next chapter examines gender fluidity of
male performers, and its construction of Korean masculinity both in local and global
contexts.
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Chapter Three
Queering Masculinity in K-pop Cross-dressing

Two men run across a huge stage with nimble steps, while singing a rhythmical
love song together. They gather at the center of stage where a woman is sitting passively
with her back toward the audience. The two men sing sweetly and gesture romantically,
opening their hands toward the girl while putting the other hands on their chests. One
man gently holds her hand and turns her around to face the audience. Clad in a kneelength white lace dress, black shimmering tights, and high heels, she has long, brown
wavy hair and a wide smile. One man sings and kisses her chin, and she smiles coyly
while covering her mouth, slightly flinching her shoulders, and averting her eyes. The
men raise her up, holding one another's hands. As soon as the song finishes, the woman
reveals she is a man. Her physicality and appearance remain the same, but the ways she
moves are significantly changed. All three gather closely, put their arms around each
other's shoulders, and jump enthusiastically like soccer players. She, then, makes a
victory gesture, shouting, "Yay!" and presses her arms down, waving her fists, and
spreading her legs widely like she is squatting. All three exit to great applause, playfully
jabbing and tapping each other while female fans cheer enthusiastically.
The scene comes from “SM Town Live World Tour III” at Olympic Stadium,
Seoul, 2012 by SM Entertainment, one the biggest music labels in K-pop. In the role of
the woman is Tamin, a member of boy band SHINee. He is well-known for his
androgynous appearance. His gender passing opens dialogue on the double nature of
performance: it reveals how Korean masculinity escapes accusations of homosexuality
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(even when effeminacy is enacted) while simultaneously challenging heterosexual
masculinity. Like Tamin, most K-pop male idols are famous for their androgynous
appearance. Cross-dressing is a prevalent practice especially for K-pop male idols. Due to
their androgynous bodies, these performers actually have the capacity to look like “real”
females. Cross-dressing in K-pop should not be confused with drag in Western culture.
K-pop male singers do not necessarily need to exaggerate their movements to look more
feminine, or require make-up and flamboyant costumes to pass as female. In this chapter
I condier how K-pop cross-dressing oscillates between humor and homoeroticism. How
does the acting style, presentational or representational, influence whether cross-dressing
is gender parody or a sincere performance of homoeroticism? How does physical
androgyny allow actors to seamlessly bridge theatricality and authenticity in crossdressing? Lastly, despite prevalent heterosexism in Korea, how does K-pop cross264

dressing become a “source of inter-Asia queer identity”

This chapter compares two select cross-dressing performances: (1) VIXX’s cover
of the Wonder Girls’ So Hot, which aired on September 20, 2013, during SBS’s Chuseok
(a major national holiday) special “Star Faceoff”, and (2) Infinite’s Sungjong and
Sungyeol’s male-female cover of JS & HyunA’s Trouble Maker in a concert held on
December 2, 2012. The artists remain androgynous throughout these performances,
which adds layers of complexity to constructions of gender. I argue that VIXX’s crossdressing, like drag, exhibits a presentational, theatrical form of gender parody and humor
264 See Megan Sinnott, "Korean-Pop, Tom Gay Kings, Les Queens and the Capitalist
Transformation of Sex/Gender Categories in Thailand," Asian Studies Review 36, no. 4 (2012): 453-474;
Dredge Byung’chu Käng, “Being Fabulous, Becoming Spectacular: Embodied Mimesis, Delayed
Authenticity, and Transnational Transgender Personification in Thai K-Pop Cover Dance,” Conference
Paper, The 1st World Congress for Hallyu, Seoul, Korea, October 2013; Liew Kai Khiun, “K-pop Dance
Trackers and Cover Dancers,” in The Korean Wave: Korean Media Go Global, ed., Youna Kim, 165-182
(Hoboken: Taylor and Francis, 2013).
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through their use of exaggerated and fictional role-playing. In contrast, Infinite’s crossdressing enacts androgyny through a sincere masquerade that mixes authenticity with
theatricality and evokes homoeroticism through its verisimilitude. By articulating
authentic, but at the same time, theatrical queer masculinity, this chapter attempts to
decolonize Asian queer aesthetics and find multiple queernesses onstage. As I
demonstrated in the introduction, a singular notion of identity often falls into a
stereotypical representation. Understanding queer identity as a plural form is significant,
for it allows multiple ways of presenting and performing identity. Thus, queernesses
suggest the fluid possibility of doing “multiple genders” and queering gender
boundaries.

265

In Female Masculinity (1998), Judith Halberstam eloquently describes that
masculine traits represented by women are neither a bad imitation nor an attempt to be a
man.

266

Tracing diverse gender expressions among masculine women throughout

“herstory,” Halberstam suggests the notion of female masculinity, which advocates for
hybridized and fluid gender roles and masculine traits that can be constructed without
men. In order to resist essentializing Korean masculinity, I build from this definition of
female masculinity to analyze gender performativity in K-pop, for it allows use to
examine more nuanced understandings of gender categories. Influenced by Halberstam’s
notion of female masculinity, I argue that K-pop male singers’ androgyny presents male
femininity blurring lines between exterior physicality/interior subjectivity,
femininity/masculinity, presentational/representational, heterosexuality/homosexuality,

265 See Jack S. Kahn, et al., “Gay Men and Drag: Dialogical Resistance to Hegemonic Masculinity.”
Culture & Psychology 19, no. 1 (2013): 139-162. The authors discuss multiple ways of doing gender.
266 Judith Halberstam, Female Masculinity (Durham: Duke University Press, 1998), 344.
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and theatricality/authenticity, which I term liminal masculinity. My analysis attempts to
demonstrate how feminized heterosexuality in K-pop cross-dressing challenges and
reinforces prevalent gender codes in South Korea.
In addition to suggesting alternative ways of “doing” masculinity, I situate K-pop
male performers’ transvestism in the continuum of cross-dressing practice in East Asian
performing arts, especially tradition of Korean Mask Dance. Like cross-dressing in
traditional Korean Mask Dance, K-pop male performers put on symbolic, theatrical
“masks,” which opens room for homoeroticism without threatening standard gender and
sex norms in Korea. Theatricality is often associated with a rehearsed, artificial
performance, and therefore is not necessarily perceived by audiences as “real.” In other
words, due to theatrical devices used in K-pop like cross-dressing, K-pop audiences
within Korea are expected to read the homoerotic encounters that result from crossdressing as theatrical action—just for entertainment. I argue that this theatrical queerness,
however, can generate authentic queer desire. By situating K-pop in the context of
traditional Korean performing arts, this chapter attempts to decolonize Asian queer
aesthetics. My discussion challenges “‘global gay’ systems, a part of the hegemony of US
taxonomies,” that conflates multiple queer identities across the world with a typical
267

understanding of gay subject in the US.

267 For the idea of “doing” masculinity, see Robert W. Connell, "Understanding Men: Gender Sociology
and the New International Research on Masculinities," Social Thought & Research (2001): 13-31; Samuel
M. Davidson, “Mouths Wide Shut: Gender-quiet Teenage Males on Gender-bending, Gender-passing and
Masculinities," International Review of Education 55, no. 5-6 (2009): 615-631; and Michael Kimmel,
Manhood in America: A Cultural History (New York: Oxford, 2006). See also Halberstam, Female
Masculinity, 344, for the idea of “global gay” system.
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Queering Masculinity
Butler has eloquently described gender as an act built upon imitation without an
origin.

268

The imitation is inherently performative. Masculinity, too, is constructed

through culture and the repetition of performance. As Connell Raewyn writes:
“Masculinities are neither encoded in our genes, nor fixed by social structure, prior to
social interaction. They come into existence as people act.”

269

One way of enacting

270

masculinity has been though homophobia and homosociality.

As Samuel M. Davidson

notes, masculininity is “underpinned by an irrational homophobic fear of being defined as
less than a ‘true’ man, more than by an actual fear of homosexuality."
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Queering

masculinity is one way to destabilize such norms, as well as to demonstrate, as Stephen
272

Kerry (2009) writes, “new ways of being sexed, gendered, and sexual.”

As queer

subjects subvert gender normativity, they engage in using “queer as a verb” – the
enactment of doing gender. “‘Queering’ becomes a way of looking, acting upon, or
uprooting previously held beliefs, opinions, or even axioms, schools of thought that were
273

unproblematized or considered unproblematizable.”

Queering, thus, not only refers to

sexual orientation but a perspective that shifts and questions fixed notions of gender.
Cross-dressing, then, is an important site to examine queered gender. Crossdressing, which refers to dressing as the “opposite” sex, subverts conventional gender
268 See Judith Butler, “Performative Acts and Gender Constitution: An Essay in Phenomenology and
Feminist Theory,” Theatre Journal 40, no. 4 (1988): 519-531; and Bodies That Matter: On the Discursive
Limits of Sex (New York: Routledge, 1993).
269 Connell, “Understanding Men,” 12.
270 Ibid.; Kimmel, Manhood in America.
271 Davidson, “Mouths Wide Shut,” 618.
272 Stephen Kerry, “‘There's Genderqueers on the Starboard Bow’: The Pregnant Male in Star Trek,” The
Journal of Popular Culture 42, no. 4 (2009): 701.
273 Ibid.
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binaries by creating the possibilities for a “third gender.”

“The third” space, according

to Claire Nally (2009), is “a mode of articulation, a way of describing a space of
possibility […] it suggests a crisis, not only in gender, but also in our mode of
categorization itself. As such, an account of cross-dressing practice must provide some
account of its theatrical incarnation.”
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As a form of gender performance, cross-dressing

needs the body and theatrical devices as visible platforms. The moving body onstage does
not simply reflect but actively produces knowledge and societal issues, disseminates that
knowledge through performance, and often challenges the status quo.
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As Butler (2004)

indicates, ”undoing” gender “create[s] a world in which those who understand their
gender and their desire to be non-normative can live and thrive not only without the
threat of violence from the outside but without the pervasive sense of their own
277

unreality.”

Still, revealing gender as a construction does not necessarily weaken gender
binaries.
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Koenig Sheila’s (2003) criticism of Butler’s theory emblematizes this point,

arguing that Butler’s theoretical work frames drag within existing gender norms rather
than as a practice that can create multiple genders. The driving force in drag, however, is

274 Claire Nally, “Grrrly Hurly Burly: Neo-burlesque and the Performance of Gender,” Textual
practice 23, no. 4 (2009): 623.
275 Ibid.
276 See Ann Cooper Albright, Choreographing Difference: The Body and Identity in Contemporary
Dance (Hanover: University Press of New England, 1997); Joni L. Jones and Omi Osun Olomo, “Calling
for a Conjuration,” Text and Performance Quarterly 33, no. 4 (2013): 414-417; Linda M. Park‐Fuller,
“Performing Absence: The Staged Personal Narrative as Testimony,” Text and Performance Quarterly 20,
no. 1 (2000): 20-42; Della Pollock, “Memory, Remembering, and Histories of Change,” The Sage
Handbook of Performance Studies, ed., D. Soyini Madison and Judith Hamera (Thousand Oaks: Sage,
2006), 87-105; and Rebecca Rossen, Dancing Jewish: Jewish Identity in American Modern and
Postmodern Dance (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014).
277 Judith Butler, Undoing Gender, New York: Routledge, 2004, 219.
278 Hatfield “‘What it Means to Be a Man’”; Koenig, “Dragon Fly.”
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not to be an “original” gender but to take pleasure in exploring malleable, fluid modes of
gender performance.

279

Davidson’s note on androgyny provides a useful framework of

blurring boundaries, as it reveals how femininity coexists with masculinity.

280

Though

male cross-dressing is prevalent, the queer community confronts an oppressive reality in
Korea. In Korea, cross-dressing is a sign of the dominance of heterosexuality, not a sign
of homosexuality. Therefore, a queer reading of androgyny in K-pop cross-dressing is not
just a way of articulating Korean cultural frames but also shedding light on a liberating
practice that subverts heteronormativity.
K-pop cross-dressing is one of the most popular conventions for their (mostly
female) fans. Despite its increasing visibility, however, there is little research on crossdressing in K-pop. Previous studies deal with K-pop cover dances in Thai and Singapore
but focus only on online fan cultures. I am particularly inspired by Fabienne DarlingWolf’s examination of how cross-dressing and male androgyny in Japanese pop culture
provide potentially liberating images for women and gay men in a culture in which
pornographic images of women proliferate. Darling-Wolf’s work certainly provides
insight as the K-pop male prototype has been influenced by Japanese “pretty boy” images
popularized in manga.

281

There is one writer, Sun Jung, who offers useful ideas about cross-dressing in Kpop as an example of a wide range of desirable masculinities. Despite Jung’s unique
contributions, she focuses mostly on external signs of performance without analyzing the
performing personae onstage, the intent or attitude of the performer – the very milieu of
279 Koenig, “Dragon Fly,” 154.
280 Davidson, “Mouths Wide Shut,” 616.
281 Sun Jung, “K-pop, Indonesian Fandom, and Social Media," Transformative Works and Cultures 8
(2011).
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meaning making in performance. Various elements constitute the meaning of
performance, including content, context, audience, and performers. Nevertheless, can the
performers’ performing personae significantly change and even determine the meaning of
performance?

282

A performer’s persona can play an even more significant role in shaping

the audience experience, because an actor’s ability of passing constitutes the key element
283

of audience experience in cross-dressing.

As Sondra Fraleigh illustrates, “The body is

not the instrument of dance; it is the subject of dance.”

284

Even if a group of performers

engage in the same choreographed movements, a performer’s subjectivity inscribed on
her/his physicality can go beyond choreographed motions. In other words, the dancer’s
“real personality” can be revealed through the moving body for the body in motion is not
285

separated from self/mind.

In order to analyze performance personae, I utilize Stanislavski’s and Brecht’s
acting methods: representational and presentational acting styles. Stanislavski’s method
acting refers to a technique through which an actor internalizes a character and
thoroughly attaches to and immerses in the role they play, while Brecht’s uses
presentational acting style; the actor maintains distance from the role s/he plays, and
remind the audience that s/he is aware of its existence, which he calls the “alienation

282 For the juxtaposition of dance and the dancer, see Sondra Horton Fraleigh, Dance and the Lived Body:
A Descriptive Aesthetics ((Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1987), 31.
283 K-pop performers’ cross-dressing is even more subject to personal intention. The show does not have
specific content, message, or narrative. They are usually cover dances of K-pop girl groups’ songs and
choreographies, which aim to entertain the audience. Thus, actors’ physicality, including facial expressions,
movements, and perhaps motivations (intention), play a significant role in shaping the audience’s
experience.
284 Fraleigh, Ibid., 32.
285 Ibid.; Also, see Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, trans., Donald A. Landes
(London and New York: Routledge. 2012).
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effect.”

286

As I have demonstrated in the first and second chapters, K-pop performers’

acting styles signify their agency and the ways they communicate with the audience. For
example, while SNSD’s representational style can increase believability of their gender
performances, CL’s presentational style parodies the construction of femininity by
maintaining distance from the role she plays. Analyzing performing personae in crossdressing can demonstrate how performance can simply parody gender, or it can constitute
believability, and in this case, challenge gender norms.

Construction of Korean Masculinity and “Flower Boys”
Korean masculinity has been transformed into multiple different statuses.
Confucianism legitimatizes the dominance of hegemonic masculinity, as men are
symbols of the nation. In the 1800s, Korean society began to construct restrained,
vigorous neo-Confucian gentleman as the ideal for masculinity.

287

In the early to mid-

1900s, however, Korean masculinity was annihilated under the colonial rule and
emasculinized. After the nation’s independence, the society sought to remasculinize
hegemonic masculinity by emphasizing patriotism and men’s role as breadwinners until
the militarization of the mid-1900s.

288

Today, pan-East Asian soft masculinity dominates

286 Bertolt Brecht, Brecht on Theatre; Stanislavski Constantin, An Actor Prepares (London: Bloomsbury
Publishing, 2013).
287 See Vladimir Tikhonov, “Masculinizing the Nation: Gender Ideologies in Traditional Korea and in the
1890s–1900s Korean Enlightenment Discourse,” The Journal of Asian Studies 66, no. 4 (2007): 1029-1065.
288 See Cheng Sea-ling, “Assuming Manhood: Prostitution and Patriotic Passions in Korea,” East Asia 18,
no. 4 (2000): 40-78; and Seungsook Moon "The Production and Subversion of Hegemonic Masculinity:
Reconfiguring Gender Hierarchy in Contemporary South Korea," in Under Construction: the Gendering of
Modernity, Class, and Consumption in the Republic of Korea, ed., Laurel Kendall (Honolulu: University of
Hawai’i Press, 2002): 79-114.
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289

Korean popular culture.

This multifaceted transformation from brutish machismo to

idealized softness is visible in men’s changed appearance. Due to the high expectations
for well-adorned men, men routinely use cosmetics, even in the military.

290

Though

changes in men’s grooming should not be interpreted as a subversion of patriarchy, it
does, nonetheless, come in response to relative shifts in perspectives on male bodies. The
performance of K-pop reflects transformations in 21st century Korean masculinity. Jung
(2011) defines new Korean masculinity as a soft masculinity that hybridizes seonbi
(Confucian scholar masculinity), Japan's bishonen (cute, pretty boy), and global
metrosexuality. Though I agree that “soft masculinity” is a site in which these discourses
merge, it is important to note that masculinities are always hybrid and socially contested.
K-pop male performers exhibit diverse aspects of masculinities. First of all, they
present a wide range of artistry and performance virtuosity. K-pop girl groups are often
criticized for portraying limited female images and remaining under the control of malecentered agencies. Contrarily, K-pop boy idols’ artistic talents are not limited to their
musical performances. In her book, Korean Masculinities and Transcultural
Consumption: Yonsama, Rain, Oldboy, K-Pop Idols, Jung argued that K-pop boy bands
present “manufactured versatile masculinity,” as they are not only good at dancing,
291

singing, and composition but also execute a wide variety of skills.

Indeed, K-pop male

289 See Nadia Y. Kim, “‘Patriarchy Is So Third World’: Korean Immigrant Women and ‘Migrating’
White Western Masculinity,” Social Problems 53, no. 4 (2006): 519-536; Epstein and Joo, “Multiple
Exposures”; Jung, “K-pop, Indonesian Fandom”; Xiaolong, “Drastic Change in Korean Male Prototypes:
The ‘Flower Boys,’” Hellokpop, http://www.hellokpop.com/2013/03/10/drastic-change-in-korean-maleprototypes-the-flower-boys (accessed January 3, 2014).
290 See Phillip, “Men Now Wearing Make-up, Thanks to K-pop,” Hellokpop,
http://www.hellokpop.com/2012/12/19/men-now-wearing-make-up-thanks-to-k-pop/ (accessed January 3,
2014); TVCHOSUN News, “Want To Be Flower Boy Soldiers,” TVCHOSUN News,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VS7DYsYhYro (accessed February 3, 2014).
291 Jung, Korean Masculinities, 165.
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singers play major roles in Korean entertainment industry, appearing on talk shows, TV
dramas, comedy, film, and even musicals. For instance, Hyunseung Jang, a member of
the K-pop boy band Beast (also known as B2ST), recently performed main roles in the
musicals Mozart! and Bonnie and Clyde, and Jo Kwon, a member of 2AM, played a drag
queen in the musical Priscilla.
In addition to their performance virtuosity, K-pop boy bands present a wide range
of gender images as an effort of physicalizing multicultural mutant Koreanness. “Flower
boys” and “beast idols” are commonly used terms among K-pop fans to describe
292

predominant male prototypes in K-pop.

This construction of “flower boys”

masculinity first appeared at the end of the 1990s and is a widely used term in the K-pop
industry that describes highly fashionable, thin, youthful, and often androgynously
attractive men. Before its widespread use, handsome men were referred to as
kkhonminam. The neologism, kkhonminam, combines “flower” with “handsome men” to
refer to men, who are considered attractive because of their feminized features. As
Megan Sinnott (2012) writes, “The preferred aesthetics and the body type for K-pop male
singers are very slender and angular, with neither pronounced musculature nor women’s
293

hips and breasts.”

Their prettiness has been commoditized to attract global consumers,

particularly in the East and Southeast Asian region.

294

Simply put, the term “flower

boys” imply that the boys are pretty and delicate like a flower. K-pop boy bands, such as
SHINee, are often called “flower boys” because of their well-groomed, androgynous, and
polished looks. The transnational consumption of K-pop “flower boys” has, in fact,
292 Xiaolong, “Drastic Change.”
293 Sinnott, “Korean-Pop,” 454.
294 Sun Jung, K-Pop Beyond Asia-Performing Trans-Nationality, Trans-Industriality, and TransTextuality, ” Korean Society for Journalism and Communication Studies (2011): 99-129.
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become a status marker for upwardly mobile women in the region.

295

On the other hand,

“beast idols” refer to men whose bodies and characters are masculine and tough like a
“beast.” Some K-pop boy bands such as 2PM and Beast, are called “beast idols” because
of their manly behaviors and brawny bodies. Their public personae are promoted as
macho through mannish choreographies and music styles that show-off their well-trained,
muscular bodies.
The boundary between “flower boys” and “beast idols” is slippery, however.
Although “beast idol” bodies are more muscular than those of “flower boys,” “beast
idols” are also expected to have exceptionally good-looking faces and polished skin.
According to a recent report of BBC News, Korea is a country that has one of the longest
working hours among developed countries. In such a competitive society, lookism is
prevalent. This results bodily disincline and makeover paradigm, as demonstrated by
SNSD in the first chapter. Men, too, discipline their bodies and appearance; putting on
makeup has become common among Korean men because “grooming yourself is a
reflection of your competency.”

296

In addition to the rampant lookism, becoming a K-pop

star is highly competitive. As a means of increasing their competitiveness, male trainees
often get plastic surgery before they debut. They go through a makeover process before
debut by a music agent. Once they debut, they are styled with glossy make up and
fabulous costumes. Due to the high expectation of such bodily disciplines, male idols’

295 Ibid.
296 Foster Klug, “For S. Korean Men, Makeup a Foundation for Success.” Bloomberg
Businessweek, http://www.businessweek.com/ap/2012-0917/for-s-dot-korean-men-makeup-a-foundation-for-success (accessed September 17, 2012); Williamson,
Lucy, “South Korean Men Get the Make-up Habit,” BBC News Magazine,
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-20522028 (December 2, 2012).
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appearances are highly metrosexual and often homogenized. Above all, they should be
pretty in all ways, even the “beast idols.”

297

In addition to their metrosexual looks, both “flower boys” and “beast idols” are
expected to show cute attitudes, aegyo (see the first chapter). Yoseob Yang, who fits into
the Beast category, is famous with his aegyo, although his group and performance styles
are categorized as “beast idols.” In the fan-made video titled “Yoseob Being Extra
CUTE :D,” a fan collects clips from an entertainment show in which Yoseob was asked
to show aegyo. In the video, he puckers his lips with innocent eyes and mumbles, which
looks like a baby babbling. Meanwhile, in a fan-made video titled “SHINee Minho
Aegyo — Puing Puing,” Minho, a member of SHINee who is a “flower boy,” is asked to
show aegyo. He clenches and flicks his fists a couple of times around his cheek like a cat;
with a bright smile, he tilts his head slightly, saying “puing puing” with a squeaky baby
voice, winking and blinking his eyes to be cute.

298

In K-pop, both “beast idols” and

“flower boys” are supposed to display some degree of aegyo regardless of their physical
traits, performing personae, or styles.
In Korea, such androgyny and effeminacy are not linked to homosexuality, as
they would be in the West. The effeminate appearance of “flower boys” in Korea does
not mean the stars have personalities or sexualities that match with their appearance.
“Flower boys” also refer to ‘someone who still retains his physical masculine appeal and
characteristics’ despite his pretty appearance,’ and such ambiguity makes “flower boys”
different from stereotypes of the gay man in the West, “who is not necessarily good
297 Metrosexual refers to men who care their appearance and outfit. David Beckham is an example of
meterosexuality.
298 ‘Puing puing’ does not have a specific meaning. It is a sound which Koreans use when trying to do
some cute expressions.
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looking, but feminine in his actions.”

299

In addition to the persona that does not have to

be feminine, men with androgynous appearances, i.e. performers who wear pink pants
and even light make-up, are not necessarily perceived as homosexual or effeminate.
Thus, both “flower boys” and “beast idols” can be masculine or androgynous, and they
are not considered homosexual. Therefore, I do not strictly divide male prototypes into
flower-boys or beasts. Rather, my analysis articulates how the fluid, androgynous traits of
K-pop male performers open room for challenging Western notions of gender, and
opening new modes of spectatorship.

Double Nature of Theatricality in Cross-dressing: From Korean Mask Dance to Kpop
The popularity of K-pop cross-dressing does not mean that Korean society
welcomes homosexuality. Despite growing concern regarding the protection of sexual
minorities heterosexuality is the dominant, compulsory logic of sexuality.

300

Military

regimes along with neo-Confucian beliefs have played a role in stigmatizing
homosexuality.

301

302

They construct homosexuality as a "foreign and un-Korean value"

or

"a disease, a mental disorder and a sin" for it disrupts gender hierarchies and notions of

299 See “The Androgyny Revolution” in The Yale Globalist,
http://tyglobalist.org/front-page/theme/the-androgyny-revolution/ (accessed December 12, 2007).
300 See Ji-eun Lee, "Beyond Pain and Protection: Politics of Identity and Iban Girls in Korea," Journal of
Lesbian Studies 10, no. 3-4 (2007): 49-67. (Lee 2006, Park-Kim et al., 2006), and Kathy Miriam, "Toward
a Phenomenology of Sex‐Right: Reviving Radical Feminist Theory of Compulsory
Heterosexuality," Hypatia 22, no. 1 (2007): 210-228.
301 See Young‐Gwan Kim and Sook‐Ja Hahn, "Homosexuality in Ancient and Modern Korea," Culture,
Health & Sexuality 8, no. 1 (2006): 59-65; and Youngshik D Bong, “The Gay Rights Movement in
Democratizing Korea," Korean Studies 32, no. 1 (2008): 86-103.
302 Bong, “The Gay Rights Movement,” 88.
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the ideal (heterosexual) family.

303

Queer communities in Korea sometimes also adopt
304

such views that their sexual desire is a perversion/abnormality,
305

(in Romanization of Korea) in contrast to ilban.

by calling them iban

While ilban refers to a normal,

general group of people, the term iban implies non-normality, connoting a self-described
306

second-class citizenship.

In heterosexist structure, homosexuality should remain invisible.

307

While

heterosexuality is presented as the only "normal" sexuality; homosexuality can be
tolerated going so far as to call for the protection of homosexuals, though never normal,
always iban.

308

This silence, however, has liminality. As Seo Dong-Jin writes:

In Korea, there hasn't been a predominant view of homosexual identity. To the
contrary, the various views on the matter have become little whirlpools, each with
their own centripetal force. In these circumstances, no hegemonic discourse or
master narrative has been able to develop. In Korean society, homosexual identity
is merely the sketchy descriptions resulting from skimming through the various
309
discourses on the subject.
The forced invisibility marginalizes the public discussion on homosexuality. This
invisibility however, can function in a liberating way. Since the society does not have any
master narrative or stereotype associated with homosexuality, one can actually perform
gender roles that are not necessarily heterosexual without accusation of being
homosexual. One could be homosexual and be “safe,” if he or she is in the closet. Also,
303 Kim and Hahn, “Homosexuality,” 62.
304 See Soo Jin Park-Kim, et al., The Lesbian Rights Movement and Feminism in South Korea,” Journal
of Lesbian Studies 10, no. 3-4 (2007): 161-190.
305 Lee, “Beyond Pain,” 65.
306 Ibid.
306 See Seo Dong-Jin, “Mapping the Vicissitudes of Homosexual Identities in South Korea,” Journal of
Homosexuality 40, no. 3-4 (2001): 65-78.
307 Ibid.
308 Lee, “Beyond Pain,” 65.
309 Dong-Jin, “Mapping,” 78.
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Korean society allows numerous opportunities for homosocial and physical contact and
close emotional relationships between members of the same sex.

310

Displaying

homosocial affection and effeminate behaviors are allowed because sexual orientation is
closeted; if one is assumed to be heterosexual, then such behavior is nonthreatening.
Power allows a certain group of people to be unmarked or not stigmatized.
According to Peggy Phelan (1993),

311

the “unmarked” body is a sign of power. Unlike a

body marked by race, sexuality, class, ethnicity, and nationality, the unmarked body, such
as white heterosexual middle-class masculinity in the structure of Western (white)
culture, is seen as neutral and the universal norm. In this same vein, Korean masculinity
is unmarked because men’s heterosexuality is taken for granted. As Seungsook Moon
writes, hegemonic masculinity “not only justifies (or naturalizes) men's domination of
women but also induces conformity and complicity from individual men through various
forms of reward and punishment."

312

Because Korean men are understood to be

heterosexual, it is actually possible for them to play with gender and sexuality to a certain
degree without impact on their manhood.
Korean men could potentially explore multiple gender masquerades without being
stigmatized as homosexual. Such enactment is an ultimate sign of power, which
reinforces rigid boundaries of heteronormativity. Given heterosexism in Korea, "as long
as homosexuals do not cross the boundary of ghettos set by invisible rules in the society,

310 Kim and Hahn, “Homosexuality.”
311 See Peggy Phelan, Unmarked: The Politics of Performance (London: Routledge, 1993).
312 Moon, “The Production and Subversion,” 83.
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313

their access to 'normal life' is guaranteed."

In other words, as long as someone does not

visibly demonstrate her/his homosexual orientation, full acceptance is given.
K-pop performers’ cross-dressing can be viewed as a performance of pseudogayness secured by heterosexuality prevalent in Korean society. Jung explained that
“pseudo-gay’ “flower boy” couples are well received “because they are pretty but not
actually gay.”

314

This is different from Western society where effeminate behaviors,

attitudes, or clothing are often immediately stigmatized and associated with
homosexuality. Comparing K-pop and U.S. pop, a reviewer describes, “In the US, you
are gay by default (Bieber, Jonas Brothers, etc), but in Korea, you'll always be straight
(minus some pretty convincing circumstantial evidence that is).” In U.S. pop scene, while
homosexuality is often minimized to assure the audience, some singers’ sexual
orientation remained closeted to appeal potential homosexual audience groups and to
315

enhance marketability.

The latter case resembles how homosociality functions in K-pop. K-pop male
performers overtly engage in actions that could reflect homosexual desire. For example,
intimate but casual physical contact is called Skinships in Korea, e.g. holding hands.

316

Skinships among peers not necessarily viewed as homosexual in Korea. For
313 Ibid., 98.
314 Jung, “K-Pop.”
315 See Gillian Rodger, “Drag, Camp and Gender Subversion in the Music and Videos of Annie
Lennox,” Popular Music 23, no. 01 (2004): 17-29; Jack S. Kahn, Lynsey Goddard, and Jamie M. Coy.
“Gay Men and Drag: Dialogical Resistance to Hegemonic Masculinity," Culture & Psychology 19, no. 1
(2013): 139-162. Ricky Martin and George Michael, for instance, were framed as heterosexual before they
came out. Annie Lennox, too, was officially promoted as heterosexual to minimize implicit connotation of
homosexuality in her songs. Pop singer Annie Lennox, for instance, was officially promoted as
heterosexual by media to minimize implicit connotation of homosexuality in her songs. In contrast,
Backstreet Boy Nick Carter’s sexual identity in closet was a marketable strategy.
316 Skinship is an English word used in Korea and Japan. According to the definition from Urban
Dictionary, it describes, “the intimacy, or closeness […] [a] bonding through physical contact, such as
holding hands, [and] hugging.”
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entertainment purpose, K-pop singes often do a game called the “kissing game” which is
very popular in Korean media. In the game, celebrities are required to pass a small, thin
item, such as a piece of snack or paper, using their mouths. Divided into two teams, the
winners is the group whose players deliver the item faster to the last person in the row
and and completes the process first. Since they are not allowed to use their hands they
often drop the item by mistake, which can cause an unintended physical content with
their lips.
The K-pop industry also contributes to keeping the performers’ identities as
heterosexual or closeted. For instance, lyrics and casting of K-pop music videos
predominantly portray male and female relationships. Also, no single K-pop boy has
actually come out as gay. Indeed, one cannot know what might actually happen if a male
performer were to come out, and how their sexual orientation might affect their artistic
careers and fandoms, given heterosexism and homophobia are such primary cultural
logics in Korea.

317

When a K-pop male star social Jo Kwon played a gay male drag

queen in the musical Priscilla, he received homophobic responses from some of
mainstream audiences, as he so successfully embodies the role.

318

In fact, few have come

out in Korean media with the exception of Hong Suk Chon (the first gay celebrity
officially coming out), and Ha Ri Soo (the first transgender actor from male to female)

317 Bong, “The Gay Rights Movement.”
318 Jungwhan Park,“”'프리실라' 조권의 드랙퀸 의상, 불편하십니까
[박정환의 뮤지컬 파라다이스] 사진에 달린 악플, 성소수자 향한 편견 보여줘 [Jo Kwon’s Drag
Queen Costume in Priscilla, Uncomfortable?: Hate Comments Reveals Discrimination toward Sexual
Minority] Oh My Star,
http://star.ohmynews.com/NWS_Web/OhmyStar/at_pg.aspx?CNTN_CD=A0002011737 (accessed
November 1, 2014).
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319

who are arguably the first homosexual celebrities in Korean public media.

Homoerotic contact, such as kissing, are not taken seriously and do not affect
public perception of the performers’ sexual orientation. Most of these scenes appear on
entertainment programs, often accompanied by prerecorded laughter. Like the kissing
game, K-pop cross-dressing is also perceived as a “fan service,” or pure entertainment.
As their gender play is scripted, it does not threaten heteronormativity. Like crossdressing, homosexual content is welcomed by the mainstream as long as it is considered
“acting,” and does not exceed heterosexual social orders and norms.

320

Nevertheless, such theatricality has a potential to resist hegemony due to the
embodiment of “authentic” homoeroticism occurring through “theatrical” cross-dressing
role-play. Cross-dressing practice in traditional Korean performing arts is an example of
how theatrical device can potentially subvert the status quo. In Korea, the earliest form of
cross-dressing was found in groups or communities of male performers during the Silla
dynasty (57BC – 935AD), which was called namsadang.321 Namsadang refers to a group
of 50-60 bachelor performers from the lowest social class. They were itinerant
entertainers who staged outdoor plays, folk dances, drumming, mask dances, acrobatics,
puppet plays, and ropewalking. The actors often parodied the upper classes yet
maintained their own internal hierarchies based on their roles and age. The youngest
members, especially those with a feminine appearance, were called pirie and played
female roles—not just onstage but also in daily life such as serving food and doing

319 Bong, Ibid.
320 Robert Westerfelhaus and Celeste Lacroix, “Seeing ‘Straight’ through Queer Eye: Exposing the
Strategic Rhetoric of Heteronormativity in a Mediated Ritual of Gay Rebellion,” Critical Studies in Media
Communication 23, no. 5 (2006): 427.
321 Namsadang (남사당) in Romanization of Korean refers to male entertainers.
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domestic labor. As the group only consisted of single males, scholars have claimed that
322

homosexual relationships existed in plays and performances of namsadang group.

Cross-dressing practices are likewise found in Talchum.323 Talchum has existed
for more than a millennium, originating in the Three Kingdoms Era. Also performed by
lower class male performers, the show consisted of singing, dancing, and speech that
criticized social and religious elites through mimicry and parody.

Because of the gender

make-up of the cast, performers often cross-dressed as women, wore female masks, and
performed female roles. Finally, cross-dressing and gender play was also found in
Ch'angguk (Korean traditional opera) and Mudang-chum (shaman dance).

324

Across East

Asia, performance arts such as Kabuki and Takarazuka in Japan and Peking Opera in
China allowed male actors to perform including female roles.

325

On the surface, cross-dressing appears to enact progressive change with its
criticism of social structure and privilege as well as gender play. Beyond the surface,
however, cross-dressing was a patriarchal device to prevent the public display of
women’s bodies onstage (like many other traditional theatre forms). I argue, however,
that such patriarchal devices have weakened heterosexuality within patriarchy as it stages
same-sex pairings that evoke homoerotic tension among/between actors and the audience.

322 Hanki Jang, 한국연극사 [History of Korean Theatre] (Seoul: Dongguk University Press, 1986), 177;
See Kim and Hahn, “Homosexuality.”
323 Talchum (탈춤) is traditional Korean performing arts, also called Korean Mask Dance-Drama.
324 See Laurel Kendall and Nguyễn Thị Hiền, “Dressing Up the Spirits: Costumes, Cross-dressing, and
Incarnation in Korea and Vietnam," Women and Indigenous Religious (2010): 93-114; and Hyunjoo Lee,
Rediscovering Traditional Korean Performing Arts, ed., Hae-Kyung Um (Korea Arts Management Service,
2012).
325 See Joshua Goldstein, Drama Kings: Players and Publics in the Re-creation of Peking Opera, 18701937 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2007); Siu Leung Li, Cross-dressing in Chinese Opera,
Vol. 1 (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2003); and Jennifer Robertson, “The Politics of
Androgyny in Japan: Sexuality and Subversion in the Theater and Beyond,” American Ethnologist 19, no. 3
(1992): 419-442.
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I situate K-pop cross-dressing in the long legacy of cross-gender role-play in Korean
theatre and examine the double nature of performance: how the “masks” reinforces
patriarchial notions that uphold heteronormativity, but at the same time, how the “masks”
unintentionally challenge heterosexuality due to performers’ embodiment of “authentic”
homoeroticism occurring through “theatrical” cross-dressing role-play.

VIXX: Campy Gender Parody
Five men dressed as women confidently walk onto the stage to enthusiastic
applause (see. fig. 9). They are members of K-pop boy band, VIXX. The performers wear
women’s wigs and high heels.

Figure 9. VIXX dressed as women.

Some members wear skinny leopard-print leggings with tight black tops, and others have
on miniskirts with sheer black stockings and showy costume jewelry, including necklaces
and bracelets. Their skin is waxed smooth, and they have applied pink blush, eyeliner,
and mascara. Yet, even with their feminized “masks,” they are identifiable as men, which
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elicits laughter. The men have clearly defined muscles, but their bodies are toned and
slender. Around the stage, there are faux signboards and a giant disco ball. The camera
zooms onto female fans and a female judge who laughs loudly and claps with excitement.
Men in the audience, especially the two male judges, grimace and show disapproval with
their mouths hanging open. The subtitle provides the judges’ inner dialogue with the text:
“Surprise and horror!”

326

VIXX’s performance can be read as “camp” because of its exaggerated
performance of gender. Camp is a style “that favours ‘exaggeration’ ‘artifice,’ and
‘extremity’” which exemplifies kitsch aesthetics.

327

VIXX’s physicality does not match

with typical “Flower Boys” appearance that often guarantee gender passing without
exaggeration. Like some drag queen shows in the West, VIXX exaggerates femininity by
singing in a high pitch falsetto and dancing together in a chorus girl formation. They
stand in a line and put one hand on the shoulder of the person in front and drew small
circles with their feet while swaying their hips. While swinging their hips, they slightly
close their eyes with their mouths half-opened and seductively stare at the amused
audience. Then, they turn, facing away from the audience, in order to passively show
their backsides, inviting the audience’s gaze. With their backs toward the audience, they
turn their heads to giggle and to show pleasure in their objectification and to infantilize
femininity. Girlishness is also revealed during the chorus when the group members kick
their calves backward, mimicking young girls. In a trope of childish femininity, aegyo,
they gently place their fists on their cheeks rolling them back and forth while winking.
VIXX’s performance denaturalizes the construction of masculinity and
326 I translate the subtitles.
327 Gillian, “Drag,” 25-26.
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femininity. The performers’ parody of the Wonder Girls includes moments of rehearsed
failure, which constantly remind the audience that they are performing gender. The actors
do not try to pass as women but present multiple ways how women can be performed.
They wear feminine outfits and display stereotypically girlish attitudes and feminine
movements. Unlike their feminine movements and typical clothing, their muscular bodies
belie their exaggerated performance of femininity. The tight and revealing clothes they
wear do not hide but rather accentuate their muscular physique. Male drag is resistive
because it works inside of gender system and expands boundary through absurdity and
328

ambiguity.

Because of their theatrical performance, their enactment of gender reversal

is visibly unbelievable, and inherently presentational. Their presentational acting allows
the audience to have distance from gender roles that could be considered as second
nature.
Such presentational acting also evokes laughter. In the opening, the performers
abruptly lift up their heads, shouting, “We are back!” This causes laughter because of the
mismatched juxtaposition of men singing a song about female sexual confidence. In the
middle of the show, a performer walks to the center for his solo part, sticking one leg
forward, thrusting out his chest, and caressing his thigh with his hand while undulating
his upper body. Undulating his chest, he tosses his short wig. But since his hair is neither
real nor long, it does not create a typical image that often sexualizes a woman tossing her
hair. He seems to enjoy this disjuncture, grinning to the audience while exaggerating his
performance of female sexiness. As the song reaches the end, all members switch their
performance of gender, singing in their “natural” voices and giving up the masquerade.

328 Koenig, “Dragon Fly.”
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Their awkwardness, unease, and whimsicality in their masquerade create laughter. The
members, too, appreciate the comical presentation, smiling widely with eyes that appear
ecstatic and satisfied.
The actors’ reenactment of being female challenges the power dynamics in gaze:
a female as a displayed object versus a male as a spectator. The impetus that leads their
cross-dressing is female desire. The audience of the show is predominantly women who
are extremely amused by watching the boys dressed as girls. A male cross-dressing can
provide, in the words of Darling-Wolf, “potentially liberating images for women and gay
men” whose bodies have been marginalized and objectified compared to the heterosexual
329

male body.

Indeed, in VIXX’s how, the humor only works for female audiences and

the performers. Unlike female viewers who could feel liberated due to the
denaturalization of femininity, the male judges seem to not enjoy the show.
330

Humor has power to subvert existing social norms.

VIXX’s show signifies that

masculinity, like femininity, is also a construction. The humor existing in VIXX’s show
does not make fun of femininity. Rather, it mocks masculinity by playing with how men
would do feminine behaviors. The actors destabilize the fixed notion of masculinity,
thereby challenging hegemonic status of masculinity. This creates a tension for male
judges. The male judges confront an uncomfortable moment.
Although the show weakens gender code by allowing women being liberated
and enjoying “non-normative” male bodies on display, it still works in the prevalent

329 See Fabienne Darling‐Wolf, “SMAP, Sex, and Masculinity: Constructing the Perfect Female Fantasy
in Japanese Popular Music,” Popular Music and Society 27. 3 (2004): 357-370.
330 See Shugart, “Managing Masculinities,”; and Nelly Quemener, “Mockery or Fantasy? Transvestite
Characters, Cross-dressing and Subaltern Sexualities in Sketches in French Talk Shows,” Sexualities 15,
no. 1 (2012): 80-92.
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ideology in Korea and does not undermine it – heteronormativity. The show is aired for
family-viewing during a national holiday, Chuseok. Given the homogeneous audience for
a Chuseok special, the female viewers’ enthusiastic reaction suggests that the
performance aligns with dominant codes of gender, with humor used not to transgress,
but to support the status quo. The performers’ sexual identities are assumed to be
heterosexual within a homophobic context, allowing the female audience to enjoy the
show without being accused of homosexuality. For male audiences, they do not
necessarily enjoy the show, as it denaturalizes masculinity (revealing that masculinity is a
construction) and thus, challenge their hegemony. Nevertheless, even for them, the show
is “safe” to watch, because it challenges gender hierarchy, but secures heterosexuality.
Thus, VIXX’s show is liberating as it denaturalizes gender construction; at the same time,
it can be oppressive, for it relies on universalized notion of heteronormativity.
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Infinite: Sincere Masquerade of Homoeroticism
Unlike the campy VIXX show, Infinite’s performance delves into homoeroticism
with sincerity (see fig. 10).

Figure 10. Infinite in their duet.

Under dim blue light, a male actor (Sungjong) appears with a high pitch whistle
sound. He is clad in silky, tight black suit with leopard printed jacket. He has short
straight hair with bangs, shiny eyes, fair and flawless skin, and a young looking face. His
body is very slim and tiny, which resonates with a juvenile's appearance. His voice
sounds like that of castrato not because of high pitch but because of the effeminacy his
voice emanates. Behind him, a woman stands showing her back (Sungyeol dressed as a
girl). She turns around once her partner touches her hip. She is dressed in a short red
velvet dress and black white leopard style fax fur vest with tight black boots. She wears a
dark brown long curly wig with a cat-ears headband. Although she has equally nice skin
with polished effeminate look, she is much taller and more physically manly than her
partner. Her bare arms are slim but taut and muscular. She sings in a falsetto with a
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relatively high-pitched tone. Both performers barely wear makeup, albeit Sungyeol’s lips
are tinted red.
In their cross-dressing performance, the actors perform their roles in
representational ways. Sungjong and Sungyeol do not allow any distance between
themselves and the roles they play. Unlike VIXX’s show, there is no suggestion of
embarrassment such as a grin or grimace while performing. They also do not exaggerate
their motions. This embodiment of male femininity in motion presents femininity without
imitating female characteristics – they neither masquerade as nor imitate women.
Sungjong and Sungyeol do not “present” but “represent” in their show. While singing,
they grab and draw each other's body closely. Sungyeol undulates her upper body moving
closer to Sungjong’s chest. Standing to face to each other, they sing looking at each
other's lips, tilting their heads slightly to opposite diagonals. She walks her finger on his
upper arm, as if she is seducing him. Walking forward to the center of the stage, they start
the main chorus. With upbeat dance music, their bodies interlock and sway. He crosses
his hands on her body behind her, and she arches her hands over his pelvis and chin
turning her head back. She then folds her hands across her crotch area, jiggling her
shoulders up and down. While she stands crossing her knees and tilts her pelvis, he holds
her arm, wiping his lips across it from her wrist to shoulder keeping little distance from
her skin as if caressing or licking her body. As soon as his lips get close to her face, she
sharply whirls her head around in a haughty manner and moves away.
In addition to such representational choreography, there are other devices that
make the show realistic. Throughout, they also dismiss and do not react to chanting by
the audience. They maintain the fourth wall between the audience and the performers by
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avoiding any direct communication with or improvisational responses to the audience.
Unlike VIXX’s hyper feminine and theatrical costuming, Sungjong and Sungyeol are
clad in conventionally casual clothing. Immersed in the roles they are playing, they seem
to only have one persona – themselves.
Such a realistic and representational approach to gender performance evokes
homoeroticism. The idea that discrepancy evokes laughter in cross-dressing through
failure does not apply to this case.
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While doing sensual movements, both performers

neither exaggerate their facial expressions nor body movements. Instead, they constantly
remain calm throughout the performance. At the end of the song, she saunters back to
him, beckons him with a whistle sound. Once she comes closer to him, he abruptly kisses
her closing his eyes, and the light turns off leaving behind extreme fanchants.
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When

they engage in such intimate physical contact, they do not play for laughs but instead
gaze into each other's eyes.
Their performance does not fit the typical role-play, or partnering, in queer
representation: masculine versus feminine role. The show employs non-traditional casting
by casting the more “effeminate” actor in a male role and the more masculine actor in a
female role. Whereas male drag often relies on absurdity, Sungjong and Sungyeol are not
absurd but rather ambiguous. The performers’ physical appearances change the meaning
333

of performance, which Nelly Quemener might call the “centrality of expressive body.”
Sungjong’s and Sungyeol’s bodies play a significant role in constructing the

331 Quemener, “Mockery or Fantasy,” 83 -87.
332 Fanchant is a term that describes K-pop fans’ extreme engagement and support while attending a
performance. This includes singing along with singers, cheering, and shouting a short catchphrase all
together during the song with other fan members. Fanchant is often louder than the volume of a song, and
the audience is often unable to hear singers’ voices.
333 Quemener, “Mockery or Fantasy,” 81.
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meaning of their gender performance. Quemener explained, “the centrality of the actor’s
334

body marks a central shift in the nature of the intervention.”

Sungjong, who plays the

male role, resembles a drag king, a woman dressed as a man. Despite his male costume,
his body and face clearly speak to androgyny. On the other hand, Sungyeol, who plays
the female role, is taller and his body looks stronger. Although he is dressed as a woman
and plays a female role, his body is masculine. Nevertheless, His face remains pretty and
androgynous, as Sungjong is. In addition to this non-traditional casting, both of them
execute effeminate, girlish, and childish movements, e.g. flipping their hands doing
dainty nimble steps with perky shrugging gestures, while maintaining their “serious”
gender role-play as a male (by the androgynous singer) and a female (by the masculine
singer). The performers push queer lines and gender boundaries. They contain both
masculine and feminine qualities through their bodies and through their mixed role-play.
They generate an erotic arrangement that resists categorization of feminine/masculine,
and heterosexuality/homosexuality.
It is not simply their physicality that traverses boundaries. The performers
embody androgyny in motion. In one moment, they stand aside together, bend their wrists
outward, wiggle their shoulders stepping one feet back and forth and side-to-side, and
shake their hands downward. Then, he takes off her vest in a swaggering manner, and
walks in an ostentatious way. Sungjong then begins his solo, which is characterized by
multiple crotch grabs and thrusting. Waiting on stage right, Sungyeol gazes at him
positioning her arms on her side with somewhat a glassy face. She does not overtly flirt
through her face, as if not caring about her partner’s reaction. Because her facial

334 Ibid., 86.
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expression is plain or blank, she seems is not aware of the audience, and thus, there is no
need for acting. She then returns to him, and caresses his body with her palms from his
chest to pelvis, swaying her hips. Facing the audience, she rips off the top area of her
dress to reveal her chest and stares at the audience, as if she wants to show off her real
body (which means, a male torso). The fan chants and screams became louder. She then
turns back, struts upstage boastfully. In this transition, she directly confronts the audience
physically. She draws the audience’s attention by transforming her persona onstage from
a female to male. This role-play neither fits into binary roles of sissy/manly, nor
femme/butch. They do not overtly pretend to look like or be like someone else. Neither
do they pretend to be a male or female; she becomes feminine, effeminate, and
masculine, while he becomes masculine, androgynous and feminine. They are performing
multiple gender identities that evade categorization.

Blurring Queer Lines and Decolonizing Asian Queer Aesthetics
The line between theatricality and authenticity is fluid. These theatrical
enactments cannot be completely separated from authentic ones, and vice versa, for both
are embodied acts. Onstage, the line between staging performing personas (theatricality;
unreal) and the authentic self (authenticity; real) often mingle. Performance exposes the
subjectivity of actors/performers, which derives from rehearsal processes.
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In actuality,

performers put tremendous amount of physical effort and time into examining, digesting,
and transforming themselves into the roles they play, ultimately replacing (authentic)
selves with new staged personas. To do so, they use theatrical techniques including
335 See Judith Hamera, “An Answerability of Memory: ‘Saving’ Khmer Classical Dance,” TDR/The
Drama Review 46, no. 4 (2002): 65-85.
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altering movement, behavior, gesture, posture, costume, facial expression, speech, voices,
and even body shape. The more performers try to embody and practice certain roles
physically, the more they internalize the roles and theatricality. The personae onstage
then can become real for, as Sondra Fraleigh describes, performers’ bodily practices
directly affect and shape their mindsets. In other words, in performance, an authentic self
transforms into a theatrical role played onstage. The theatrical persona becomes a real,
authentic part of the actor. This unnoticeable transition is continued onstage.
K-pop performers’ sincere approach to cross-dressed performance consciously or
unconsciously mixes spectacular theatricality with authenticity. Even in the most intimate
moment – kissing each other – Sungjong and Sungyeol seem sincere. Their serious acting
provides verisimilitude. Their earnestness causes a hyper-reality – an illusion that the
couple could actually exist for real. It is unclear whether they have non-heterosexual
orientations in their daily lives, but for some fans, this seems possible. The K-pop crossdressing performers’ subtly nuanced performance and interactions expose interiority and
subjectivity. This exposed subjectivity blurs the binary of authenticity and theatricality.
Though K-pop performers temporarily enact “theatrical” homosexuality onstage, their
corporeal sincerity makes their relationships seem “authentic.”
Queer is sometimes understood as a Eurocentric concept with the implication that
336

the non-West queer subject should follow Western models.

In Western society,

homosexuality is often stereotyped with the notion of global gay image; along with this
stereotype, queer identity is also essentialized as a simple resistance toward
heterosexuality. This dominant discourse tends to homogenize queer imagery. Such

336 Halberstam, Female Masculinity, 344.
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stereotyping is demonstrated by the marginalization of bisexual groups in queer
communities.

337

The marginalization of bisexuals relies on the assumption that since

bisexuals are in between heterosexual and homosexual, they are not activists enough, and
thus, not queer enough. The construction and representation of queerness, however, does
not have to be on an opposite axis from heterosexuality.
K-pop cross-dressing can be a source of “Asianizing” queer aesthetics against a
US-centric “global gay system”
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through the articulation and expression of more subtle,

nuanced, and liminal versions of queer imagery in K-pop cross-dressing. As Halberstam
339

puts it, “cross-gendered homosexualities [is] elsewhere,”

and each cultural has

different mode of heterosexuality that are not necessarily identical with Euroamerican
models. Indeed, one of the earliest documents on homosexuality in Korea is found in
poems that portrayed Hwarang soldiers during the Silla dynasty (57 BC– 935 AD).
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Megan Sinnott (2012) demonstrates this point through her research on K-pop. She
analyzes how masculine-identified women in same-sex couples in Taiwan adopt
androgynous K-pop male styles to shape their identities.
As Mary Zimmerman (2005) noted, performance often creates its own meaning
by itself, and performers often do not even know how and what their actions onstage
create certain meanings until they get feedback from the audience. Regardless of the
intention of a choreographer, the audience’s response can impact the meaning of

337 Mark A. Gammon and Kirsten L. Isgro, “Troubling the Canon: Bisexuality and Queer
Theory,” Journal of Homosexuality 52, no. 1-2 (2006): 159-184.
338 Halberstam, Female Masculinity, 344.
339 Ibid., 345.
340 See Kim and Hahn, “Homosexuality.”
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341

performance.

342

As queer desire is “everywhere,”

K-pop fans can find a queer pleasure

even in a heterosexual narrative. If queering a text is open to the spectator, it should be
also possible for performers to queer their performances or themselves in the show.
Whether a show is manufactured to elicit heterosexual narratives, a performer can reflect
and enjoy a fictional queer narrative onstage, which will be discussed in the next chapter.

Conclusion
VIXX’s presentational performance presents feminine masquerade as parody, and
evokes humor through exaggerative and fictional role-plays. Infinite’s show is a
representational form of gender performance through sincere masquerade that evokes
homoeroticism based on verisimilitude. They consciously or unconsciously mix the
spectacular theatricality with authenticity, which provides a believability that the couple
might exist in reality. “Hegemonic masculinity is considered as ‘power’ in one context
may be seen as ‘impotence/powerlessness’ in another.”

343

Male heteronormativity and

following authority become vulnerable, if a man fails to perform a dominant male role
and image constructed by its own power, heteronormativity. Their vulnerability
originates from the power they have. Like Korean Mask Dance, K-pop male performers
freely put on “masks” so that their hegemonic masculinity would not be marked with
homosexuality. Interestingly, masking that enables male passing leaves room for
homoeroticism, perhaps unintentionally, due to performers’ androgynous incarnation as
well as sincere effort onstage. Thus, Korean masculinity becomes vulnerable due to the
341 Nally, “Grrrly Hurly Burly,” 638.
342 Alexander Doty, Making Things Perfectly Queer: Interpreting Mass Culture (Minneapolis: University
of Minnesota Press, 1993), xii.
343 Sea-ling, “Assuming Manhood,” 44.
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power Korean men have; the unlimited male passing eventually undermines heterosexual
gender norms and sexuality.
Men dressed as women, or vice versa, cannot be unassumingly innovative simply
because they enact the opposite gender, for this action still relies on and repeats the
male/female binary. Gender performance indeed can be activism if one is able to freely
cross gender categories and blur lines on gender identities. Once an actor traverses the
dichotomy of masculinity and femininity, not just through physicality but also through
subjectivity, one can experience the liminal status of gender fluidity as a way of
achieving freedom: doing multiple genders, which is so diverse that resists theorization
into one category. As a sign of multicultural mutant Koreanness, K-pop male performers
combine exterior physicality/interior subjectivity, femininity/masculinity,
presentational/representational, heterosexuality/homosexuality, and
theatricality/authenticity. These fluid identities operate within, and serve the K-popscape;
ideologies are freely exchanged and reshaped through a transnational media flow with a
marketable stragegy.
In a local context, although such liminal performance of masculinity is a sign of
hegemonic Korean masculinity, in a global context, it can be a tool to challenge another
hegemonic masculinity – white masculinity. This liminal masculinity provides an
alternative experience to Western female audiences – a narrative that would not be
possible within the structure of normative white masculinity. The next chapter will
discuss how the liminal masculinity in K-pop provides Western female fans with a space
where they freely explore various sexual orientations and gender identities and construct
a liminal identity, like their K-pop boys.
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Chapter Four
Queering Spectatorship:
Androgyny and Western Female Fandom
With romantic background music, a male dancer rips his shirt apart. Inside of the
shirt, he wears a white-cropped strappy vest that barely covers his nipples. This feminine,
decorative vest stands out against his tanned muscular body. Opening his thighs widely,
he gradually bends his knees. As he descends to the floor, he continues circling his waist,
placing his hands on his side. His body wave is enormously delicate and flexible. He
undulates his glossy and muscular shirtless chest, as if hula-hooping in a sensual way,
until his knees reach the floor. He grimaces and looks down to the side in a sexual way.
In an instant, he submerges himself in waves of silky, fragile fabric, projecting a sense of
intimacy, excessiveness and, at the same time, vulnerability. The flexible and supple
movements of his bare chest evoke romance and sensual tension, positioning his body as
a sexual object.
I draw the scene from a K-pop fan-made compilation video entitled “Kpop – Sexy
Male Dances Compilation.” The original source is K-pop male singer Rain’s live
performance of his song titled “Love Song.” The compilation video consists of sensual
dance moves of K-pop male singers, while fans’ comments on the video thread contain
sexual connotations: ‘I was watching this with my friend and she said I looked
creepy/perverted..... It's true’ (ID: crystal han***), ‘Wow...Goodbye ovaries ... O.O’ (ID:
Bella***). The fans not only enjoy the sensual male dancing bodies but also support each
other and build close rapport with other fans: ‘I can't stop watching this. You did an
excellent job coordinating the moves with the song. I am literally smiling ear to ear thru
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the whole thing.. Thank you!’ (ID:Dejah ***). How and why do female fans splice and
edit original materials and purposely include blatant sensual moves of K-pop male idols?
Why do these fans enthusiastically communicate with each other, feeling elated,
overjoyed, and leaving supportive comments to each other’s posts? What does the fans’
attachment to K-pop male sexuality mean for female agency? This chapter attempts to
answer to these questions as a means of queering female desire, fantasy, and
spectatorship, which are often limited to the hetero and homosexual binary.
Throughout, I explore queer desire surrounding androgynous male dancers in Kpop and examine the subversive nature of Western female fandom consumption of K-pop
male dancing bodies. By offering close readings of fan-made K-pop compilation videos
and analyzing fans’ comments on YouTube, I further my discussion of how K-pop male
idols’ androgyny provides a space for queering masculinity. Specifically, I examine how
female viewers use liminal masculinity in K-pop as a way of exploring alternative sexual
identities, which they call “pervy” desire, and feminize and homoeroticize Korean male
dancing bodies through video editing. Through video editing, fans “choreograph” their
desire by fetishizing specific body parts and movements, transforming homosociality to
homoeroticism, thereby repositioning themselves as the subjects of gaze. Through active
engagement online, fans transform their statuses from spectators to performers who
actively enact alternative sexualities and gender roles in a public space. I further argue
that, although the fans’ challenge of dominant masculinity can be feminist, some of them
exoticize Korean male dancers to take on a dominant position, which could reflect the
colonial gaze of Othering Asian and Asian Americans.
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Previous works on K-pop include K-pop fandom and fans’ identity formation in
Asia. This scholarship addresses how fans reshape their gendered identities in online fan
culture through active consumptions of K-pop music, styles, and performances, such as
homosexual communities’ engagement in K-pop cover dance.
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These studies, however,

fail to examine the significance of physicality, and pay less attention to Western female
fandom. Moreover, even though some of the existing scholarship deals with the body
345

types and movements of K-pop performers,

it lacks close readings of dance movement

qualities that embody complex layers of gender performativity. Susan Kattwinkel
demonstrated in her book Audience Participation: Essays on Inclusion in Performance,
the audience does not passively appreciate performance; they actively perform their roles
and intervine the meaning of performance, reflecting and/or reconstructing their
identities.
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In performance, dancers’ physicality is one of major elements that shape the

audience’s experience and their potential identity performance. Hence, this chapter opens
up a dialogue between two realms: K-pop fandom and K-pop dance. It interrogates the
ways in which K-pop male performers’ gender fluidity influences Western female fans’
perspectives on gender and sexuality.
I mainly focus on six fan-made compilation videos released from 2011 to 2013 as
347

the main study objects. All of the creators are female except one.

The title of each

344 In K-pop cover dance, performers dance to other K-pop singers’ music. They do the same
choreographies and movements playing the original songs, and do not sing. Men often do K-pop girl
groups’ songs, and vice versa. See Käng, “Being Fabulous”; Liew Kai Khiun, ‘K-pop Dance Trackers and
Cover dancers.’ The Korean Wave: Korean Media Go Global, 2013, 165-182.
345 Epstein, “Multiple Exposure”; Jung, Korean Masculinities; Leung, “Catching the K-Pop Wave.”
346 Susan Kattwinkel, ed., Audience Participation: Essays on Inclusion in Performance. No. 101
(Westport, Conn.: Praeger, 2003).
347 They are some of the most-watched videos among K-pop compilation videos made by Western female
fans. Among the videos, one is created by a male fan who seemingly has a different sexual orientation from
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video explicitly implies sexual connotations, such as “Sexy Kpop Boys” or “Kpop Boys
Kill Us with Their Sexy Bodies.” These videos consist of short clips and pictures of Kpop male performers. A scene or a picture in the videos generally does not run more than
three to five seconds, and video generally last for three to six minutes. The creators
synthesize various dancing and acting materials, drawing sources from K-pop music
videos, concerts, entertainment shows, TV dramas, paparazzi photos, advertisements, and
magazines. These videos feature mainstream K-pop male performers, such as EXO,
SHINee, Rain, Super Junior, Big Bang, 2PM, Beast, and Ukiss, as well as other popular
boy singers and bands.
In addition to employing descriptive analysis of bodies and movement, I also
employ online ethnography. The Internet plays a major role in circulating K-pop globally,
for the online space is “an avenue for organization of transnational consumption of pop
culture.”
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The role of the Internet is particularly important, for females use the Internet

to explore their own identity through the interactions with peers and display their voice
through online fan activities.
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As a means to research female desire vis-a-vis

transnational consumption of the androgynous male body, I regularly visited fan-made
videos on You Tube pages from September 2013 to November 2014. I observed fans’
comments and examined the ways they reacted to each other and communicated with

a heterosexual perspective. This research intentionally includes his video because (1) it presents a
feminized perspective that similarly sexualizes the K-pop boys as the other female vidders do; (2) the
creator has released similar fan-made compilation videos on K-pop male singers, and actively engage in Kpop fandom that mostly driven by female fans; (3) in the comments thread on his video, most of
commenters are female, and the female fans’ engagement resembles the practice in K-pop female fan
community. By including his work, this article aims to open up a question to homosexual fans in K-pop for
a future research subject.
348 Marinescu and Balica, "Korean Cultural Products.”
349 See Sharon R. Mazzarella, ed. Girl Wide Web 2.0: Revisiting Girls, the Internet, and the
Negotiation of Identity. Vol. 9, (Peter Lang, 2010).
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performers in online communities.
In this chapter, K-pop fans primarily refer to Western female fans. Fans’ linguistic
and geographical belongings as well as sexual orientation inform the definition. In other
words, this chapter identifies Western K-pop female fans as viewers (1) who tend to have
heterosexual orientation at least in a public space, (2) who use English most frequently,
but also have ability to understand Korean

350

(3) and who likely live in countries in the

West, or in a society under the influence of Western culture. I collected data and
information about the fans by looking at each individual’s pages and comments they had
made. This includes fans’ profiles, pictures, names (or ID), and the languages they use.
For additional information, I also looked at their recent activity posts on YouTube, such
as subscriptions, comments they have made, and videos they have created, posted, and
liked, which implicitly reveal their sexual orientations or personal preferences/tastes.
When it comes to profile pictures, however, the majority of the commenters use K-pop
boys’ portraits. While this affirms their status as K-pop fans, it limits access to fans’
physical traits that could provide indirect information about their personal identities, e.g.
race, ethnicity, or sexual orientation. Thus, the term, Western K-pop female fans are
loosely defined due to the ambiguity of information gathered online. For example, I
cannot be sure whether the fans are of African, African American, Caucasian, Native
Indian, Hispanic, Latino, Asian, and/or Asian American descent. English speakers in this
context encompass diverse racial and ethnic groups and population. Also, the fans’
350 Western K-pop fans are eager to learn Korean language to understand K-pop and Korean pop culture
without English subtitles. A private tutor teaching Korean said, “They’re just so willing to learn the
language in order to do this, in order to be able to connect with what their favorite pop star is saying, or to
be able to watch ‘Secret Garden’ [a popular K-drama] without the subtitles.” See: “K-pop has American
Fans Learning Korean,” Culture Collision,
http://culturecollision.journalism.cuny.edu/2012/12/05/k-pop-has-american-fans-learning-korean/ (accessed
December 5, 2012).
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heterosexuality cannot be guaranteed.
K-pop fans’ engagement in making K-pop compilation videos resembles vidding.
Vidding is a fan-made art form made through editing, which creates music videos using
the footages gathered from various visual sources. According to Francesca Coppa (2008),
the term “vidding” refers to “a form of grassroots filmmaking in which clips from
television shows and movies are set to music,” and the outcome is called a “vid.”
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The

creators of such materials are called “vidders” who identify as “fans of the [original]
visual source[s].”352 Vidders take some materials from original sources and voluntarily
remix and edit them employing various audiovisual effects to create a new narrative,
often a romantic story between characters, that is different from the original clips. For
Coppa, Star Trek fandom is one of the examples of vidding in which female fans edit
footage and create new narratives surrounding the main character Spock. The creators of
K-pop compilation videos do not call their practices and videos vidding or vids. Yet the
ways the fans engage in editing and creating a particular type of video resonates with
vidding, as one of the main purposes of their activity is to create a new meaning and
narrative by modifying original sources that they love. This chapter, thus, uses the terms,
vidding, vidders, and vids to describe K-pop fans’ active involvement in video editing.
K-pop fandom and fan-groups are key elements that sustain and spread Korean
353

pop culture worldwide.

Two terms have been used to refer to K-pop fans: K-pop

Fangirl and K-pop Fanboy. Nevertheless, it is widely known that K-pop fans across the

351 Francesca Coppa, “Women, ‘Star Trek,’ and the Early Development of Fannish
Vidding,” Transformative Works and Cultures,
http://journal.transformativeworks.org/index.php/twc/article/viewArticle/44 (accessed January 27, 2014).
352 Ibid.
353 Hannah N. Bergen, "Understanding Korean Society through Popular Music," Situations 5 (2011).
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world are predominantly females.

354

K-pop female fans’ engagement is more visible and

active than those of male fans. Urban Dictionary, a US-based web dictionary, gives a
humorous comparison on these terms. It notes:
Kpop Fangirls are little creatures who scream like animals at concerts for their
male idols that they love and are too blinded to consider lusting about anything
else. They constantly dream about this dream man and being their wife, and write
355
extremely interesting fanfictions.
In contrast, Urban Dictionary gives a simple definition of K-pop Fanboy as those who are
“going through stages of puberty who enjoy kpop for the hot girls.” The definition,
however, mocks female’s active engagement in their fan activities and makes fun of
public expressions of female desire. Nevertheless, the definition is useful, for it provides
evidence of K-pop fans’ high level of engagement. In this definition, male fans are
defined as average boys who simply enjoy watching a “sexy” female celebrity without a
strong emotional attachment. In contrast, female fans are described as being more
enthusiastically immersed in their fan activities. In fact, female fans do build personal
and fictional narratives with their male idols, e.g. calling them “my husband” or oppa.
K-pop female fandom is unique in terms of the fans’ wholehearted engagement
with the stars thorough online and offline activities. They are avid consumers who not
only listen to K-pop music and buy K-pop albums but also willingly travel overseas to
see K-pop concerts, devoting themselves to all possible fan activities. These include
watching programs in which the stars appear (talk shows, TV dramas, and films),

354 See sources in www.allkpop.com. Allkpop is Allkpop is one of the most influencial and biggiest
Korean pop blog in US launched in 2007.
355 “Kpop Fan,” Urban Dictionary, http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=kpop+fan
(accessed March 27, 2015).
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providing free English subtitles of the shows for the sake of Western viewers,

356

organizing K-pop flash mobs in their home countries, participating in K-pop dance
competitions overseas, posting reaction videos to newly released K-pop music videos,
and even getting tattoos about K-pop stars whom they love.

357

Sexualizing the Male Dancing Body and Consuming Liminal Masculinity
As discussed in the previous chapter, heterosexual white men are typically
358

depicted as ideal symbols of assertive power and male dominance.

Some popular or

sub-cultural practices represent masculinities that do not fall into the category of
normative white masculinity. These include male images in heavy metal, grunge, hippie
fashion and culture, or drag shows. Such androgynous masculinities, however, are
considered deviant compared to the typical image of straight white masculinity.
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In this

structure, women’s choices are limited when viewing and consuming masculinity
represented in the mainstream media content.
In US mainstream media, men barely dance, as it would be associated with
360

homosexuality based on the assumption that “real men do not dance.”

Male bodies

356 These fans can include Korean and/or Korean American, but not limited to because some K-pop fans
learn and thus speak in Korean.
357 Eleni Choephel, “8 Reasons K-Pop Fans Are The Most Passionate Of All Fans:
You Think Beliebers and Directioners Are Passionate? Have You Met a Shawol? A B2uty? Or a VIP?,”
http://www.buzzfeed.com/etchoeph/8-reasons-why-k-pop-fans-are-the-most-passionate-cdjj (accessed 2
January, 2014).
358 See Nick Trujillo, “Hegemonic Masculinity on the Mound: Media Representations of
Nolan Ryan and American Sports Culture,” Critical Studies in Media Communication 8, no. 3 (1991): 290308; Pierre W. Orelus, The Agony of Masculinity: Race, Gender, and Education in the Age of New Racism
and Patriarchy (New York: Peter Lang, 2010).
359 Connell, R., Masculinities.
360 Maxine Leeds Craig, Sorry I Don't Dance: Why Men Refuse to Move (Oxford
University Press, 2013), 213.
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should reflect a modality of erectness, rigidness or stubbornness, for flexibility, softness
and curviness are connected to effeminacy. According to David Gere, ‘if you talk too
much, if you feel too much, if you enjoy the aesthetics of too much,” this is inappropriate
for men. Exaggerated movements characterized by “effulgent, rich, creamy, [and]
excessive”
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qualities and gestures, such as the flinging of a wrist, are physical signs of

effeminacy. Due to the stigmatization on the excessiveness of the male body in motion,
male dancers have often been accused of homosexuality.

362

As demonstrated in chapter

three, hegemonic white masculinity is secured by heterosexuality or through the act of
homophobia; accordingly, it does not allow for heterosexual masculinity that is
363

effeminate.

Despite the increasing visibility of LGBTQ communities and ongoing efforts to
diminish discrimination based on sexual orientation, homosexual identity in media is
stereotyped. For example, effeminate characters such as the drag queen contestants in Ru
Paul’s Drag Race would never be perceived as heterosexual, even if the performers were
actually straight. Such physical signs, including exaggerated motions, costumes, voices,
or make-up, are already marked with homosexuality, and thus, cannot be compatible with
normative heterosexual masculinity.
Whereas men’s excessive movements are associated with homosexuality, dance
364

has been regarded as a feminized art form in Western culture.

The female dancing

361 David Gere, “29 Effeminate Gesture: Choreographer Joe Goode and the Heroism
of Effeminacy,” Dancing Desires: Choreographing Sexualities On and Off the Stage, ed., Jane C. Desmond
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2001), 326.
362 See Ramsay Burt, The Male Dancer: Bodies, Spectacle, Sexualities (London; New
York: Routledge, 1995).
363See Connell, “Understanding Men,”; Kimmel, Manhood in America.
364 Banes, Dancing Women.
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body is differently stigmatized. Female dancers’ bodily virtuosity has been associated
with sexual expertise, and thus, promiscuity.

365

The dancing body in Western culture is

doubly marginalized; for women, it is a sign of promiscuity; for men, it is a symbol of
emasculinization or homosexuality.
K-pop performers, however, produce new meanings for the male dancing body.
The fan compilation video titled “Sexy Kpop Boys” consists of sensual dance moves of
K-pop male performers. In one moment, a K-pop male singer appears on the screen. He is
clad in black skinny pants with a black tank top, tying a black headscarf with jewels on it
around his head. He swiftly slides on the floor and moves toward a pole where he begins
a pole dance. He swings his legs in a circular motion next to the pole, and grasps the pole
by curling his legs. Lying on his back and having the dancing pole between his bended
knees, he holds the pole using his one hand and hangs from the pole precariously. He
then lifts up his pelvis while pushing against the floor using the other arm. Pushing his
pelvis up, he grasps the pole between his knees and tilts his head backward, as if he is
indulging in erotic pleasure. He then stands up hanging from the pole at a 45-degree
angle, fully extends the other arm outward, and spins and smoothly twirls his body lightly
so that he appears off-balance. Moving away from the pole, he rips off his tank top and
exposes his muscular chest. His virile gesture at the end seems to be a recovery of his
masculinity; his sensual pole dancing is not a feminine act but an outcome of his
masculine sexual impulse.
In this compilation video, the K-pop male singers challenge the notion that real

365 Angela McRobbie, “Dance Narratives and Fantasies of Achievement,” Meaning
in Motion: New Cultural Studies of Dance, ed., Jane Desmond (Duke University
Press, 1997), 211-212.
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men do not dance. The performers offer richly textured and expressive movement
qualities. As the performers are highly trained dancers, their bodies and motions are
remarkably virtuosic: strong, energetic, brawny, taut, but simultaneously, expressive,
elastic, flexible, lithe, and delicate. Their bodies are muscular, but, at the same time, slim,
tiny and young looking with innocent faces. Whereas the former characteristics are
associated with conventional masculinity, the latter is often connected to femininity or
homosexuality.
K-pop female fans, however, actively embrace such male dancing bodies and
destigmatize the notion of men dancing. The female fans create a new narrative by
juxtaposing male dancers’ bodily artistry with sexual superiority. K-pop fan vids
predominately focus on pelvic thrusting, crotch grabbing, and bare-chested body waving
that explicitly contain sexual connotations. While two of the former are associated with a
male’s sexual organ, the latter signifies the body part of emblematic male sexuality. In
the video titled “Kpop – Sexy Male Dances Compilation” clips mostly consist of scenes
taken from K-pop boys pelvic thrust movements. The background sound is K-pop boy
group Ukiss “Te Amo,” seductive upbeat dance music. The camera angle moves from the
keyhole through which a girl peeps to the K-pop boy idols. A man smoothly caresses his
body from the nape of his neck to the erogenous zone around his pelvis, pointing down
his fingertips and positioning his hand on top of his crotch. While touching his body, he
constantly undulates and rolls his upper body with an inward gaze, as if somebody is
caressing him, or doing it himself for self-pleasure and stimulation. Because of his
inward gaze, the scene seems to reveal a private moment of sexual arousal. Next a
member from the K-pop boy band Boyfriend lies on the floor. He bends his knees and
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keeps pushing up his pelvis rapidly with spinal undulations. He wiggles like a worm on
his back—his pelvic thrusting drives his entire body and generates momentum. In the
next scene, Jang Woo Young, a member of the boy band 2PM, faces front and kneels
down. Revealing his bare chest, he libidinously thrusts his crotch forward while
aggressively pushing down his elbows, bouncing his whole body.
The female fans not only fetishize the male pelvis but also other body parts. The
vidders idealize K-pop performers torsos, making a seemingly incompatible juxtaposition
between brawny masculinity and boyish innocence. The compilation video entitled
“Kpop Boys Kill Us with Their Sexy Bodies” starts with an eye-catching picture of a
young K-pop boy whose face is extremely white and polished; he stares at the camera
deeply. The background sound is upbeat dance pop music. The photographs in the video
predominantly depict shirtless K-pop male dancers. The boys often look vulnerable
because of their young looking and androgynous faces. Their feminine facial features
contrast with their taut muscular bodies that are generally more tanned than their white
faces. A series of spliced video clips continue and display a successive choreography of
body waves from various K-pop male dancers who bare, ripple, and roll their chests.
Some of them pull up their tank tops while dancing, revealing taut, oily, sweating chests
and abdomens.
The predominant movements the fans include in their videos are pelvic thrusting
and chest rolls, which emblematize conventional phallocentric masculinity. Other vids
display a male body part that hardly sexualized in the mainstream culture – male lips. In
the compilation video titled “KPOP Abs, Thrust & Lip Action,” the creator collects clips
and pictures from K-pop male singers’ lip movements. With seductive pop music in the
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background, the video begins with a couple of short clips in which boys lick their lips.
Some K-pop boys pass their tongues over a fork, and others lick a slice of ice or ice
cream. For example, in a scene pulled from a Baskin-Robbins advertisement, a K-pop
singer looks at the camera with a sweet smile on his face and then smoothly licks an ice
cream cone. Some pictures include males who bite their lips during an interview or when
making a mistake. Female oral movements have been sexualized for the male gaze,
which are often designed to conjure up oral sex and represent labia.

K-pop female fans’

fixation with male lips, such as biting, licking, touching their lips, and sucking an object,
suggests a gender-reversed sexualization.
For the female fans, the male dancing body in K-pop does not signal effeminacy
or emasculinization, but rather demonstrates how they find K-pop male dancing bodies as
sexually appealing. On the comment threads, fans often say that they want to go to Korea,
or be Korean, to see the men. In the comment thread of the “KPOP Abs, Thrust & Lip”
video, female fans noted: “girls, go to korea and find a bf with sexy abs =)” (grozz***),
“I just want a Korean to love me. Specifically anyone from Bigbang, Super Junior,
SHINee, […] or any of the bands I obsess over” (Daena Richard***). Through vidding,
female fans legitimatize the notion of men dancing and frame male dancing bodies as
sensually and aesthetically desirable.
In addition, female fans reposition their roles through the consumption of K-pop
male dancers. In Western patriarchy, there has been a long-standing dichotomy: a female
366

as a sexually displayed object versus a male as a spectator.

While men take the

positions of the spectators, women and their bodies have been not just been sexualized

366 Case, Feminism.
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but also racialized as a source of male desire.
dynamics in gender relations.

368

367

The gaze reflects such unequal power

In media representation, a male actor uses a direct gaze

to the audience, whereas a heroine often adopts an indirect gaze, positioning herself as a
displayed object by internalizing the status of “being-at-look-at-ness.”

369

The fans use K-pop dancers’ display of their bodies as a ways of deviating from
conventional power dynamics: a masculine gaze versus feminized corporeal object. The
video “Kpop – Sexy Male Dances Compilation” starts with a girl who peeps through a
keyhole, which implies that the vidder assumes that females are the primary spectators,
thereby valuing females’ gaze which could be voyeuristic. In the next scene, members of
the boy group Double A appears. They bend one knee and slide, sweeping their right
shins on the floor. As the other folded knee remains slightly opened to the left, their
bodies lean to the right supported by their right hands against the floor. Opening both of
their knees to the sides on the floor, they bounce and thrust their pelvis upward
repeatedly. While doing such sensual moves, they look down and never look at the
camera. The next clip contains a music video of the K-pop boy band U-kiss. The
members tilt their heads diagonally, and stand at an angle facing away from the camera.
The members are clad in tight red police-influenced uniforms with glistening gold braids.
Gathering their legs and feet closely, they lean their torsos backward. They tilt their heads
and stick out their pelvises and sensually thrust their crotches toward their hands that is
positioned on their front. Their faces are turned toward the audience, but their gaze is
looking down when they move.
367 Ibid.
368 Barbara L. Fredrickson, and Tomi‐Ann Roberts, “Objectification Theory,” Psychology of Women
Quarterly 21, no. 2 (1997): 173-206.
369 Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure,” 11.
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In addition to this indirect gaze, the dancers display a sense of male vulnerability.
In the compilation video entitled “Perving On K-Pop Part 2” set to clubish hip hop dance
music, Hyunseung, from the boy group Beast, appears. He is clad in black leather-like
pants with his wet chest bare. His body is so slim that it suggests an immature adolescent
boy. Despite his skinny body, his dance movements are richly sensual. After taking off
his shirt, he bends his elbows, putting them together in front of his face. He then throws
back both arms extending his chest. Lifting his arms up softly with supple and soft arm
gestures, he delicately undulates his upper body in an elastic way, while looking down to
the side. Under dim blue light, his body is sweaty, and he almost closes his eyes during
the move. His astonishingly flexible, sensitive, and lascivious dance movements along
with his self-indulgent facial expression suggest erotic sensation and provocation and
evoke a sense of vulnerability. He candidly reveals his emotional status and bodily
sensation and willingly displays his body for the female gaze. In the next scene, a
member of Super Junior holds a stand microphone. His bare chest is hyper-visible and, at
the same time, looks vulnerable, for the rest of his body parts are covered; he puts on
black skinny pants with shiny belt accessories and sparkling white leather gloves. While
he is singing, female backs up dancers clad in sensual black leather costumes caress his
body. He reacts passively to their touch—he does not return their caresses and simply
stares at their faces. Once the ladies disappear, he does hip circles, rolling his buttocks
backward in a curvaceous manner. His one hand holds the stand microphone, and the
other arm is loosely draped to the side. While sensually whirling his hips, he also turns
his head and looks away.
The indirect gaze of the male performers along with intimate emotional exposure
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allows female viewers to switch their roles from sexualized objects to the subject of gaze.
In these videos, the performers persistently use indirect gaze when executing sensual
movements. When doing sexual movements, such as the body wave or hip circling, they
do not directly look at the audience. When executing sensory movements, such as crotch
grabs, rippling their chest muscles, and caressing their bodies, many of the performers’
eyes are often half-closed. The dancers also look down to the side, avoiding a direct eye
contact with the camera. They also bite their lips or knit their brows, as if they are feeling
“too much” in those movements. Their inward gaze coupled with sweaty dancing bodies
and visceral moves titillate the audience, for their bodily expressions implicitly resonate
with an intimate moment of sexual excitement.
In conjunction with feminine characteristics, K-pop male singers exhibit girlish
behaviors as well. In the compilation video entitled “Kpop Boys Kill Us With Their Sexy
Bodies,” Key, a member of SHINee, wears a pink top with fringe and does a cover dance
of a K-pop girl group song. He coquettishly flicks, jiggles and shimmies his shoulders
with a flirtatious and charming smile, winking and slightly tilting his head backwards,
while one of his arm is akimbo and the other hand is on his chin. Since his juicy bodily
motions are endearing and engrossing in a conventional feminine sense, his cross-gender
performance looks organic and barely creates a visual discrepancy. In their performances,
K-pop boys often look submissive because they mimic girlish and child-like attitudes.
The goal of these performances, however, is not to pretend to be women or homosexual.
Such representation of male femininity aims to amuse and please female fans by
embodying feminine and girlish gestures and movements. Perhaps, the girlishness could
entertain female fans by eliciting commonality and connections to women. Nevertheless,
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this enactment of girlishness is not necessarily perceived as a presentational acting, or an
exaggerated artificial effort to pass gender. Due to their androgynous physicality in
nature, their feminine behaviors create a great harmony with their bodies, and make their
expressions seamless and organic. K-pop male dancers appeal to the female audience not
thought their inner (feminine) personae or acting, but through their androgynous
appearance and physicality.

Vidding: “Perving” on K-pop, Creating Dialogue, Re-Choreographing Desire
The meaning of performance is not intrinsic, but is informed by the viewer’s
reading process depending on how she/he decodes the text. The audience can find queer
pleasure even in a heterosexual narrative, enjoys queer pleasure, not knowing that she/he
is queering the original content. Coppa (2008) argued that the audience “reads and enjoy
queerly, whether they would call it this [queer] or not.”

370

For Coppa, vidders are

predominantly females whose perspectives have often been underrepresented. Fan-made
videos and vidding offer women a site where they create a product that fits their personal
taste. As vidding allows women separate nuances of original narratives and themes,
vidders reflect their own agency against the male-dominated mainstream culture through
their vids. This method is particularly used to create alternative perspectives on gender
and sexuality, especially for those women whose perspectives have been marginalized in
the mainstream media.
Female vidders create a new narrative by editing and splicing original sources. In
the compilation videos, the female creators insert new background music, most of which

370 Doty, Making Things, 44.
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are upbeat catchy dance music or seductive sounds. For vidders, “music is used as an
interpretive lens to help the viewer to see the source text differently.”

371

By adding

seductive sounds over the images, the vidders add romantic or sensual nuances and
subtexts in the scenes, some of which would not exist in original contexts. They also edit
the camera angle so that it can “move” on the male body and provides liveness to the
mediatized corporeality.

The camera angle closes in and sweeps over the dancers’

naked torsos from their lower abdomens to their faces, stops, and zooms in on specific
parts of the male bodies, such as a torso, pelvis, and lips. The creators may slow down the
speed when they zoom in on specific body parts so that it further intensifies the
corporeality or even sensuality of the male bodies.
Moreover, the users create new narratives on performers’ facial expressions by
modifying speed. The vidders slow down images such as when the performers eyes are
half-closed looking down at the camera, or when they look at some objects they eat,
while lifting their chins. Their mouths are half-opened, and their tongues slightly stick
out from between their teeth. Since some male celebrities put on eye shadow, when the
scene becomes slower, the performers’ down gaze and eyes are intensified and look more
seductive and feminine. The fans also repeat particular scenes. Although pelvic moves do
not run more than a few seconds in its original choreography or music video, the vidders
extend the scenes by repeating the movements multiple times. By collecting pelvic
thrusting moves from different performances and putting them together in one video, the
fans re-choreograph the dance pieces. They create a new action sequence with a series of
clips and images that resonates with sexual behaviors. By doing so, the vidders remake

371 Coppa, “Women.”
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performance sources for their own pleasure. Their enactment is not just about video
editing. It is about re-choreographing their desire in a mediatized, fictional space to
reclaim their voices.
K-pop fans actively engage in queering their male idols by creating fan fictions or
homoerotic vidding materials despite heterosexual lyrics and the public personae of the
stars. Here, as Ji-eun Lee argues, "In spite of its own subversive aspect, fanfic text in
which the detailed depiction of sexual practices becomes a textual convention [that]
372

makes homosexuality an easily consumerable code."

Watching a live body onstage

differs from viewing these videos on line. This embodiment in theatre allows the fans to
actually experience homoeroticism, and not simply imagine it.
Through vidding, Fans create an entirely different atmosphere from its original
source, adding homoerotic connotations. In the compilation video “KPOP Abs, Thrust &
Lip Action,” a K-pop singer is asked to eat a banana. One of the show hosts feeds him,
and he gently sucks the banana. The original show from which the clip was taken was
aired on a heath television show. The original episode is titled “mysteries of the stomach”
in Korean. There are also Korean subtitles such as “how does food look like in the human
373

body?” or “Let’s do some experiments with a banana that is easy to digest.”

Despite

the original source that is hardly sexualized, the vidder creates a new narrative by
eliminating the original context. The creator slows down the scene when he eats the
banana and adds a seductive sound. With the modified speed and the new background
music, the scene transforms his pedestrian action into a something that evokes sexual
tension. Indeed, a female fan sighed humorously: “those bananas ...”(Kida R*** ). It
372 Lee, “Beyond Pain,” 63.
373 I translate Korean subtitles.
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seem to present a male performer engaging in oral sex, which would signify queer
relationship of men. It is quite obvious that majority of Western audiences are unable to
read the Korean subtitles, unless the creator provides English subtitle of the show. For
female fans, vidding is a way of expressing their desire. A female eating a banana is
likely driven by male sexual fantasies, but it is unusual to see a depiction that sexualizes
men’s lip movements. By excluding the context of the show and resituating it, the vidder
provides a space where female fans create new narratives and imaginations surrounding
the performers’ physicality.
Close physical contacts among K-pop boys also provide a source for female
viewers. As discussed in previsou chapter, K-pop male dancers often engage in intimate
physical contact with each other. The close male bonding expected in K-pop industry
allows for close kinship often expressed through such interactions as tapping each other’s
shoulder and hugging. Intimate physical contact among K-pop male performers do not
always have homoerotic meaning in Korea. Korean culture often emphasizes brotherhood
and prioritizes a group over the individual. The remnants of Confucianism and
374

militarization are responsibile for forced homosociality.

In Confucianism, men are

considered as the heads of household, and the nation’s root. This idea lies at the center of
paternalism sustained by the male bond. Military culture in Korea also supports the male
bond, as the culture is based upon patriarchal male dominance. K-pop agents also value
homosociality and group bonding under the name of teamwork. Due to the harsh, longsustained trainee system in the K-pop industry, K-pop singers in a group live and spend
time together not only in the studio but also in their daily lives. Building rapport and

374 Moon, Militarized Modernity.
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developing intimate relationships among peers is a prerequisite to make a good
performance. For instance, in the second episode of “WHO IS NEXT: WIN,” a survival
battle program made by YG Entertainment, one team fails because of the lack of
teamwork among team members. As a penalty, they are asked to go to camp training and
learn how to row a boat in river rapids. Western female fans often title their videos
portraying homoerotic moments and close physical contacts between K-pop boys as a
“K-pop Fan Service.” This means the fans recognize that it is a service by the idols who
playfully perform homoeroticism for the sake of entertainment. Despite the K-pop
industry’s promotion of heterosexuality, Western female fans create what they want to
see.
The fans call the expression of friendship or physical contact among K-pop boys
as “bromance.” “Bromance” originates from an ordinary moment in daily life, including
expressions of close friendship or homosociality. In the video “KPOP couples Boys +
Boys [hug and kiss],” the majority of the collected images are pictures taken backstage.
In a clip, a boy pats the other member’s butt before going up to the stage. Though it could
be a sign of encouragement and friendship, the romantic sound applied by the creator
creates another subtext in the image. Elsewhere in the video, a clips focuses on a shot of a
K-pop boy who sneaks up behind other group member’s and hits them on the buttocks
while they are standing onstage in front of the audience. In the next scene, a K-pop boy
bands win a music award. As a member cries with extreme joy, another member in the
group soothes him and wipes his tears and gives an affectionate hug. There is also a boy
who exuberantly jumps into another member’s arms, wraps his legs around him, and
rides on his back. Fans not only include backstage photos and videos but also snapshots
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taken at the performers’ private spaces that focus on cuddling or hugging. In one clip,
two K-pop idols wearing pajamas playfully wrestle on the bed. A boy snuggles his head
into another member’s shoulder with a sweet smile. They casually touch each other’s
bodies seemingly, without any sexual tension, and their limbs are loosely intertwined. In
another image, K-pop boys are sleeping together, with one man spooning the other. Fan
vidders transform homosocial moments into homoerotic ones.
The female fans thus re-purpose their source material, and use video editing as
well as music to create new, queer narratives that focus on K-pop boy couples. In the
video, “Dae Guk Nam Ah /D-NA Kissing Game,” the vidder collects materials from Kpop boys using their lips to play a kissing game. As the game proceeds and time runs out,
they often bump their lips against each other by mistake. If it is hard to grasp a piece of
paper from the other’s mouth, they often unconsciously tilt their heads and hold the
partner’s shoulders tightly, getting closer to one another, to catch the paper at the right
angle. Although female couples and female/male couples also play the game, the creator
includes only select videos from male-male partnerings. Fans queer their desire: although
the vids could be understood to represent female heterosexual desire for male objects, the
vids re-contextualize these bodies and the performers’ interactions, and thus, represent
desire for androgynous male bodies engaged in homoerotic actions.
Through their compilation videos, female fans fully enjoy what they refer to as
“perverted,” or guilty pleasures in the fictional space they create. Fans noted that these
videos are “deviant” and make the viewers “pervy.” A female viewer wrote, “[…]
Seriously...some of them would have made fine strippers... =P I'm such a perv...oh
god...K-Pop what have you done to me...” (ID: Merisa Chan***). Their use of “pervert”
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is particularly interesting, for the word is often used to describe a man who possesses
inappropriate sexual desires. Given the negative connotations of the term, it signifies that
the fans are aware that they are not supposed to find these “pervy” performances

– done

by young looking dancers – appealing. The point is unlikely the real ages of the singers.
K-pop idols are not that young actually. K-pop male idols’ ages, for example, are
generally between late teens to mid-thirties. But they often “look” younger even than
their fans. Certainly, some of fans are younger than the singers, as they call K-pop male
singers oppa, and the majority of K-pop fans are young girls.
Consuming youthful K-pop boys, female fans reverse the power dynamics. Age
reflects gendered power dynamics. Age and gender are intricately connected to each
other. It is not strange to see a media production that portrays a mature, older man with a
younger, childish woman as an ideal partner. Young age also implies sexual chastity.
Thus, age is not only a gendered topic but also justifies male dominance. In the
compilation videos, the dancers’ half-naked bodies are often very slim, tiny and nonmuscular. They often look vulnerable due to their adolescent body types and innocent
lookS accompanied by indirect gazeS. Not all K-pop idols are teenagers, but their bodies
and faces look much younger than facial features of an average Western man. The younglooking bodies with sensual motions offer an image of less normative masculinity
compared to that of mature, breadwinner image, which often associated with white
masculinity. The androgynous, young-looking male body in K-pop gives female
audiences visual satisfactions. A fan commented: “I so love Korean men [sic] bodies, no
hair, smooth…beautiful sexy, awesome...oh yea, they are all fine as hell. I'm moving my
black butt to Korea and open [sic] up a baby oil, chap stick business...just for men...”(ID:
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gwenpoo***). This reversed power dynamic explains how women might feel consuming
the image of pretty K-pop boys. The female fans are empowered, overjoyed, and visually
satisfied by watching pretty boys who willingly dance and exhibit their youthful bodies
for the audience.
K-pop female fans neither criticize the “deviant” gender representation of K-pop
male performers nor censor their “pervy” feelings. These fans use the term “pervy” not
only to refer to the performers’ but also their expression and desire for these men. Using
smile emoticons, exclamation points, and capitalizing their words, the fans rather reveal
that they are entertained by such “perverted” masculinity and enjoy non-normative male
images in K-pop. These fans destigmatize the term and recontextualize it in playful ways.
On the comment thread of “Kpop Boys Kill Us with Their Sexy Bodies,” fans wrote: “Ho
my god....... im feeling so pervert [sic] watching tha[t]!!^o^” (ID: plamoo***), “Omg this
is great~! So perverted i like it xD […] *perverted mind*” ( ID: Chloe Yo***), and
“Pervert things in my mind” (ID: luzarang***).
As a part of “pervy” activity, K-pop fans often explore masculine roles through a
fictional relationship with such young, pretty K-pop idols. In a reaction video, titled
“SHINee HELLO Music Video Review, Gender Stereotypes and Perceived Gayness,” a
female fan (ID: Linzer Din***) Din***), a white woman in her mid-twenties, cynically
asks why Western viewers, especially men, often confuse K-pop boy bands’ childish
expressions and androgynous appearance with gayness. Shrugging her shoulder with a
high-pitched girlish voice, she giggles and says that she likes Tamin, the youngest
member of the boy band SHINee, because he looks like a boy who would do whatever
she wants. Then, she acts as if she is speaking with Tamin. Grimacing her face, she
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commands with a low aggressive voice like a man. “Go young Tamin! Journey for the
kitchen […] when you return come with beer.” Tamin’s “flower boy” appearance – slim
and tiny body, a young looking face with polished skin and innocent smile – creates a
soft persona. His androgyny opens a space in which a woman can imagine a different
relationship with a man. The prettiness and youthfulness of Tamin creates, for this fan,
the fantasy that he would be more sensitive, friendly, and understand her more than
ordinary men, or be subordinate to or serve her. This female fan uses Tamin’s androgyny
as a chance to take on a dominant position in her fantasy relationship with him. She plays
a boyish role; she acts and speaks with a deep masculine voice when she commands him
to bring the beer. Nevertheless, Tamin is a heterosexual, at least that is his public
persona, and thus, can be available as a male partner in a fictional narrative.
The female fans’ attitudes to K-pop male stars’ sexual orientation is not
necessarily geared towards heterosexuality. In K-pop fandom, the point is not whether
fans want their stars to be homosexual or heterosexual. Fans imaginations in relation to
their K-pop stars go beyond homoeroticism. The fans do not simply limit their
imagination in the category of stereotypical gay image. Moreover, while some fans
defend their stars accused of being homosexual by Western viewers, other fans
enthusiastically create gay fanfictions and stories about K-pop male idols.
Like the sexuality and androgyny of the male stars themselves, the desires of
female fans are also liminal. Hegemonic white masculinity in Western society narrows
women’s choice; it allows women to become “ideal” white women or become a
375

racialized, hypersexulized exotic Other.

Appreciating liminal masculinity in K-pop,

375 See Sue-Ellen Case’s Feminism and Theatre, New York: Palgrave Macmillan. 2008, 97-98; Wong’s
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female fans want their stars to be heterosexual and homosexual, masculine and feminine,
so that they can reposition their roles across any of the preexisting gender categories and
“perform” multiple spectatorships. Through their fan vids, K-pop fans not only create
alternative narratives but also openly, actively, and playfully express desire and engage in
their own ways of finding sexual pleasure in a public space. Sharing their experiences,
the fans reposition themselves and challenge normative masculinity and gender
construction, and build a supportive community.
In the video description of “Kpop – Sexy Male Dances Compilation,” the creator
posted:
Okay, i [sic] wanted to make this video since a long time ago... Who wouldn't like
to do it? haha Anyway, I wasn’t able to put all videos I had. So, some singers
aren’t here as well... That means i'm [sic] going to make part 2 […].
On the comment thread, many viewers expressed how they appreciated her editing and
sharing the video. They wrote: “wow this is soo [sic] hot <3 thank you so much for
making this, you did an incredibly good job!” (ID: DSAelfc***), “excellent job x3” (ID:
Alel***), “Bless your heart for making this” (ID:alexiscas***), “Thanks again for the
eye-candy. :-)” (ID:Dejah Kingston-Har***). Other comments more directly express how
much the fans enjoyed the video, and some of the comments are written in humorous
ways: “I think my ovaries just exploded...” (ID:roy***), “I actually got a nose bleed [sic]
while watching this.... thank you”(Tatjana L***). Responding to such enthusiastic fan
support, the creator said on the thread that she would make the next version of the sexy
K-pop males dance compilation. The vidder participates in a creative dialogue with other
fans, freely conveying their opinions without censorship.

Choreographing and hooks’ Ain’t I A Woman.
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These female fans are not afraid of expressing their sexual desire through their
comments which explicitly state their sexual drive toward K-pop singers. Under the
video, “KPOP Abs, Thrust & Lip Action,” female fans wrote:
Hot damn, these Kpop men are walking, talking, singing porn!!!! Just looking at
this video makes me wanna have some naughty fantasies of them! (ID: Jana
Clevel***)
Damn, videos like this makes [sic] it really hard for me to claim I like kpop for
the music... Now excuse me while I go and take a long cold shower (ID:
Gund***)
It should be illegal for them to wear shirts!!! XD (ID: 516pop***)
Their comments reveal that K-pop dancers and their bodies sexually arouse female fans.
Some fans claim that they want to see these kinds of boys more, mentioning that the boys
are aesthetically and visually pleasing to their eyes. Others use more extreme, violent
language:
Is It [sic] wrong of me to want to rape them? I can’t control my urges because of
all the "KPOP Abs, Thrust & Lip Action". >///< (ID: Sandra Or***)
The use of the word “rape” demonstrates the complexity of these fan vids. It reveals not
only the fans’ fascination with, but also exoticization on these androgynous Asian men.
Such exoticization of K-pop male bodies can be rooted in the legacy of Orientalizing and
Othering Asian bodies in Western culture. Thus, although the female fans’ attempts to
challenge dominant ideas of (white) masculinity and celebrate female desire are feminist,
the ways they achieve these actions are problematic. Since not all Western female fans
are white (see the definition of Western female fans in the beginning of this chapter), it is
hard to say that all of these fans racialize Asian male bodies. Nevertheless, some fans
could fetishize Asian male dancing bodies based on orientalist framework and power
structure from the gaze of Western colonialism. From the colonial gaze, Koreanness, in
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this case, (hegemonic) Korean masculinity is invisible because they are conflated with
stereotypes of Asian American and/or Asian male imageries.
Due to the liminal masculinity of K-pop performers, female fans might feel that
they no longer need to perform patriarchal female imagery that chronically has
376

subordinated women.

Rather, a female-dominant relationship would be possible. They

do not have to be heterosexual either. The body is a political site in which a certain type
of ideology is negotiated and challenged. The flower-like beauty and youth of K-pop
boys’ bodies allow females to feel more dominant, have more power, and have more
authority in their heterosexual relationships, and thus, challenge traditional ideas of
masculinity. Female fans are not simply spectators of these male dancing bodies. They
actively engage in a dialogue and script new gender roles, imagining and dreaming up
alternative sexualities.
The K-pop female vidders put the male body at the service of their desire. The
ways the female fans represent K-pop male performers are transgressive, for they
challenge the binary of masculinized gaze versus feminized object and reposition their
sexuality in an uncategorizable realm. A K-pop female fan projects herself through the
fan-made videos. Being such an active subject of desire, she is able to possess her gaze,
perform a role (or express a fantasy) that she has dreamed up, thereby reclaiming her
body and subjectivity. In the process, she empowers herself by granting herself the
agency of her desire.

376 Such androgynous appearance, however, does not always contribute to changing the unequal gender
relations. According to Seungsook Moon (2005), South Korea is a patriarchal society colored by
militarized masculinity. For instance, despite the global popularity of K-pop “flower boys,” “Korea’s Glass
Ceiling Index score was the lowest among 26 OECD countries,” according to The Economist. Korea also
ranked 111th out of 136 countries in the World Economic Forum’s Global Gender Gap Report in 2013. See
more at: http://forumblog.org/2014/03/koreas-government-tackling-gender-gap.
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Conclusion
For female audiences, K-pop singers’ fluid, hybridized gender performativity, or
liminal masculinity, opens up a new way of defining gender roles. The androgynous and
ambiguous masculinities of K-pop male dancing bodies allow Western female fans to reimagine, dream and create a wide range of sexual orientations, fantasy and relationships
with alternative masculinity which would not be possible in the structure of
heteronormative white masculinity. Like female vidders who seek alternative sexualities
and resist performing conventional roles of femininity, K-pop male dancers exhibit a
precarious moment of in/securing masculinity.
Through vidding, female fans re-choreograph K-pop dancers’ body movements,
and simultaneously choreograph their desire. For fans, vidding is not a video editing but
an enactment of physicalizing and visualizing desire in a fictional space and reclaiming
their voices. The fans’ aspiration consuming liminal K-pop masculinity is also
transgressive. Like the K-pop male dancing bodies that evade categorization, female
fans’ spectatorship hovers over diverse gender roles and sexualities. The female fans
adore youthful male dancing bodies and the beauty they emanate. Indeed, on the
comment thread of “Kpop Boys Kill Us with Their Sexy Bodies,” a female fan cynically
wrote: ‘AMERICA!!!! why dont [sic] we have men like this???!!!’ (ID: Xiao D***).
These female fans seek alternative masculinity other than typical masculinity available in
the West. Although the fans’ engagement of seeking alternative masculinity can be
progressive in term of gender construction, it can be problematic racially when they
project orientalist fantasies. In K-popscape, ethnoscape, mediascape, technoscape, and
ideoscape are collapsed. Fans use technology and create a new space in media to explore
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a transnational consumption and creation of new masculinity. The masculinity fans create
challenge fixed notion of ideologies associated with ethnic, racial, and sexual identity
markers.
Future research on K-pop and its fandom can focus on the racial dynamics in Kpop fandom. Though K-pop fans perceive Korean male dancers as Korean, given that a
gendered body is racialized, and vice versa along with pervasive racial stereotypes in the
377

US,

it is necessary to discuss how Asian American male stereotypes impact Western

audiences’ appreciation of Korean male performers. I shall end this chapter sharing a
comment from a female fan. She wrote:
I seriously want to see more of this kind. Thank you for making this and sharing.
You are awesome! I love the editing with repeating and cutting to next after not
repeating fully the last one. Is this understandable in any way..? Anyway, I love
this video […] (ID: MinnaK***).
K-pop fandom, perhaps, is not about young pretty Korean boys. Instead, it is about
female desire. The K-pop male dancing body is a site where women create their own
dialogues, narratives, and agency to re-imagine and queer gender roles and to see what
they have dreamed by themselves, for themselves.
K-pop, however, does not always remain as a fantasy in which fans explore
alternative identities. Cross-cultural misunderstanding also occurs through the
transnational circulation of K-pop, due to its cultural appropriation. The next chapter will
discuss how colonial history influences East Asian and Western audiences’ different
understanding of hybridity.

377 Wolf, “On the Gender Continuum,” 173.
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Conclusion:
Re-historicizing Cultural Appropriation in Globalization

Like a science fiction king of a dying city, a man is sitting in a rusty, tarnished
stone chair placed on top of stairs. His hair combined with red wires is so long that it
covers his seat and cascades down the stairs beneath him (see fig. 11).

Figure 11. GD in "Fantastic Baby."

He wears a tight black and white striped suit embellished with star decorations, and holds
a stainless steel cane wrapped with silver chains. His costume suggests an old-style
magician, but his hair and the overall setting are noncharacterizable. His eyes are made
up with a ring of randomly tinted black dots, which emphasize the scene’s raw and
eccentric mood. Behind him, smoke rises, and iron beams are washed in red light. The
mood of the scene is peculiar, mechanic, futuristic, and at the same time, unnameable.
Then, the singer appears putting on a helmet-like costume piece. With silver round
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figures on the forehead, the helmet covers his face with a round shield, suggesting an
ironworker’s helmet. He has short black hair in this scene, but one side of his hair is long,
lopsided, and dangles unbalanced. He has big silver rings on his neck and gothic style
crucifix earrings. In another moment, he is putting on a round black hat with a dome-like
shape that evokes the headpiece of the king in Hanbok, a traditional Korean costume.
Next, he appears clad in a white suit. His lips are made up in white and black patterns that
resemble centipedes. The makeup makes him look like a vampire.
The scene is drawn from GD in Big Bang’s music video “Fantastic Baby” (2012).
In “Fantastic Baby,” the group appropriates diverse cultural markers and combine them
with those that are indefinable. These include a Buddhist monk, sadomasochist, robot,
disco dancer, white gas mask, Chinese lion dance, the Prince of Wales, etc. Interestingly,
none of them are faithfully rendered; these markers are all modified in distinctive ways.
For example, a band member sits in the yogic lotus position and exhibits Buddhist hand
gestures along with other actors. They close their hands and make small circles by putting
their thumbs together on top, and putting other fingers together at the bottom. While these
gestures resemble Buddhist practice, the fashion does not. The main figure’s bare chest
and arms are heavily tattooed, and he wears red pants, silver boots, and big earrings. The
backup actors wear identical white masks with holes for their mouths, which are
reminiscent of horror movie masks. GD along with Big Bang’s members displays
hybridity through cultural appropriation and creates unique styles that evade
classification.
I started my introduction with the idea of K-popscape as a form that blends
multile identity markers through a mediatized performance impact by and through its
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globalizaiton. Performers in K-popscape often evoke cross-cultural misunderstanding, as
GD’s blackface controversy. As a characteristic of K-popscape, in chapter one and two, I
argued that K-pop singers present multicultural mutant Koreanness through their racial
hybridity; they borrow cultural elements across the world, freely change their performing
personae and styles, and exhibit a new image of contemporary Korean identity. GD is an
emblematic figure of multicultural mutant Koreanness. He not only appropriates Hip Hop
and American pop culture, but also takes cultural elements from Southeast Asia, Europe,
and East Asia, and displays hybridized racial imagery. GD’s “flower boy” androgyny,
like K-pop male idols in chapter three and four, presents gender fluidity as well. He is
an ideal case study for the analysis of racial hybridity and gender fluidity, and how they
intersect, as well as for an examination of complex layers of cultural appropriation and
ethics in transnational K-popscape. Due to his chameleonic performance, he
emblamatizes cross-cultural misunderstanding, as well as the invisibility of Koreanness.
By analyzing GD’s music videos “One of a Kind” (2012) and “Crayon” (2012), this final
chapter demonstrates how his work represents

the notion of the K-popscape. I then

argue that his appropriation of Western culture is neither minstrelsy nor postcolonial
mimicry by situating his work in the context of Korean history and culture.

G-Dragon and One of a Kind
G-Dragon (also known as GD; his Korean name is Kwon Ji Yong) is a K-pop
singer-songwriter, lyricist, and rapper. He got his stage name, G-Dragon, as “Ji” from his
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Korean name is pronounced like “G” in English and “Yong” means dragon in Korean.
He is the leader of the K-pop boy band Big Bang, one of the most popular K-pop boy

bands among K-pop fans worldwide. YG Entertainment has groomed GD and Big Bang.
Besides his career with Big Bang, GD has worked as a solo artist. He released his first
solo album, Heartbreaker, in 2009. The album ranked top among major Korean music
programs, such as Mnet, and Melon, and had over three million digital downloads in
2009.

379

One of a Kind (2012) is GD’s signature album, which brought him global

popularity. GD’s video for “One of a Kind” received “Best Hiphop/Rap Song of the
Year” awards from both the Korean Music Awards and the Rhythmer Awards, and the
song topped major music charts long after its release. The album sold over 170,000
copies within a month of its release.
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Along with the album’s success in Korea, One of a Kind went to the world pop
market. It ranked first on the Billboard World Album Chart, and entered the Billboard
200 Chart at 161 for the week.

381

With his accomplishment abroad, GD won “Best Male

Solo Artist” award at the 2012 Mnet Asian Music festival, as well as “Record of the
Year” at the 2013 Seoul Music Awards. He is the first Korean solo artist to embark on a
4-dome tour in Japan and the second Korean solo artist to have a world tour, called “The

378 Raj Bogawat, “What Is G-Dragon?” Korean Music and Drama (K-pop), Answer,
http://www.answers.com/Q/What_is_G-Dragon (accessed March 31, 2015).
379 “G-Dragon Conquers Korean Music Charts” The Asia Economy Daily,
http://www.asiae.co.kr/news/view.htm?sec=ent9&idxno=2009090710290012970 (accessed March 31,
2015).
380 Jinyoung Jung, “지드래곤 월간 앨범 판매 1위…17만 장 판매고 올려 [G-draon album sold
over 170,000 copies],” Herald Media, http://biz.heraldcorp.com/view.php?ud=20121012000492
(accessed March 31, 2015).
381 Stewart Ho, “G-Dragon Enters the Billboard 200 and Places First on the Billboard World Album
Chart,” M Wave – K-pop Makes One, http://mwave.interest.me/enewsworld/en/article/15581/g-dragonenters-the-billboard-200-and-places-first-on-the-billboard-world-album-chart (accessed March 31, 2015).
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382

G-Dragon 2013 1st World Tour: One of a Kind.”

Given his huge success as a solo musician, GD is considered an artist rather than
just a K-pop idol. Although GD belongs to YG Entertainment, he has produced his own
distinctive music style and worked as a songwriter with his group Big Bang. “At the time
of our debut, we [Big Bang] were the only idol group who produced and wrote our own
383

music,"

GD said in an interview. “It wasn't like someone gave us songs and told us

exactly what to do.”

384

In his album One of a Kind, he wrote lyrics for all the songs, and

produced and arranged the majority of the music himself. Unlike female K-pop singers
and groups who must rely on (or be subject to) the music agencys’ decisions, GD
possesses agency in his performances and his albums reflect his own aesthetic choices.
GD also collaborates internationally with other musicians: Flo Rida, an American singer
and rapper, is featured in GD’s song “Heartbreaker,” and Missy Elliott, a Grammy
Award-winning American musician, contributed to two tracks on GD’s second studio
album Coup d'Etat (2013): “Chugalug” and “Niliria.”

385

A list of well-known singer-

songwriters, producers, and musicians from the U.S., Germany, and Korea also
participated in the making of Coup d'Etat, including Diplo, Baauer, Boys Noize, Sky

382 “G-Dragon – 2013 1st World Tour,” YGLIFE, http://www.yg-life.com/archives/14456 (accessed
January 24, 2013).
383 Jesse Lent, “G-Dragon Claims He Owes His Career To 'Enter the Wu-Tang': 'I Started Rapping
Because Of That Album' Big Bang Frontman Says,” KpopStarz,
http://www.kpopstarz.com/articles/40902/20130909/gdragon-wu-tang-clan-big-bang.htm (accessed
September 9, 2013).
384 Ibid.
385 Staff Writer “Big Bang G-Dragon to Make Solo Comeback this August, 'Missy Elliot to Feature,'”
KpopStarz, http://www.kpopstarz.com/articles/32395/20130625/big-bang-g-dragon-to-make-solocomeback-this-august-missy-elliot-to-feature.htm (accessed June 25, 2013).
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Ferreira, Siriusmo, Zion.T, and Lydia Paek.

386

Hip Hop particularly characterizes GD’s music style. GD was exposed to Hip
Hop at age five. Before his official training with an agent, he was a boy who liked
dancing and practicing music on his own in a self-taught manner.

387

Back then, he did

not know anything about rap and Hip Hop, but listened to mainstream commercial music
388

from Korea.

It was an American rap group, Wu-Tang Clan, whose music made GD

interested in rapping and taking music classes.

389

In an interview, GD credited his entry

into the music world to the Wu Tang Clan's “Enter the Wu-Tang: 36 Chambers,” for he
390

began “rapping because of that album.”
391

piece of music.”

GD referred to the song as a “biblical, holy

Since then, he sought out other Hip Hop artists:

[…] And then I started to look for different albums. This was pre-Internet, so it’s
hard to find the music, and it was even harder to find music videos. So I’d watch
things little by little. If I saw a music video, I would watch it over and over
392
again.
During that time, rap was a niche genre and underground, homegrown Korean rap was
393

difficult to find. “There was no real place to access rap music,”

GD recalled. There was

a Hip Hop group though, People Crew, who hosted a summer school program to teach

386 Marc Hogan, “G-Dragon Takes Over With Diplo and Baauer in Spectacular 'Coup d'Etat' Video,”
SPIN, http://www.spin.com/articles/g-dragon-diplo-baauer-coup-detat-video-sky-ferreira-black-track-list/
(accessed September 4, 2013).
387 XXL STAFF, “Korean Rapper G-Dragon Talks K-Pop Hype, New EP and Past Scandals,” XXL,
http://www.xxlmag.com/news/2012/12/korean-rapper-g-dragon-talks-k-pop-hype-new-ep-and-pastscandals/ (accessed December 12, 2012).
388 Ibid.
389 Lent, Ibid.
390 Ibid.
391 Ibid.
392 Ibid.
393 Ibid.
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rapping and dancing. With GD sincere passion to learn Hip Hop, he “begged” his mother
394

to attend the school.

In the school, he proved himself to be one of the best students,

and was introduced to Lee Hee-sung, the leader of a Korean rap group called X-Teen. He
eventually wrote his first rap when he was in fifth grade. In 2001, at the age of thirteen,
GD participated in People Crew’s Hip-hop compilation album Hip-Hop Flex 2001,
recording his first single, "My Age Is 13." With this music, he became the youngest
Korean rapper.

395

YG Entertainment was notified of his work on the album, and GD was

picked to join the company’s newly formed boy band, Big Bang, the group GD now
396

belongs to.

After that, GD was a trainee for a long period of time. “I was a trainee for

about seven years […] Those were really difficult times. I was stressed out a lot. I have a
397

lot of dark and painful memories,” he recalled.

Indeed, during his first training year at

YG Entertainment, he spent his days running little errands and cleaning the studio, and
did not even have a chance to practice.
399

pop music.

398

Hip Hop has its particular connotation in US

GD’s rap, however, focuses on his material and culture. From the begining

and still now, he has merged Korean context, languahe, and cultural references with rap’s
style and aesthetics. His appropriation of Hip Hop does not have the same meaning with
US pop singers’ appropriation of Hip Hop which are situated and originated from the US
context.
Whereas Hip Hop was one of main influences of his music, GD’s musical styles
394
395
396
397
398
399

Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
“G-Dragon Did Floor Cleaning.”
Rose, Black Noise.
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today are not limited to Hip Hop. He has incorporated diverse music genres and
performance styles into his work. Seo Jung Min-gap, a music critic, said, “[GD] catches
the trends of the time, blends them in his own way and creates quality products. It makes
400

him stand out among so-called idols.”

The New York Times complimented GD’s ability

to mix various pop elements by calling him a “miraculous canvas to work with.”

401

It

said: “He morphs easily into almost any style, he moves with panache and confidence
and he has a perpetual sense of theater about him. His is a version of pop stardom all but
abandoned in this country.”

402

GD’s artistic talent goes beyond his musical abilities. He is a fashion icon across
Asia with his androgynous look characterized by bleached hair, dark smoky-eye makeup, and exceptional outfits evoking everything from dandy to funk boy. In 2014, he
appeared on the first issue of HYPEBEAST, a global men’s lifestyle magazine, as a cover
model. According to the magazine, GD is “the representative icon of the synergy of
music and fashion.”

403

They wrote:

Describing G-Dragon simply as an artist and a producer is an underestimation, as
he has crossed the boundaries of music. He is also immersed in the extremely
creative field of fashion design. Crossing the borders of K-Pop, he is sustaining
elements of Korean culture through fashion and social media, and has entered the
404
North American market and the world.”

400 “G-Dragon Becomes Global Style Icon,” KOREA.NET: Gateway to Korea,
http://www.korea.net/NewsFocus/Culture/view?articleId=116418 (accessed December 19, 2013).
401 Ibid.
402 Ibid.
403 “G-Dragon Chosen as Cover Model for Global Lifestyle Magazine HYPEBEAST,”
Soompi, http://www.soompi.com/2014/02/21/g-dragon-chosen-as-cover-model-for-global-lifestylemagazine-hypebeast/ (accessed February 21, 2014).
404 Ibid.
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He also landed the cover of Italian magazine L’Uomo Vogue introduced with the line
“music, fashion, and show” as well as the cover of Vogue Korea in 2013.

405

GD

influences the Korean fashion industry as well. The Cais Gallery in Seoul, located at
Cheongdam-dong, one of the most well-known trendsetting destinations and upmarket
shopping areas in Gangnam, Seoul, hosted an exhibit influenced by GD’s personal effects
406

and clothing styles.

Alongside his career as a musician, GD presents a distinctive

fashion style and draws global audiences’ attention with his versatile, border-crossing
fashion.
Appearance links to identity. As Noliwe Rooks and Bill Gaskins (2001) argued,
hair signifies race in terms of its color, texture, and style.

407

Along with hairstyle, clothing

is also racialized, and Hip Hop fashion, for example, has been associated with black
masculinity.

408

GD’s versatile fashion style plays a significant role in shaping his identity

onstage; it is a way of performing chameleonic identity through cultural appropriation.
He not only does he present fluid performing personas but he also changes his
appearance. Throughout his music videos, he displays a wide range of costumes, hair,
and makeup styles. His multitalented fashion style fosters his versatile staging of race,
gender, and sexuality.

405 “The November Issue of 'L'UOMO VOGUE' Featuring G-Dragon Will Be Available in Italy, France,
the United Kingdom, and the U.S. on the 15th!,” “G-Dragon Graces the Cover of Italian Magazine L’Uomo
Vogue,” Soompi, http://www.soompi.com/2013/11/14/g-dragon-graces-the-cover-of-italian-magazineluomo-vogue/ (accessed November 14, 2013).
406 “G-Dragon Becomes Global Style Icon.”
407 Noliwe Rooks and Bill Gaskins, "Wearing Your Race Wrong: Hair, Drama, and a Politics of
Representation for African American Women at Play on a Battlefield," in Recovering The Black Female
Body: Self-Representations by African American Women, eds., Michael Bennett and Vanessa D. Dickerson,
279-95. New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 2001.
408 Nicole Fleetwood, "Hip-hop Fashion, Masculine Anxiety, and the Discourse of Americana," Black
Cultural Traffic: Crossroads in Global Performance and Popular Culture (2005): 404.
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Cultural Appropriation, Power, and Ethnics
Since cultural appropriation links to one’s identity formation, it is associated with
ethical issues. In her article "Cultural Borrowing: A Case Study of Korean Youth in
Kollaboration," Kathleen Ryou distinguished a conscious appropriation from unconscious
409

appropriation;

and defined the former as an example of good-natured borrowing. By

analyzing Kollaboration, a group of Korean American rappers, and their appropriation of
Hip Hop music, she argued that the group borrows elements from Hip Hop including
masculine gestures, music, clothes, expressions, and other bodily signs as a means to
resist the stigma imposed on Asian American male bodies – the racial stereotypes of
subservient, effeminate, sexually undesirable Asian American men. By directly
borrowing some elements from the rapper Tupac as well as other Hip Hop musicians,
Kollaboration’s appropriation goes beyond a certain physical trait and becomes all about
410

attitude – “hood mentality.”

She addressed that borrowing can be a short trend, such as

the trend of “cool” black culture among youth, and public can easily move to another
fashion trend.

411

Despite the short-term modality, cultural borrowing can be “a tool
412

towards coalition-building among the various groups.”

Anna Deavere Smith’s play Twilight –Los Angeles is an example of good-natured
borrowing. In her performance, which addresses the 1992 Los Angeles riots, she played a

409 Kathleen Ryou, "Cultural Borrowing: A Case Study of Korean Youth in Kollaboration," Stanford
Journal of Asian American Studies, http://www.aas.stanford.edu/journal/kryou09.htm (accessed September
1, 2014).
410 Ibid., 8.
411 Ibid., 4.
412 Ibid., 3.
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Korean storeowner, using a stereotypical Asian accent.

413

Although the mimicry of Asian

accents are generally regarded as stereotyping, Ryou argued that “the performance
needed the authority and authenticity that comes with the accent, and it served the
414

purpose of enabling others to understand the Korean perspective during the riots.”

Smith aptly portrayed the Korean shopkeeper, and helped the audience “to the coalition
415

by promoting understanding.”

Though Smith work is based on a more rigorous

ethnographic research, both Smith’s and Kollaboration’s works make a political
testimony.
It is important to distinguish GD’s appropriation from these cases because it is
essential to understand K-pop’s appropriation through its Korean context. The specificity
of Korea’s social context explains how and why K-pop’s appropriation differs from those
in the West. First of all, unlike Kollaboration, GD does not necessarily aim to resist Asian
American male stereotypes. He is Korean living in Korea, not an Asian American. As
discussed in chapter one and three, Korean masculinity is rather hegemonic and
patriarchal. It does not match with the subordinated image of subservient, effeminate
Asian American male stereotypes. Being a member of dominant group in the gender
construction, GD does not need to prove his masculinity despite his androgyny.
Moreover, as discussed in chapter three and four, androgyny is not a sign of
homosexuality or emasculinization; but a new type of masculinity beloved by K-pop fans
worldwide. Meanwhile, compared to Anna Deavere Smith’s work, GD does not
necessarily aim to promote mutual cultural understanding through his appropriation of
413 See Anna Deavere Smith’s Twilight –Los Angeles, 1992. Dramatists Play Service, Inc., 2003.
414 Ryou, Ibid., 11.
415 Ibid., 12.
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Hip Hop. GD is a pop singer not an activist. Compared to Smith, he does not produce Hip
Hop to speak with ethnic minorities or to advocate racial minority culture, and he does
aim to produce marketable music.
The fact that GD’s choices cannot be explained from the standards applied to US
performers imply that his appropriation also does not necessarily translate to goodnatured borrowing. Kollaboration and Smith’s cases are good-natured borrowings
because they comment on racial minority groups. However, not all country share the
same racial hierarchy model as the US. The fact that GD is not interested in racial
politics, in this case, does not mean that his music does not address political issues. GD
has produced rap music that directly addresses social and political issues in Korea such as
capitalisma as well as self-actualization. His music for Coup D'état addresses the
dehumanization of singers as commodity, and his struggles against popular media and
capitalist propaganda.

Bodily Effort: From Cultural Appropriation to Physical Transformation
In addition to locality of K-pop, bodily effort is associated with the transnational
circulation of performance, and such circulation as well as the translation of physical
practice deserve close attention in analzying K-pop’s appropriation. As I discussed
chapter one and two, performance in a transnational concept that works through a process
of inclusion and exclusion; performers include or emphasize certain elements, while
erasing or weakening others to serve the local audience, and their own aesthetic choices.
Performance in transnational adaptation often needs bodily transformation originating
from deeper level of physical labor, not a mere supergicial level of appropriaiton. Non-
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white ballet dancers are examples of performers who literally need bodily transformation
to fit the mold. As Joann Kealiinohomoku argued, ballet is an ethnic dance form that
reflects a certain standard of European beauty and body type.

416

It is not surprising that

Asian or African ballet dancers often struggle with their body types, including their body
shape, size, color, and even muscle quality that do not always fit “ideal” white ballet
dancers’ bodies. A few renowned black dancers in the ballet world, such as Misty
Copeland, Tai Jimenez, and Aesha Ash, demonstrates how the dance scene purses
“white” aesthetics.417 Having their own specialties, such as being equipped with
advanced technique or modifying the technique by tailoring a certain movement to fit
their bodies and structures can be a way of overcoming the racialized and ethnicized
beauty in classical ballet. It seems to be obvious that non-white ballet dancers appropriate
European culture. Yet, some of the reasons their practices are not necessarily called
cultural appropriation is that the dancers spend very long period of time to embody ballet
technique, that often requires physical transformation of their bodies.

418

Thus, it is

significant to distinguish physical transformation from cultural appropriation. Cultural
appropriation does not require sincere bodily effort; it can happen during a short period of
time by putting on makeup, or specific costumes, and acting like the other. Physical
transformation, however, requires a lengthy period of training with sincere bodily effort.
Each cultural group has its own bodily rhythms based on their own ethnic

416 Joan N. Kealiinohomoku, “An Antropologist Looks at Ballet as a Form of Ethnic Dance,” Month
(1983): 533-549.
417 Patton, Tracey Owens, "Final I Just Want to Get My Groove On: An African American Experience
with Race, Racism, and the White Aesthetic in Dance,"Journal of Pan African Studies 4, no. 6 (2011): 104.
418 Enormous flexible body with arched feet can be an example; ballet dancers are often expected to start
their training since an early age, so that they can grow up, transforming their bodies to fit the specific ballet
technique.
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dance forms. These are not easily transmittable, as the rhythm would be familiar to the
group inside of the culture, but not to other people outside of the culture. Korean folk
dance has unique arm and shoulder gestures: moving up and down shoulders, while
drawing a circular line with arms. The form was adapted by professional dancers and
became a signature dance technique. But offstage, it is also common to see elderly people
who do not have any dance training show the gestures, whenever they express joy or are
asked to dance. Such rhythm and gesture would be familiar to most Koreans, and thus,
should be easier to learn. For non-Koreans, this form might be strange and more difficult
to learn.
GD’s Hip Hop differs from a cultural appropriation, given his physical
transformation was achieved by his life-long training to be a rapper. I do not want to
generalize his case, as not all K-pop singers would put in the same amount of effort.

419

GD’s body and voice do not necessarily match with those of African American singers. It
is not difficult to imagine how GD uses effort, like non-white ballet dancers do, to more
successfully transform his body to fit Hip Hop rhythm and movements, so that he can
create his own version of Hip Hop performance. He is considered one of the best rappers
in Asia.

420

While doing his rap, he speaks in Korean with his sweet, somewhat feminine

voice. He creates distinctive and fluid rhythmic styles that harmonize well with Korean
text. While dancing, his Hip Hop gestures and stomping feet look organic and natural,

419 In chapter two, I explained that some K-pop idols employ rap, often because they do not have talent in
singing. In this case, their raps also do not sound like rap music in US, but more likely spoken text with
rhythmical sound. It is a musical device that can be applied to any music genres by any singers who are not
trained in Hip Hop.
420 Hyo-won Lee, “K-Pop Star G-Dragon Wins Big at Asian Music Awards,” The Hollywood Reporter,
http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/k-pop-star-g-dragon-659690 (accessed November 25, 2013).
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despite his androgynous, small, thin body.

In other words, he is not simply

appropriating, or imitating others; he is doing his own performance that is expressive yet
also inscribed on his body throughout life-long training. Bodily labor is real; whether a
dancer practices her/his own ethnic dance or a foreign dance form, her/his sweating body,
muscle training, and the length of time she/ he puts on the practice is real. Through such
training, a body has the potential to become transgressive and move beyond geographical,
ideological boundaries. Give his physical transformation, how do we understand GD
performing Hip Hop in terms of cultural appropriation and ethnics? How do we value
performers’ bodily effort? What other standards are needed to evaluate transnational
cultural appropriation outside US, or the translation of cultural practice via globalization?
Lastly, how does history (or the lack of historical connection to apporpriated content)
influence our understanding of cultural appropriation and ethnics surrounding it?

Racial Hybridity and Gender Fluidity
GD embodies K-popscape; his racial hybridity and gender fluidity challenges
racialized and gendered stereotypes and ethnicities of both Asian American and African
American masculinities constructed throughout colonial history. In “One of a Kind,” the
422

lyrics are simple and focus primarily on GD. The song begins:

[Chorus] My name is me
Yes sir, I’m one of a kind
I’m a bear that can do a lot of tricks, no, more like a fox
Yes sir, I’m one of a kind
I’m an annoying snob
421 In K-pop, some words are spoken in English; they have to be simple, however, for Korean audiences
who do not speak in English. Easy and simple words, such as “I love you,” “baby,” “yo” are used.
422 Original lyrics are in Korea. English translation can be found here: http://www.kpoplyrics.net/gdragon-one-of-a-kind-lyrics-english-romanized.html
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Cause I’m quite expensive (Get out)
Yes hyung, yes noona (whats wrong with you?)
Ah, I’m just bored (hello?)
Yes hyung, yes noona (whats wrong with you?)
I’m sorry that I’m so popular
The chorus follows the first verse:
I’m there at just one phone call, number 1988-0818
Someone try to hold me back, I’m ranked number one
Because I’m different, because that’s me
Because no matter what I do, chaos ensues
because I make trend
Because I change everything
This talent will never leave me
[Chorus] Get back, are you kidding with me?
Young and rich — that describes me
So I’m fast so what is okay
Are you kidding me?
I’m not kidding you
The second verse is:

This is already my second album
I won’t rob an empty house
My rap is what makes the ladies come to the bedroom
Yeah, I’m busy, money flower bloom on my business
I won’t rest, my song makes everyone cry, I love it!
This little boy comes out and owns the stage
Can’t seem to like him, keep seeing him
Turn your eyes to avoid me but everywhere you go it’s his music
My pictures are everywhere, even when he’s acting crazy
There are not enough copies to sell
At face value, the lyrics describe GD’s fame. The song begins: “my rap is what makes the
ladies come to the bedroom,” which juxtaposes his musical talents and virtuosity with sex
appeal. The words, hyung or noona, comment on gender and social hierarchy. People use
the terms to call an older man and woman, respectively. In the lyrics, GD takes a
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subordinated position compared to his hyung or noona. The two terms assume hierarchy,
for GD is younger than his hyung or noona who can be understood as anonymous
listeners or his fans. It is an ironic expression, however, as the following lines are “I’m
sorry that I’m so popular.” These lyrics reflect reality. GD is called a chaebol idol due to
his enormous wealth at a young age.

423

Chaebol refers to a business conglomerate or the

richest people in Korea. He earns more than 920,000 in USD in one year solely from
copyrights and his music’s royalties.

424

He is famous for both his music and his wealth.

Overall, his lyrics focus on his fame, confidence, and the talent that made him a “young
and rich” global K-pop star.
Sonically and visually, Hip Hop is the most prevalent theme in the video. GD
adopts the macho masculinity of Hip Hop, which is apparent in his choice of backdrop,
backup dancers’ costumes, and the overall styles of dance moves. The video starts with
GD showing his back with the line “I’m just wild and young. Do it just for fun.” His hair
is bright yellow, he wears slim fitting leopard print pants, and his fur vest bears the head
of a stuffed tiger. He snobbishly throws his hands forward, turns them up, and
rhythmically bounces his knees. In the next scene, GD appears with a group of dancers
surrounded by black and white graffiti (see fig. 12).

423 “재벌소리 듣는 아이돌 [Idols Who Are Called Chaebol],” MK News,
http://news.mk.co.kr/newsRead.php?year=2014&no=924180 (accessed July 1, 2014).
424 YGFAN25, “G-dragon Ranked 5th on ‘Richest Idols,’” BIGBANGUPDATES,
http://bigbangupdates.com/2013/02/g-dragon-ranked-5th-on-richest-idol-list.html (accessed Feburary 19,
2013).
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Figure 12. GD in "One of A Kind."

He now has long yellow dreadlocks, and GD and the backup dancers wear black baseball
hats, jeans, and hooded tops on which “one of a kind” is printed. All the dancers are male
except one. They rhythmically bounce their bodies to his rap. The dancers display
grounded steps with exaggerated strong, heavy hand gestures. They lightly stomp their
feet and throw their hands in the air to the music. GD also gets into the Hip Hop rhythm,
too, frowns, and holds his chin up high with a brash gesture.
The gangster image is another theme that enhances the macho masculinity
depicted in the “One of a Kind” video. In one moment, a guy violently throws something
towards the camera. Under dark dim light, a group of men stand behind GD. They put on
hip-hop hats and headscarves, and wear big bold chains and extravagant silver and gold
necklaces. They are clad in big black jackets and hoods, and have tattoos on their bodies.
These men stare at the camera with hostile looks. In the middle of the crowd, GD stands
performing aggressive movements. He is now clad in a luxurious jacket with showy
silver accessories. While rapping, he displays brash attitude; he curves his shoulders
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forward, frowns and scratches his forehead, and tilts his head staring at the camera with a
crooked smile.
In addition to a gangster-like masculinity, GD also directly exhibits the
criminalization of (black) masculinity. In one scene, he stands with a group of men
wearing striped costumes, suggesting prison uniforms. Behind them is a white
background with vertical black stripes; at the edge of the lines numbers are printed, as if
to determine a prisoner’s height. On the other side of the line, however, there is a musical
note painted on the wall, as big as a person. GD is holding a plate on which his name and
date of birth are written, as if he’s having his picture taken before being imprisoned.
While rapping GD toys with the plate, scratching his head with it, as if it is nothing but a
frivolous object. Then he shakes his hands, circles his shoulder, looking side to side, and
struts, walking forward with the group of men behind him, as if he is battling with
someone. The men behind him are depicted as cocky, too. One sniffles and picks his nose
in a vulgar manner. The other leans behind with folded arms, his shirt opened to reveal a
crude tattoo on his chest.
While the male bodies are hypermasculinized and criminalized, the female
dancers’ bodies are sexualized. While GD exhibits a gangster image with a group of male
dancers in the beginning, contrarily, when performing with female backup dancers, GD
looks more polished and dandy. He is clad in red skinny pants and sneakers, with a classy
jacket influenced by military uniform style. He wears a wig of long yellow dreadlocks.
The female backup dancers are dressed in black leotards. They have gold badges on their
shoulders and wear flat police caps with black sunglasses. Although these costumes
resemble those of a police officer’s, the dancers bodies in tight leotards and high heels do
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not seem authoritative but sensual. They also do not reveal any facial expressions, for
their faces are covered with black sunglasses. Standing in a line, GD and the female
dancers step forward, slowly stomping their feet, swing their elbows side to side, and
bend over at the waist. With the lyrics “Yes, sir. I am one of a kind,” the dancers stop and
spread their legs, placing their hands on their hips with their elbows turned outward. They
stretch their other arms from their foreheads upward. Their palms are flat, as if in a police
officer’s salute. Next, the women stand aside, lift their arms, bend their knees, and move
their hips back and forth, each one thrusting her pelvis repetitively. This hip movement
resonates with twerking moves in the U.S. Hip Hop scene, although there is a difference.
Unlike twerking in U.S. pop music, the backup dancers do not directly emphasize
vibration or rawness of their hip flesh. They are thin (virtually free of hips or curves), and
their movements seem artificial and mechanical like a robot. GD does not join the female
dancers in this hip movement. Instead, standing in the middle of the backup dancers, he
turns his head side to side, looks at the women, slightly leans backward, and sway his
palms, as if he is gazing and judging the women's hip moves.
This scene includes the racialized female and male imagery present in much Hip
Hop in the US – a hypermasculine man versus a hypersexualized female body. Men show
brash gestures, gangster imagery, and vulgar attitudes, and women present blatant,
bouncing choreography centered on the female dancers’ hips. Borrowing from Hip Hop
in this way GD masculinizes Asian manhood and sexualizes Korean women’s bodies. As
discussed in chapter two, CL uses Hip Hop womanhood as a way of suggesting strong
Korean femininity. GD’s appropriation of Hip Hop is a way to present hypermasculinity
through his young-looking, slim, and androgynous body. Through his performance of the
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macho man GD, himself, becomes more masculinized, which potentially serves to
maintain the patriarchal status quo in Korea.
Still, GD’s androgynous body is seemingly incompatible with the
hypermasculinity associated with the conventional performance of Hip Hop. In the
opening scene, among all male backup dancers, a female dancer stands right next to GD.
Similar to the other male backup dancers, she wears black jeans, but only she and GD
reveal their arms in sleeveless tops. GD’s arms are slim, white; his body is also slender,
and unmuscular, like that of a young girl. The skin on his face and body looks light and
soft. His face is also highly groomed, polished, and youthful. The female dancer ties up
her short, bleached yellow hair with a leopard print headscarf. She looks androgynous
and even masculine, given her bold gestures and brash face. While the male dancers
behind her are limited to subtly swaying to the music, she more actively uses her body
and does a break dance move. Circling her arms to the right, she whirls her waist to the
other side, shifts her toes to the right, and then twists her pelvis in the same direction, as
if all her joints are collected and move the same way. GD does not make direct contact
with her, but they are equally visible and his moves are similar to hers. As GD and the
female dancer wear almost identical black costumes, have a similar body size, and are
both highly visible in the scene, the juxtaposition of their androgynous bodies makes
them appear much like male and female twins.
GD’s androgyny is not simply about looking like a female. GD uses his
androgyny to transform himself and enact multiple personae. In one moment, he is sitting
at a long table in a narrow, dirty white room. The table is a mess, covered with fallen
candles and broken dishware. GD wears a black leather jacket and wrist guards, and his
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yellow hair is styled into a pompadour. In this scene, his fashion resonates more with
funk than Hip Hop style. He eyes are lined with black smoky eye shadow, and a black
line is drawn from his bottom lid towards his cheekbone, like a teardrop, making him
look grotesque. Sitting with a fiendish smile on his face, he leans to the side, and stabs a
piece of raw red meat with a knife. Then an eyeglass appears through which GD
transforms. Through the eyeglass, he is sitting at the same table in the same room. This
time, however, all settings, including the wallpaper and decorations, are neat, clean, and
elegant. The table is set with fancy silver dishes and candlesticks and GD is sitting
upright and cutting a steak with a graceful attitude, like a chaste lady. His face is clean,
and he now wears classy white shirt and long earrings. His yellow hair is now in a short
women’s cut. Saying "La la la, look at me with loving eyes, don’t curse me, please accept
me, please love me," he coyly, sweetly smiles like a girl. In the same setting, he changes
the mood of his persona, facial expressions, bodily behaviors and movements. Through
his transformation from a vulgar, impish funk boy to an elegant, well-mannered
androgynous figure, GD embodies a fluid gender role.
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In addition to
performing multiple
personae, he also performs
in drag. In his music video,
“Crayon,” GD cross-dresses
as a girl (see fig. 13). In the
video, GD is watching
television with other guys,
lying on a cozy sofa. On the
television screen, a woman
appears showing her back.
She has wavy long brown
hair and is wearing a short,
tight black skirt and high
heels. The silhouette of her
back is glamorous and
conveys a conventionally

Figure 13. GD dressed as a woman.

attractive female image. Seeing this, GD comments on her appearance, speaking
flatteringly of her into the other man’s ear. GD and his friends are excited and attracted
by the woman due to her slim and feminine body. This woman is GD in drag.
GD performs a wide range of gendered personae in his videos. He is easily able to
pass as female due to his androgyny. The short black mini skirt and high heels depicted in
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“Crayon” initially reinforces a conventional image of the female body as a sexual object.
GD’s moving body and facial expressions, however, challenge conventional notions of
femininity. As the camera closes in, the woman turns her head forward for the first time.
Once it is clear that this woman is GD, he flashes an artificial, presentational smile,
grimaces, and blinks his eyes, as if mocking the voyeuristic male gaze. He then shakes
his wig, head banging furiously. The vigorous, energetic head movement subverts the
feminine image his body emanates. In Girls Day’s performance (the K-pop girl group
discussed in chapter two), the female singer simply puts on a male suit but does not enact
any characteristics or behaviors associated with masculinity. GD’s cross-gender role-play
is more active, open-ended, presentational, and even comical. His gender parody evokes
laughter, denaturalizes gender norms, and criticizes the male gaze for objectifying the
female body by putting a man’s face on a woman’s body.
In addition to gender fluidity, GD presents racial hybridity. In “One of a Kind,”
his hair is yellow, not blond, as the color is too obviously bleached. Rather than
attempting to emulate blond hair, the styling makes a comment on the idealize image of
blond hair in the West. In the video he also wears his hair in dreadlocks, which often
symbolize reggae and Hip Hop cultures. His skin is neither dark nor white, but is able to
appear as both, depending on the scene. On the one hand, when he is clad in a gangsterlike black suit with a black smoky eye makeup under dark, dim light, his skin looks
darker. On the other hand, when he is clad in a classy white shirt surrounded in a bright,
white room with a Victorian style dining set, his skin looks lighter. He presents both an
image of African American rapper and Caucasian or European whiteness through
appropriation of cultural markers drawn from each culture.
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In conjunction with a wide spectrum of gender fluidity and racial hybridity that
move beyond the racialized and sexualized (masculinized) image of Hip Hop, GD also
incorporates humor in the video. “One of a Kind” exhibits a sense of humor and
mischievousness through the appearance of children. In one moment, he is sitting on a
black sofa and rapping, holding a paper cup telephone. Two kids are sitting next to him.
A boy wears a black training suit, and a girl wears a Hello Kitty T-shirt and the same
scarf as GD on her neck. Both kids’ skin is a light brown, noticeably darker than GD’s
and they have naturally coarse, curly hair. Given these markers, they both appear to be
biracial and of African descent. They clap with GD, and playfully wrestle and hug him.
Like the kids, GD’s face is full of joy. It is interesting to note that the second time GD
appears with these children is directly after the scene in which he and his dancers are
dressed in prison uniforms. This time, the kids are clad in baggy pants and big T-shirts
with bold prints. Having the same vertical striped background that appeared behind the
full-grown men in prison uniforms, these young kids try to act like the mature men and
show brash and crude gestures. They fold their arms, lift their chins high, and turn a
somersault. Their actions, however, do not seem threatening, but pleasant and evoke
laughter. Such a device weakens the criminalized masculinity associated with Hip Hop’s
gangster image, shifting and recontextualizing perspectives on Hip Hop by replacing full
grown men with a young girl and boys.
Including animals and unique props in his music videos is another way of
recontexualizing Hip Hop. In the opening scene, GD is clad in leopard print jeans and a
fur jacket which bears the face of a stuffed tiger. To complete the outfit GD leads a real,
live tiger cub around on a leash. In another moment, as a gun sounds, he forms a gun with
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his fingers and shoots at the camera, mischievously biting his lips and winking. In the
next scene, he humorously taps the little tiger's head and makes it falls down, and then
falls to the floor himself, lying there as if he took the bullet that he himself just shot.
Moreover, while singing the lyrics, “My rap is what makes the ladies come to the
bedroom […] money flower blooms on my business,” GD is with a Barbie doll. He
reclines on a sofa alongside the doll. As if the doll is a real woman, he rests his head on
his hand, gazes at her deeply, and places his other hand on the doll's legs. He moves his
face closer to the doll’s flirtatiously, and tries to kiss her. Right after he kisses her on the
cheek, the doll snaps his face, and voice overlaps, exclaiming: “I love it!” The scene
creates a humorous and ironic moment, as his lyrics describe his appeal to women via his
rap while in performance, he is rejected by a female doll. Through the use of animals and
props, GD mischievously and playfully imbues his Hip Hop video with a sense of humor.
His body also delivers a sense of humor through comical choreography. In the
chorus, surrounded by the same graffiti background, holding his upper arms to the side,
GD moves his bent forearms up and down one by one. Moving his arm in this
mischievous manner, he bends his knees, walks forward while leaning his upper body
backward, swaying his hips and stomping his feet side to side. Quickly crossing his bent
knees repetitively, he minces and steps back, rolling his arms. Then he spreads his legs,
again, cross his knees standing in one spot, and swings his arms back and forth, as if he is
running. Despite the sharp black and white graffiti, which provides a dark, combative
mood, his movement is childish and delightful. In one moment, GD crawls on the floor.
He wears a Mickey Mouse ears hat. A live bear cub is in front of him, and he lies and
raps behind the bear with an impish face. Putting on big black fur gloves, GD pretends to
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be an animal and raises up his arms in a petulant manner, as if roaring like a bear. Unlike
the dark gangster-like image presented in the beginning of the video, in this scene, he
intentionally behaves in a childish and silly way, and evokes laughter.
Through his masquerade of childish personae, GD further brightens the
conventional image of Hip Hop. When he is not rapping in his music video “Crayon,” he
shows aegyo. He sings in a high-pitched, feminine voice, affecting a cute baby voice. In
one moment, he moves like a puppet, kicking his leg to the front, while tapping his
shoulders with his hands. He moves back and forth with quick, cheerful, aerobic steps,
bending his elbow and flipping his hands to the side. In the next scene, he wears red
overalls and a baseball hat. Due to his slim body, he looks like a teenaged boy in this
childlike costume. He prances and plays a bass drum, as if in a marching band with a
425

mannequin-like face. The song lyrics say, “Miss, Miss, I’m a pure Ji Yong Chy [GD].”

In time with these lyrics, his nose grows like Pinocchio, and he smirks, as if pretending to
be innocent when he knows he is not. Throughout it all, artificially adorned, colorful
backdrops surround GD. The overall image of the video is bright, bubbly, colorful, and
eye catching.
GD’s fluid performance persona, which moves from hypermasculine man to
babyish boy, is not limited to gender. Though Hip Hop is the most prevalent theme of the
music video “One of a Kind,” GD puts on and appropriates diverse cultural markers. This
includes not only Hip Hop but also European funk, classy Western dandy, and Asianinfluenced styles. In one scene, GD is in a boxing ring wearing boxing headgear
decorated with extravagant gold beads. This ornamentation resonates with traditional

425 http://www.kpoplyrics.net/g-dragon-crayon-lyrics-english-romanized.html#ixzz2tArneDKd
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Southeast Asian adornments. In another moment, a group of men stand behind him with
their backs facing the camera. They wear black clothes on which a dragon is printed
incrementally, with a fragment of the mythical animal on the back of each man’s shirt.
They wave their chests one by one from in a collective body wave, creating an image of a
dragon moving. They clench their fists, cross their arms above their heads, and then
punch low, like martial artists. GD also incorporates the image of Chanel in his costumes
and props. In the video, several items are emblazoned with Chanel’s logo, such as a
tennis ball, belt, hair band, and articles of clothing. While Chanel is one of the symbols of
luxurious Western fashion brand, the dragon is one of notable markers of traditional
Chinese culture. Martial arts, too, is a form that emblematizes traditional Asian
performing arts. By appropriating these diverse cultural markers, GD creates not just
racial but also ethnic hybridity in his performance.
Some of GD’s performances feature him exclusively putting on whiteness. His
music video “Crooked” and its visual theme are influenced by the punk subculture of
England. GD appropriates European punk rock style and the decadent masculinity
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associated with it (see fig. 14).

	
  
Figure 14. GD in “Crooked.”

This video was filmed in England. Most scenes were shot in a dark, narrow
alley, different backstreets, an underground dance club, a pub, and a tunnel. The song is
about GD acting in uncouth and crooked ways after a break-up. Throughout the video, he
acts like an aggressive, drunken lout. He is depicted as a hoodlum and the leader of a
group of punk-styled white men. In the opening, he wears black ripped skinny jeans with
a pyramid stud belt, a band tee printed with England’ national flag, and black pointed-toe
ankle boots. In other scenes, he wears a black leather motorcycle jacket and a large,
leopard print fur coat. His hair is blond or bleached white and combed into an upright
punk hairstyle. His skin is as light as his Caucasian backup actors and he wears thick
black eye makeup. In one scene, he attacks a café with his peers. GD climbs up and
stands on a table where a number of people are having a meal. He kicks the food off of
the tables, and intimidates the diners. Walking down a street, GD swaggers and tries to
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provoke a white man into a fight by overtly flirting with the woman who stands next to
the man. When the man tries to stop him, GD, chewing gum with swaggering attitude,
aggressively pushes him against a wall, sneers, and leaves. In the next scene, he drinks
and carouses in a raucous club, dancing with a group of young white people. Under dim
light, he saunters, dances, and staggers on his feet; he swings his head, jumps from a
table, and stomps, closing his eyes, as if he is well into a night of insobriety. 	
  
In “Crooked,” GD appropriates whiteness, which complicates his identity. In this
video, due to his pale skin and dark makeup, he resembles European punk men. He is the
only Asian in the video; all other actors and backup extras are white. GD’s masquerade is
successful. Through boisterous acting he performs the rowdy attitude and characteristics
of a European punk, and provides the video with verisimilitude.
GD’s success at passing—racially, ethnically, and nationally— iresonates with
Nikki S. Lee’ photography, Project (1997–2001). In the work, she spent time with
various social and ethnic groups, and took a picture of herself with the group members at
the end of her ethnographic work. In every single picture, she seems to be well
assimilated into the group, According to Cherise Smith, Lee “enacts” others by
embodying diverse ethnic, racial, and social identities. These include an Asian schoolgirl,
a punk, a drag queen, a swing dancer, a Latina, a Hip Hop artist, a queer woman, and an
426

urban professional.

Even though GD’s process was different — he did not spend time

with punk groups — in the video his appearance, actions, attitude, and fashion seamlessly
embody punk style, and the racial, national, and class identity that comes with it. In the
video, GD seems to be a member of a working class, white European punk group at home
426 Smith, Enacting Others.
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in UK underground culture, not a young, rich, Asian K-pop star at home in mainstream
culture.
GD’s appropriation of punk reflects the commercialization of certain cultures and
subcultures. Within the structure of white supremacy, whiteness takes the highest
position in the racial hierarchy, which engenders the representational privilege of
whiteness. Within the framework of capitalism, however, race alone fails to explain the
multilayered hierarchy created by the intersections of race, gender, class, and
427

nationality.

This notion of intersectionality is also applicable in the case of whiteness

amid globalization. In GD’s case, punk culture is a subculture not just in England but also
in a global context, due to the low rank in economic level and working class life style
associated with the fashion. Class is a more visible marker than race in defining what
minority or majority culture is, and the working class life associated with punk allows
GD to perform certain characteristics of masculinity.
Through the dress code, heavy makeup, and rowdy attitude accompanied with his
punk peers, GD presents rude, unruly, and disorderly masculinity. As Hip Hop enables
him to better perform and highlight hypermasculinity, punk allows him to present kitsch
and decadent aesthetics along with a wild and disobedient personhood. Punk style and
culture symbolize rebellious and resistant working class youth subculture in a Western
428

society.

GD’s adaptation of punk culture further enhances his performing persona as a

deviant, disobedient man.

427 hooks, Black Looks.
428 Anne Beezer, "Dick Hebdige, Subculture: The Meaning of Style," Reading into Cultural
Studies (1992): 105.
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In addition to his enactment of blackness and whiteness, he draws on a number of
iconic, cross-cultural styles in his video repetoire. These include 70s disco, Korean
traditional costumes, and many idiosyncratic and futuristic markers that do not quite
signify particular cultural roots. GD and Big Bang’s music video “Fantastic Baby”
discussed in the beginning of this chapter is an example of such boundary crossing
blends.
GD’s multicultural mutant Koreanness has cultural significance in constructing
K-popscape on both a local and global level. For Koreans, hybridity can be a way of
destabilizing and moving beyond the postcolonial mindset. K-pop performers’ physical
representations of hybridity can be distinguished from Koreans’ internalized colonialism.
This is not to reaffirm mind/body binary; rather, it suggests that the body and physical
performance have more power. Despite Koreans’ internalized colonialism, K-pop
performers’ bodily representations — especially their performances of racial and gender
hybridity — provide a space where both K-pop performers and Korean audiences liberate
themselves from the disenfranchised, colonized mindset. Through the chameleonic
performances of K-pop stars, Korean audiences can imagine, enact, and “be” anything
they want, from an European punk to white upper class, from a black rapper, to a city
girl, to a hyper-modern elite. GD’s chameleonic performance provides a space where
Koreans liberate themselves from the disenfranchised, internalized colonial mindset, for
his body of work allows a fluid performance of identity. On a global level, his
chameleonic appropriation and boundary crossing in race and gender challenge
stereotypes associated with both Asian American and African American masculinity —
asexualized and hypersexualized, respectively — and liberates essentialized notions of
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masculinity in a global context. GD desemiotizes and decontextualizes Western
epistemology, revealing the moment of discrepancy, illegibility, and misunderstanding in
the global circulation of K-pop. His hybridity can be viewed as subversive, as it does not
fit into the idea of postcolonial mimicry and demonstrates the illegibility of contemporary
Asianness through a Western-centered racial and gender paradigm.

Invisibility of K-pop: Against Postcolonial Mimicry and Contemporary Minstrelsy
Racialized perception often limits the readability of K-pop hybridity. Invisibility
of cross cultural readings occurs not just through the inability or disinterest of seeing
other’s histories, but also through racial politics and (in)visibility. K-pop is unreadable as
long as the two ideologies are projected — postcolonial mimicry and contemporary
minstrelsy — that haunt Westernized notions of cultural appropriation. The discourse I
offer regarding the invisibility of K-pop is neither meant to criticize “Western-centrism”
nor claim “authentic” Koreanness. Instead, through critical reading of each audience
group’s cultural assumption and specificities, I attempt to suggest a different paradigm
for both U.S. and Korean audiences and performers and provide a better understanding of
each other’s culture and history. By doing so, my goal is to contribute to a practice of
mutual responsibility and reciprocal sensitivity to other cultures in this global era.
Both Korean and U.S. audiences exclusively engage in “seeing” themselves,
projecting their own histories onto the cultural products with which they engage. Lack of
historical knowledge and understanding results invisibility of other cultural practice. By
not recognizing others’ particularities, both audiences project mainstream ideology of
their own societies.
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As K-pop becomes more hybridized, it transforms itself, moving beyond the
notion of postcolonial mimicry. It is true that K-pop was under the influence of American
and Japanese pop until 1990. Since the 2000s, however, K-pop now has distinguished its
own aesthetics, and K-pop stars no longer emulate Western pop stars but imitate their
429

senior K-pop stars.
430

youth.

GD, for instance, is a role model for many K-pop musicians and

WINNER, an emerging K-pop boy group groomed at YG Entertainment, named
431

GD as their role model: “We respect G-Dragon sunbaenim.

He is someone who went

over and beyond as a member of Big Bang and has made his own name a brand.”

432

Inspired by GD, the WINNER members said they also try to develop their own
choreography and songs to create their own distinctive music styles.

433

434

In his performance, GD does not simply aim to be “like the colonizer.”

Through

an identity constructed through passing, GD creates complex layers of racial and gender
hybridity and speaks to global capitalism’s exploitation of other cultures, which Marwan
Kraidy calls a “corporate transculturalism,” a profit-driven strategy that systematically
exploits the value of multicultural elements. This potentially subverts hegemonic
whiteness, ” or, as Susan Manning describes it, “the representational privilege of
whiteness.”
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GD’s appropriation of Western culture is not postcolonial mimicry given

429 “YG’s WIN: Who is Next Ep. 5” Qtkpop, https://qtkpop.wordpress.com/2013/10/13/ygs-win-who-isnext-ep-5/ (accessed October 13, 2013).
430 Kamepichan, “Interview: 140824 WINNER Talks BIGBANG’s G-Dragon as Role
Model + Rival Competitions!” With Winner, http://withwinner.wordpress.com/2014/08/25/interview140824-winner-talks-bigbangs-g-dragon-as-role-model-rival-competitions/ (accessed August 25, 2014).
431 The term sunbaenim (선배님) is used to address mentor figures or senior colleagues.
432 Kamepichan, Ibid.
433 Ibid.
434 Bhabha, The Location of Culture.
435 Susan Manning, "Danced Spirituals," 82-96.
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its multicultural mutant characteristics– the transnational, border-crossing, and multilayered adaptation of culture.
In addition to the invisibility of K-pop due to postcolonial mimicry, the idea of
contemporary minstrelsy also contributes K-pop’s invisibility. Lipsitz argued, historical
context makes a difference in understanding cultural appropriation as well as the ethics
surrounding the practice. The idea of minstrelsy does not simply refer to a bodily practice
but to a history deeply associated with power relations constructed throughout colonial
history. K-pop’s appropriation of Hip Hip is not contemporary minstrelsy given socio
historical contexts of the nation. Given the status of the U.S. as a symbol of ultimate
modernity since the Cold War era, Hip Hop is often perceived as a form of (mainstream)
U.S. pop culture signifying modernity, rather than a distinctive African American musical
form or a minority culture. Meanwhile, as I demonstrated earlier in this chapter, K-pop
culture is not necessarily a “majority” culture in a global context given the nation’s inbetween status. K-pop singer GD, too, does not necessarily take up the position of the
majority in a global hierarchy despite his global stardom. Korea has never colonized
Africa, and has never been a colonizer of African Americans. K-pop does not share
unequal power relations and exploitative history shaped between colonizer and colonized
groups. GD’s Hip Hop has nothing to do with mocking a specific ethnic group. He
reflects Korea’s particular social issues and contexts which should not be negated as a
racial politics in US. This reading of K-pop as minstrelsy demonstrates that U.S.
audiences project their own colonial history on the K-pop body. In this case, African
American audiences are not a racial minority; instead, they play the role of First World
citizens who demand a compulsory knowing and privileging of U.S. history.
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Ontologically, a Korean body is also invisible and cannot be fully understood through the
gaze of White Americans who colors any Asian body and its subjectivity with Asian
American stereotypes.
As Phelan (1993) noted, increased visibility is not equal to increased power for
those who are subordinated. Visibility has dual functions. The visibility of K-pop means
that there is invisibility of Koreanness. Global circulation of Hip Hop, too, signifies that
racial particularities of Hip Hop in its country of origin are missing, which causes the
invisibility of African Americanness. Increased visibility of K-pop and Hip Hop in a
global context does not provide deepened understanding of each ethnic group. When a
performance is circulated transnationally, its local context is often erased. Both Korean
and African Americans’ identities are conflated with those of the majority group: Asian
American and white American. Maintaining the status quo in their own territories, U.S.
and Korean audiences project and see themselves through their own eyes, rather than
trying to understand each other’s culture.
Global social media and its open access facilitate cross-cultural
misunderstanding. Complex modern histories and intricate layers of ethnic identity
configurations in both Korea and the U.S. are made invisible by the incessant cultural
flow of the Internet. In the era of globalization, a “disjunctive” moment occurs in the
436

transnational flow of culture.

Culture distributed by global social media facilitates the

invisible moment because the Internet provides only a superficial understanding of the
history and embodied experiences of each culture. For example, the fact that GD has an
international career and U.S. influenced music style does not mean that he is

436 Appadurai, “Disjuncture and Difference,” 296.
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knowledgeable about the historical contexts that created minstrelsy. GD’s successful
racial and ethnic passing, too, does not mean that he makes a reference to cultural
appropriation and ethics rooted in U.S. colonial history. Likewise, the facts that U.S.
audiences can access K-pop anywhere, anytime and conduct Internet research about
Korea, do not mean that they are aware of Korea’s complex modern history and the
intricate configurations of racial, ethnic, and national identities since the colonial era.
Though global social media guarantees increased access to foreign cultures,
increased accessibility to a foreign culture by global social media allows only superficial
ways of knowing. With the lack of embodied experiences and the lack of historical
understanding of each other, gathering information is easy but acquiring knowledge is is
difficicult. Due to the imbalances between being informed and understanding, the more
people have access to a foreign culture through global social media, the more discrepancy
occurs. Although online social media opens a wide range of opportunities to access a
foreign culture, the only thing it can offer is a mediated experience, an incomplete
knowing. Reliance on mediated, disembodied learning can increase a superficial
understanding and accessibility to the foreign culture that is not necessarily associated
with lived experience.
In order to learn and understand other cultures, embodied learning and
experiences are significant. Cultural signifiers are different from context to context.
When an individual confronts such differences in reality, however, one often forgets
distinct origins and unconsciously projects her/his own cultural beliefs. Culture, however,
is not a thing one can simply learn by just watching a one-minute video on YouTube.
“Code switching” is required when an individual wants to fully engage in a different
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culture and understand cultural differences. Code switching, however, requires embodied
learning situated within the lived culture. In the era of globalization, there is inevitable
cultural ignorance. One cannot know everything happening in the world. Nevertheless, it
is significant to acknowledge one’s ignorance and her/his own cultural framework that
often prevents understanding of cross-cultural differences.

Conclusion
Performance and its social impact are not limited to the stage, or traditional form
of performing arts. My dissertation considers identity to be always and already liminal,
peripheral, and ambiguous in essence – a performance. Transnational circulation of
performance in globalization affects audience reception. This translational flow changes
the meaning of performance affected by local and global power dybamics, some of them
are often incompatible. By converging theories of dance/performance, critical race
studies, gender studies, and media studies, postcolonialism, my dissertation has theorized
how K-pop’s cultural appropriation, the hybridity of the dancing bodies create a
disjunctive space through transnational adaptation of bodily practice, paying particular
attention to invisibility of Koreanness. I employ an interdisciplinary method drawing
theories from performance studies, audience reception and media studies, gender studies,
and critical race studies.
Throughout the chapters, I argue that the performers’ racial hybridity and gender
ambiguity challenge the racialized gendered binaries in the West such as
homosexual/heterosexual, feminine/masculine, and contemporary minstrelsy/postcolonial
mimicry. SNSD and CL, as an example of “good” and “bad” girls in K-pop, appropriate
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white, black, and Third World femininities and eventually create racial hybridity. They
also localize their femininity to create an “appropriate” version to serve patriarchy in
Korea. Glocality of the videos complicates their meaning; they both empower and
oppress femininity. In a local context, although SNSD presents hypergirlish femininity
and serves Confucian patriarchy, their racial hybridity challenges racialized and gendered
Asian American stereotypes. In contrast, CL presents a strong, powerful image, and
evokes sisterhood to empower young women in a global context. Yet, she situates herself
as Other, completely masquerading and transforming herself to foreignness, and thus
maintains the status quo in Korea. Contrarily, male singers present liminal masculinity –
a more liberating and fluid gender performativity crossing boundaries. Through crossdressing, male dancers “put” symbolic mask and present virtually believable, homoerotic
performance. Like traditional Korean Mask Dance, their gender performativity has the
potential to challenge heteronormativity in Korea. However, it does not resist Confucian
notions of patriarchy in the end because the hegemonic power of Korean masculinity
allows men to cross gender boundary and perform female roles. On a global level, their
liminal masculinity provides Western female audiences with a space in which they
“choreograph” queer desire through video editing, providing an alternative to normative
white masculinity in the West. Although these fans’ actions are feminist, some of them
rely on orientalist fantasy and framework that exoticizes Asian male bodies to play a
dominant role.
GD is an emblematic figure of crossing boundaries, including race, gender,
ethnicity, and sexual orientation, which I have termed “multicultural mutant
Koreanness.” GD performs whiteness/non-whiteness, blackness/non-blackness,
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Asianness/non-Asianness, and Koreanness/non- Koreanness, and his performance does
not fulfill the black, white, or yellow racialized or gendered binary. GD is not racialized
in the ways that Asian Americans have been racialized in U.S. His performance presents
a wide range of roles and he puts on diverse cultural markers. On a global level, his
performance of race and gender liberates essentialized notion of Asian American and
African American masculinity. He also remasculnizes his androgyny with the help of Hip
Hop. On a local level, GD liberates postcolonial cultural mentality in Korea, for the
performers enact many possible identity markers reaffirming that identity is a constructed
performance. He, however, legitimatizes the objectification of female bodies by
reproducing hypersexual stereotypes of female hips in US Hip Hop.
GD’s performance reveals how the dual function of increased visibility maintains
the status quo of racial power relations. Increased visibility of K-pop does not lead to
increased understanding of Koreanness on the global stage. GD’s ethnic identity or racial
status is conflated with that of Asian Americans in the U.S., and his Koreanness is made
invisible. Hip Hop, too, is conflated with mainstream “whitened” American culture in
Korea, and the specificity of African American history and ethnic identity are erased. I
have explained how and why K-pop’s cultural appropriation differs from those in the
West. I argue that GD’s appropriation and localization of Hip Hop is neither postcolonial
mimicry nor contemporary minstrelsy due to the nation’s unique colonial history as well
as in-between status in globalization. GD, as a representative figure in the K-popscape,
emblematizes how disjuncture and cross-cultural misunderstanding occur in a
transnational culture flow due to the lack of embodied experiences and the dearth of
understanding of the sociohistorical specificities of foreign cultures. Mutual
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understandings are required while appreciating performance in the era of globalization,
for performance is not a current form of entertainment but a way of listening to other’s
collective stories embodied throughout history. My dissertation converges discourses of
race, gender, sexuality, and nationality through the analysis of pop dance practice in order
to move beyond a nation-state driven analysis to a transnational cultural flow that is
generated by and through physicality. This is K-popscape.
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Glossary
Oppa (오빠): Korean females use the term when they call a man who is older than them.
It can be used to call their own brothers, and boy friends. Also, a female can use the term
regardless of a man’s age. In this case, the term contains a sexual connotation in a male
and female relationship, because older age often signify authority, power, and thus,
sexual dominance.
Unni (언니): Korean females use the term to call a female who is older than them. It can
be used to call their own sisters, and any female who is older than the speaker. It also
signifies an intimate closeness between a listener and speaker, as the term is generally
used for someone whom the speaker already knows. It is also used regardless of age or
closeness. A female or even a male can also use the word to show respect and
friendliness to any woman in a casual way.
Gijibae (기집애): Gijibae has been a dismissive term for a young girl, and is often used
as slang. But girls often call their close friends gijibae as a teasing yet sincere expression
of intimate friendship. Mothers also often call their daughters gijibae when scorning their
children.
Aegyo (애교): Aegyo refers to a cute, winsome, childlike, girly, innocent and appealing
attitudes. It can describe both men and women.
Sunbaenim (선배님): Mentor figures or senior colleagues.
Namsadang (남사당): Groups of male performers and entertainers since the Silla
dynasty (57BC – 935AD). The group had around 50-60 bachelor performers from the
lowest social class. Their shows included staged outdoor plays, folk dances, drumming,
talchum (mask dance-drama), speech performance, acrobatics, puppet plays, and
ropewalking. The actors often parodied the upper classes and criticized social and
religious elites through mimicry. Yet, they maintained their own internal hierarchies
based on their roles and age. The youngest members, especially those with a feminine
appearance, were called pirie and played female roles—not just onstage but also in daily
life such as serving food and doing domestic labor.
Talchum (탈춤): It refers to traditional Korean Mask Dance-Drama originating in the
Three Kingdoms Era. It was one of the main repertoires of Namsadang groups. Since
Namsadang was all male, men cross-dressed as women, wore female masks, and
performed female roles.
Dojagi pibu (도자기 피부): good, polished, light, ceramic-like skin.
Beigeulneo (베이글녀): The term is an idiomatic expression to refer to a female who has
a young looking baby face and a glamorous body. The term has sexist connotation. It
stems from the word, Bagel, and juxtaposes women’s bodies with food.
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